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Preface

This collection of papers is the first of a series of planned
volumes concerning the design of education. It is an outcome of an
ongoing cooperative effort among three educational laboratories -- Far
West Laboratory (FWL), San Francisco, CA; Mid-Continent Regional
Educational Laboratory (McREL), Denver, CO; and the Regional
Laboratory for the Educational Impovement of the Northeast and
Islands, Andover, MA. These three laboratories designed their
programs of work to include educational restructuring themes and have
worked together to assemble a knowledge base intended for educational
policymakers and others when considering alternative ways of
organizing and conducting the educational process. FWL agreed to take
responsibility for coordinating, assembling, and publishing this first
volume.

With a few notable exceptions, today's educational systems
continue to reflect an assembly line view of learning and most school
improvement efforts tend to rely on incremental approaches. The most
common perspective about educational change continues to be one of
fixing or adjusting the existing system. The alternative view, one
that is reflected by the papers in this collection as well as by many
schools that have begun "restructuring" efforts, is that the present
system is too far out of alignment with both the contemporary and
future needs of learners for "fixing." Instead, fundamental changes
are needed in the ways that the educational enterprise is conducted.

As school districts confront the challenges of comprehensive
change, they will generate knowledge useful to those that follow. It
is our intention to also make significant contributions to the growing
and much needed knowledge base about the nature and processes of
educational redesign. For this first volume, eleven papers are
included -- all dealing with various aspects of refo-m.

The first five set the context for design by presenting
rationales, models, or definitions. The first paper (Harvey and
Crandall) explores the literature and a rich experience base
concerning some of the implications for "restructuring schools." They
begin with the "why of restructuring," suggest what restructuring
schools might look like, and finish with issues and challenges of how
to bring it all about. The second paper (Mirman) summarizes some of
the various definitions of restructuring and suggests a set of common
themes. Next, Hutchins introduces the concept of "design" as the
missing ingredient in education reform and the "only" solution for
bringing about the kinds of changes that needed. The fourth paper
(Banathy) presents the rationale for an"outside-in" approach to
educational design, one that calls for a major educational
transformation. The last paper in this group (Hutchins) is a report
of a task force that met to consider new directions for Regional
Educational Laboratories to meet the challenge of educational reform.

The next three papers focus primarily on processes that educators
should consider when educational design is undertaken. The first paper



(Unks) describes a model under development that emphasizes the
importance of building the organizational capacity of school districts
to initiate and sustain their own renewal process. Next, Anderson and
Cox describe the present educational "problematique" as beyond the
capacity of single organizations and recommend a collaborative
strategy as the best hope for reconfiguring the educational system.
The third paper in this group (Mills) describes an effort to develop
and refine Living Systems Process Analysis as a methodology for
assessing school effectiveness and using the data to design and
implement systemwide school improvement.

The next two papers, one by Reigeluth and one by Budde, provide
specific descriptions of very different educational systems.
Reigeluth presents a general approach and a specific strategy for
effecting needed changes in schools and describes the structural
characteristics that a third-wave educational system "should" have.
Budde also presents a view of a redesigned school district with
specific attention to organizational characteristics. The final paper
in the collection (Jenks and Shaw) describes a framework that can be
used by educators to explore the concept and the implications of
developing a new design for education. Using the framework and a
small sample of "restructuring" efforts, a preliminary look at the
general characteristics of reform is offered.

C. Lynn Jenks, Director
Center for Educational

Design
Far West Laboratory
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A Beginning Look at the What and How of Restructuring*

Glen Harvey and David P. Crandall

Within fifteen minutes of walking through the door, you realize that
something exciting and exhilarating is going on. The atmosphere is charged
with electricity. You can't put your finger on it immediately, but this
is no ordinary school.. What is it that makes it s different? Why does it
stand out so clearly from other schools you've visited?

Slowly you begin to notice subtle differences. The morning announcements
are celebrations -7 of student birthdays, of teachers' contributions to
school programs and activities, of successful community events, of a
variety of student achievements. The school-community newsletter is
displayed prominently as you enter the school, next to a brightly decorated
bulletin board to greet the many new faces that you notice -- volunteers
from the local community, area businesses, and nearby universities and
colleges. Members of the community are always welcome to visit and Learn
more about what the school is doing to meet its goals. Partnerships with
local businesses and colleges are a large part of the collaborative suppert
system that assists the school in making the progress to which everyone so
eagerly points with pride.

The hallways are covered with student art work and bulletin boards created
by teams of teachers, suggesting still another, more substantial difference
in the school. Teachers are collaborating with one another, across grades
and classrooms. Together with their principal, they are Jointly deciding
the new directions of the school, In close collaboration with parents,
community members, and participating businesses and colleges. Shared
decision making is a critical ingredient of the school's success, as is
recognizing and rewarding excellence -- in both teaching and learning.

Down the hall, a team of teachers is meeting to discuss a new set of
research materials they hay& just received. They have invited the
principal and an outsid consultant to work with them in planning how to
apply the new materials and information in order to develop a strategy for
working with a particularly difficult student.

* Special thanks to Richard Card, Deputy Commissioner, Maine Department of
Educational and Cultural Services, and C.L. Hutchins, Executive Director,
Mid-contineni Regional Educational Laboratory, for sharing their insights
and wisdom as we developed this paper.

1 0
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A Beginning Look at the What and Row of Restructuring
The Regional Laboratory

As you enter a classroom, you realize you haven't heard the usual sound of
the bell announcing the beginning and end of class. Inside, the room'
exudes the change you have been sensing. The classroom reverberates with
energy and excitement. You find students of different ages busily working
together, alongside their teachers and volunteers. Teams of students, each
reflecting the range of student abilities and backgrounds typical in the
community, are working collectively on a joint project of the class. There
is a feeling of caring In the classroom, with every student being treated
as special and important. It Is obvious that expectations are high and
that all students know that they are expected to learn -- and are confident
in their own abilities.

The dominant teaching mode Is coaching rather than lecturing; the general
style Is supportive, personal, trusting, and purposive. Even the
curriculum Is different. Subject matter Is not divided into the
traditional disciplines. In this case, students are participating in a
rather unique combination of calculus and literature. In other classrooms,
science permeates almost every lesson. Regardless of the classroom,
students are mastering basics and then moving beyond them to more abstract
problem solving, pushing the boundaries of typical subject matter to better
understand the challenges confronting them.

The outer shell of the building may be the same as always, but inside you
have just experienced what is currently being labeled a "restructured"
school. But what does it mean to restructure a school, how do you go about
it, and is it really necessary anyway?

The purpose of this paper is to begin to answer these questions for faculty
and administrators in Maine who are considering restructuring their schools
as part of the Restructuring Schools Project. In so doing, our intentions
are twofold. First, since restructuring is an innovative uoncept with few
boundaries, we hope to stimulate ideas and visions that go beyond the
traditional models of schooling, drawing on examples of schools that Ire
actually engaged in the process of restructuring. In part, the paper is
intended to create a mosaic of miniature portraits of the "what" of
restructuring. There is, after all, no one best way to restructure
schools. Each school mut be designed to fit the context of which it is
such an integral part.

Our second purpose is somewhat more concrete; it is to provide an overview
of how a school could -- or should -- go about restructuring. Although
restructuring is a relatively new phenomenon, a considerable body of
knowledge exists about the ways in which schools can succesully manage
change to achieve desired goals and visions. Our intention is to begin to
adapt and apply this knowledge in ways that assist school staff tackling
the enormous challenge of restructuring their schools. Nevertheless, it is
important to recognize that faculty who are embarking on this quest are, in

4
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fact, breaking new ground. We know very little about the concrete "how of
restructuring, in large measure because so few schools have fully accepted
the challenge.

The paper is organized into three sections. We begin with the "why" of
restructuring, reviewing the reasons and rationales behind and beneath the
restructuring movement that is emerging across the country. We then
proceed to describe the "what" of restructuring, portraying images of a
restructured school. We conclude with the "how" of restructuring,
providing a discussion of the process for achieving a new image of schocls
and translating that image into practice.

It is important to note that we.see this paper as only a beginning draft.
We plan to modify it as the reality of restructuring becomes more informed
by those of you actually engaged in the challenge to redesign our schools.
We ask that you join with us in this effort, informing the what and how of
restructuring through your own experience and learnings. In accepting the
challenge to restructure, you are assuming a leadership role in one of the
most exciting and potentially rewarding cutting edge reform efforts
throughout the country. We hope that you will continue to vork
collaboratively with the Restructuring Schools Project and ii1l share with
others what you are experiencing and learning to pave the tray for those who
follow in your footsteps, striving for excellence in education.

Uhy Restructure Schools

As the old saying goes, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." If this advice
is to be heeded, the question to be seriously addressed is whether or not
our schools are truly broken, requiring the massive overhaul the label
"restructuring" suggests, or instead whether some more minor, wellinformed
tinkering might solve the problems that persist.

Few would deny that the nineteen'eighties has earned the distinction of
being ona of the most active decades of educational reform in recent
memory. Fueled by the National Commission on Excellence in Education's
(1983) charge that the "educational foundations of cur society are
presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity" (p. 5), 1983
witnessed a groundswell of public and political energy and enthusiasm for
improving education that has yet to subside. At all levels -- local,
state, and federal -- the amount of sustained activity and commitment to
improving education has been almost unprecedented. No state in the union
can be charged with not seriously accepting the challenge to initiate
improvement efforts in the quest for educational excellence. Additional
funds have been allocated in support of education; new policies and
regulations have been developed and instituted; school improvement
initiatives have been designed and implemented; curricula have been

12.
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reviewed and rqvised; standards for students and faculty have been raised.

But have all the energy, enthusiasm, and resources been effective in

achieving educational excellence? The answer is both yes and no. At the

building level, many schools have made remarkable progress, providing

showcases of educational excellence at its best. Similarly, some states

can also boast of significant headway at the state level. In addition to

many schools, districts, and states being able to point to their individual

measures of success, SAT and ACT scores are remaining steady. On the

negative side, however, dropout rates are at a staggering high; the 1985

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) writing assessment
indicates that students possess inadequate writing skills; and educators
continue to be alarmed by the inability of students to use higher order

thinking processes -- to name just a few examples.

In what might be considered a second wave of reform reports, new concerns
began to be voiced more loudly about the health of the educational
enterprise during 1986 and 1987. The Carnegie Forum on Education and the

Economy, the National Governors' Association, the Holms Group, and the
National Commission on Excellence in Educational Administration, among
others, hav ben in the forefront of this latest call for excellence in

education. There is a difference in this second wave of reform efforts and

recommendations, however. As Mark Dannr, senior editor of flamer's,
pointed out in his assessment of the recommendations of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education during a forum on "How Not to Fix the
Schools," many of the proposals of the more prominent commissions and task

forces of the first wave of reform represented little more than a
recommendation for more of the same -- take schools as they are, for better

or worse, and treat their problema by adding more, e.g., more time on task,

more courss requirements ("How Not to Fix the Schools," 1986). Fundamental

issues regarding structure, organization, management, curriculum,
instruction, and so forth were seldom addressed through straightforward,
hardnosd analysis that permitted the possibility that there might be

another way. In this scond wave of reports and recommendations, not only

is such an examination of other possibilities permissible, it is what is

being called for loudly, forcefully, and with passion.

Some argue that the system truly is broken and to fix it requires more than

applying a few patches and a new coat of paint. A reexamination of the

entire system is required, with the ultimate result being at least a
partial -- if not total -- restructuring of the system. Others would argue

that schools have been fairly successful in their efforts to ducate
America's youth but that, nevertheless, the massive changes currently being

experienced by society require that schools must make significant changes

in their basic structures in order to appropriately adapt. According to

McCune (1987),

6
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The challenge for all of us is to keep one foot secured in the
richness of our past experience and build on that experience in
the improvement of schools. At the same time we must move out
and begin the restructuring of schools that will match the needs

of the larger society. Effective change does not call for
denying or diminishing the learnings of the past, but It does

call on us to move ahead and to meet the new challenges of our
time (pp. 7-8).

Similarly, in a recent presentation at "School Year 2000: An International

Semirar on Creating Effective Schools of the Future," C.L. Hutchins,
Executive Director of the Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory,
stated that although "American ducation is better today than it was five,
ten, twenty-five, fifty years ago" and that public schools "reach more
students, provide more services and produce a higher level than schools of
ehe past," the =rent structure of American schools is nevertheless "not
sufficiently powerful to meet the needs of students who will live and work
in the 21st century."

Dr. Hutchins and others make such claims in large part in response to a
variety of demographic, social, and economic chinges that are occurring
(and are predicted to occur in the years to come) within our society and
across the globe. As Cohen (1987) points out,

the need for education reform continues and the work of the
recent past must be extended Into the future . . . . because
American society Is undergoing profound changes, largely as a
result of the combined effects of demograph1c changes affecting
families, the workforce, and the schools, as well as changes in
America's competitive position In the world economy (p. 2).

Consider, for example, the following items and the potential consequences
and demands they hold for ffective schools of the future:

o Advances in technology have significantly changed the way we live,
work, and communicate. According to the Commission on Reading (1985),

"the world is moving into a technological-information age in which
full participation in education, science, business, industry, and the
professions requires increasing levels of literacy. What was a
satisfactory level of literacy in 1950 probably will be marginal by
the year 2000" (p. 3).

o The dropout rate in the United States is estimated to be over 29
percent. As Rist (1987) points out, "leaving school early damages a
young person's chances of future success: Dropouts have more
difficulty finding and holding jobs, they make up a large portion of
the long-term unemployed, and the jobs they manage to land pay
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less. . . dropouts swell the ranks of welfare recipients, represent
insz tax revenues, and are disproportionately represented in crime
statistics" (pp. A9-A10).

o Although the country is currently experiencing a baby boomlet, 73
percent of families do not have children in schools, in contrast to
the 1950's when one out of every two families had children attending
school. Non-family households (unmarried with no children) are the
fastest growing segment of our society.

o The population of the United States is aging. Twelve percent of the
population is over 65 years of age; by the year 2080, it is estimated
that 23.5 percent will be in this age category.

o There is a growing demand for skilled workers who can adapt to a labor
force that is witnessing major shifts in its needs and is likely to
continue to do so. As new jobs emerge in the service sector of the -

economy and disappear in manufacturing and production, labor market
demands change dramatically, requiring that workers either be
adaptable in their skills or that massive retraining occur. The labor
force is also increasingly female and minority. In addition, in over
fifty percent of the households with two parents with children, both
parents are in the work force.

o The world is increasingly shrinking as communication mechanisms become
more sophisticated. The concept of a world community is now a reality
rather than a futuristic concept,'as is the global, interdependent
nature of the world's economy.

In a discussion of how appropriate today's curriculum will be in the year
2000, Harold Hodgkinson (1987) aptly observes that

demography has an enormous amount of predictive power, because of
the simple fact that kids grow up and become the next generation
of adults (p. 6).

He then proceeds to sketch a picture of today's 5-year-olds -- many of whom
will graduate in 2000. H. highlights the following provocative features of
the class of 2000, all of which must be dealt with by the teachers and
administrators of today if these students are to be productive, educated
citizens of tomorrow:

o 24 percent of these students are below the federal poverty line;

o over one third are minorities;

o while the immigration rate is about the same as it was in 1920 --
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approximately 14 million -- 83 percent of today's immigrants arr've
from South America and Asia (rather than from Europe, as in the
1920s), bringing with them radically different cultures, mores,
languages, and so forth;

o fewer of ...hese students are white, middle class, suburban students
than in the past, given declining birthrates in the northeast and
midwest and increasing rates in the more minority-dominated southeast
and southwest;

o 18 percent were born outside of marriage;

o approximately 50 percent live with only one parent; the "traditional"
American family of a working father, housewife mother, and two or more
school age children constituted only 4 percent of American households
in 1986;

o approximately 11 percent of these students have emotional or physical
handicaps;

o an estimated 20 percent of the females will become pregnant as
teenagers; and

o two-thirds of their mothers will be in the labor force (most of them
full-time) by the time today's 5-year-olds enter high school.

These then are some of the challenges confronting today's educators. Of
course, the foregoing statements are generalizations about our nation as a
whole. The particulars for Maine, and for each of its communities, might
differ. (Indeed, getting a handle on such information for your situation
may give you valuable information.) It is in large measure a growing need
to respond to these realities (many of them newly confronting educators)
that underlies much of the reasoning beneath and behind calls to truly
rethink our educational system and begin the very difficult task of
restructuring our schools -- and the entire educational enterprise -- in
ways that assure success in the future.

What Restructuring Is and Is Not

In Search ot a Definition

What does it mean to restructure schools? What would it look like to
restructure the entire educational enterprise? What distinguishes Theodore
Sizer's Coalition of Essential Schools, which provides an excellent
illustration of one approach to restructuring, from the recommendations of
the Commission on Excellence in Education in A Nation At Risk, which do not

9
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represent An effort to redesign and restructure?

These are not easy questions to respond to, and there are no simple
answers. Restructuring represents a new, emerging concept. There is no
one, concise, agreed upon deflation of restructuring nor is there a
definitive model that can be a?plied. There are, in fact, many conceptions
of a restructured school; the concept itself is one that suggests and
supports the notion of multiple alternatives.

There is some agreement, however, both on what counts as restructuring and
what does not count. As David H. Lynn, editor of pasic Education notes,
"schools must truly be re-formed, not simply greased to do the same old
thing with less friction" (1987, p. 1).

Restructuring is not adding more of the same, tinkering around the edges,
even making significant improvements to the current structure. Typical
szhool improvement initiatives, however important, and efforts to apply the
school effectiveness research to schools in search of excellence do not, by
themselves, constitute restructuring -- which is not to say that they are
not well intentioned efforts likely to improve the quality of education our
chiidren receive.

Lynn goes on to state what he considers restructuring to be.

First and foremost it means that schools should be organized
according to the needs of children and the ways in which they
actually learn, not on rigid models half-military and half-
industrial. Educators and policynakers must begin to concentrate
less on so-called "Inputs" -- the size of classes, teachers
salaries, and graduation requirements, valid as each may be on
its own -- and look more CO "outcomes" -- what children, all
children, can be expected to know and be able to do at various
stages of their education (1987, p. 2).

This is but one definition; obviously there are alternative ways of
defining the concept. Underlying any definition of and/or approach to
restructuring schools, however, is the shared belief that the current
system must be rethought and redesigned in order to be more effective in
meeting tho demands of our changing society and in achieving commonly held
goals. As Duttwoiler and Hord (1987) point out,

In order to guide educational reform, policy makers must
visualize and articulate the outcomes their system should strive
to achieve, then see that those systems are designed to enable
people to choose actions that hav the best chance of
accomplishing the goals and achieving the outcomes (p. 11).

4'11 7
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To achieve real excellence in education for all students is likely to
require significant alterations in what we currently recognize as our
educational system -- at the local, district, and state levels. According
to Cohen (1987), the necessary changes "will affect virtually every aspect
of the structure and operations of the education system, from the
schoolhouse to the state house" (p. 3). Efforts to restructure begin with
the premise that the current boundaries and visions of education and
schooling are malleable; rather than limiting images of what could be, they
provide a jumping off point for considering alternative means of achieving
a shared end of educational excellence.

To restructure means to preserve and build upon what has been succsssful in
educating our children and to rethink and redesign those aspects of the
enterprise that have failed. This ultimately requires taking a critical
look at all aspects of schooling including:

o mission and goals of education and schooling;

o organization and management at the local, district, state, and federal
levels;

o curriculum nd structure of knowledge;

o instructicr.;

o the roles and responsibilities of educational personnel;

o the roles, responsibilities, and involvement of parents and the
community;

o school finance; and

o educational regulation and control.

The sheer magnitude of this list of categories to reconsider and perhaps
redesign gives a general sense of tha meaning of restructuring, as well as
some understanding of the level of effort and length of time required to
take on a restructuring endeavor. Unfortunately, the prospect of
rethinking the educational enterprise in its entirety is more likely to be
experienced as overwhelming than enticing and stimulating, particularly
when it is presented in abstract concepts and categories rather than
concrete portraits of alternatives. We have therefore provided
descriptions of actual ongoing restructuring efforts in Appendix A,
including contact information for schools in Maine that are participating
in these initiatives. As you embark on your restructuring adventure, we
hope that you will agree to be added to this list.

11



A Beginning Look at the What and How of Restructuring

Included in Appendix A are descriptions of the following efforts:

o Coalition of Essential Schools;

o National Network for Educational Renewal;

o NEA Mastery in Learning Project Schools;

o The Holmes Group; and

o the Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy's Task Force on
Teaching as a Profession.

It is important to note that these initiatives and their respective sets of
recommendations are provided only as examples -- as jumping off places to
stimulate the reader's own creative imagination. To restructure means to
first identify the mission and goals that are desired and then to design a
system that will allow the successful achievement of the goals and
enactment of the mission. To simply adopt one of the alternatives
described in Appendix A may result in traveling down a path leading to an
unwanted destination.

Critical Components of Restructuring

The five examples discussed in Appendix A graphically illustrate the view
that there is no one right way to structure (or restructure) schools. Each
school must be designed to achieve its individual mission within the
community in which it finds itself. As Fullan (1982a) aptly reminds,
change is bound by its context. "The history, personalities, and socio-
political climate within each setting constitutes major determinants of
change outcomes" (p. 4). As a result, restructured schools may look quite
different from one another, reflecting different community realities,
needs, beliefs, and values.

Nevertheless, looking across the various efforts to restructure schools,
significant similarities begin to emerge. Taken together, the following
core components of restructuring can be identified as critical, the
majority of which aro overlapping and interactive with one another.

o acsajit_thajbailding_Layia. If significant changes in the
educational system are to occur, restructuring efforts must be focused
on and driven by the local level. Obviously changes of the magnitude
of those discussed above cannot be achieved without involvement at the
district and state (if not federal) levels -- but the message is clear
and consistent: if restructuring is to be successful, it must be
building-based. In the view of the Committee for Economic

7 9
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Development, for example, "reform is most needed where learning takes
place -- in the individual schools, in the classroom, and in the-
interaction between teacher and student" (1985, p. 17). On a similar

note, Timar and Kirp (1987) point out the limitations of a top-down
approach.

4 school must set a tone that will be apparent to the
students. That tone, an organizational ethos, determines
the character of the school. It sets the expectation for
excellence or failure. But it is created by individuals
working in schools, not by bureaucratic mandates that
emanate from distant places (p. 328).

o Educate ALL Students. Underlying approaches to restructuring is the
belief that All students are important and that All can and must
learn. It is noteworthy that discussions of restructuring spend
considerable time discussing the ways in which schools must be
redesigned in order to better meet the needs of students who
traditionally have been failed by the current structure.

o Clarify anl.gaise Expectations. Just as restructuring efforts
maintain that all students must receive a quality education, they
expect that all students will achieve mastery of widely agreed upon
skills and curricular areas. Similar to the effective schools
research, an emphasis is placed on clarifying and sharing high
expectations for student performance and behavior. The emphasis on
expectations is not limited to students, hawever. Teachers,
administrators, parents, and other members of the community are also
expected to meet certain standards and responsibilities and play
particular roles. The mission and goals of the school must also oe
clear -- and they must be shared and endorsed by students, teachers,
administrators, parents, and the community alike.

o Personalize Teaching and Learning. The concept of "personalizing"
teaching and learning can hold many different meanings for different
people. However, common to restructuring efforts is the notion of a
child-centered approach to instruction. Coaching, tailoring, and
individualizing are all frequently referenced approaches. More

traditional approaches to both curriculum and instruction are
rethought and generally redesigned in restructuring efforts.

Personnel. Many of the recent restructuring efforts have focused on
reexamining the roles and responsibilities of teachers and
professionalizing the field of teaching, as evidenced by the work of
The Holmes Group and the Task Force on Teaching as a Profession as
well as by efforts such as the one occurring in Rochester, New York

13
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(see Appendix A). Although there are a variety of aspects to consider
within this component, one of the most prominent among restructUring
efforts is the notion of shared decision making and shared leadership.
As the President of the Rochester Teachers Association pointed out,
"If accountability means assuming responsibility for the decisions and
choices that one makes, then teachers, to be held accountable, must
not be locked out of the decisionmaking process" (Urbanski, 1987, p.
25). Similarly, in his report (1987) on educational leadership,
Governor Bill Clinton draws on the observations and insights of
Rosabeth Moss Kanter:

The model of the single leader may be declining In favor of
a coalition of leaders ... who act together and divide
various leadership functions among themselves. In fact, it
may also be important to ensure that a much larger number
of members of the organization are capable of taking on
pieces of the leadership role. Wha: will be important is
that the functions are served -- not that any single person
has total responsibility for performing them (p. 12).

o Apply Research and Develorment Knowledge. If restructuring efforts
are to be successful and are to avoid costly trial-and-error
experiments and often counter-productive duplication of effort, it is
critical that faculties turn to available research and development
(R&D) for insight and guidance as thex embark on their restructuring
efforts. It is equally important that they continue to draw upon R&D
as their restructuring initiative progresses.

o Humanize the Organizational_Climate. The overlap of this component
with many of those cited above is obvious. The notion here is that
the school, as well as the classroom, must be a pleasant environment
conducive to learning and working. Again, the emphasis is on looking
across all members of the educational community to ensure that the
school provides a place that nurtures and supports them in their
collective efforts to grow.

o Involve Parents and the Community. Consistent across restructuring
efforts is the emphasis on increasing the active (as opposed to
superficial) involvement of parents in the education of their
children. As videnced by the examples above, additional emphasis has
also been placed on moving beyond parents to raise the level of
involvement and commitment of other community members as well.
Partnerships -- with area businesces and local colleges and
universities -- are playing an increasingly important role in efforts
to redesign the country's schools. Communiv support and commitment
are important factors to success.
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It is critical that each of these eight components be examined and
addressed in any restructuring effort. While it is not necessary to
respond to and reflect every component in the short-term and on the same
timeline, we would argue that to constitute a "restructured school"
ultimately requires incorporating each of the components into the overall
design.

How to Begin Restructuring

Just as there is no one right image of a restructured school, there is also
no one right way to go about restructuring. As Mi(;hael Fullan (1982b)
points out:

there can be no one recipe for chance, because unlike ingredients
for a cake, people are not standard to begin with, and the damned
thing is that they change as you work with them in response to
their experiences and perceptions (p. 129).

Nevertheless, there is a considerable body of research and experience that
has arisen through recent school improvement efforts that provides an
impressive point of departure in efforts to restructure.

In many respects, restructuring can be approached in a fashion similar to
implementing multiple, intertwined school improvement efforts, with the
understanding that they are incredibly more massive and complex. As
evidenced by the discussion above and the examples contained in Appendix A,
to restructure requires much more than making a minor -- or even major --
change in one aspect of the school. It requires rethinking and redesigning
the entire system. Clearly you need to begin somewhere -- and that
somewhere may be with changing one aspLzt of the school -- but the vision
must encompass the overall system as must the plan for eventually
restructuring it.

Getting Started: Establishing a*Team and Creating a Vision

We recommend that you begin by establishing a multiconstituent building-
level restructuring team to provide leadership and guidance to the effort.
Leadership is critical to the success -- or failure -- of any restructuring
effort. To take a lesson from school improvement efforts, Fleming and
Buckles (1987) warn that

an increasing number of leaders report that the success of their
efforts depends on the composition, Influence, and skill of the
staff assigned to steer complex projects. For leaders who will
be working with school improvement teams for the first time, the
selection and guidance of team members and the establishment of
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ground rules for discussion, decisionmaking, and workscope, are
essential (p. 3).

Harvey and Hergert (1986) emphasize a number of relevant points in their
discussion of the fundamental role people play in change efforts, i.e.:

First, particularly in major change efforts, everyone has some
type of role, e.g., teachers, trainers, administrators, policy
makers, parents. The use of multiple strategies can involve many
people doing many things . . . .

Second, forceful leadership, usually by a district-level
administrator or building principal, Is "the factor that
contributes most direct/7 . . . to major, effective changes in
classroom practice that become firmly incorporated Into everyday
routines" (Crandall and Loucks, 1983, p. 10) . . . .

Third, sticking with the effort rather than transferring
responsibilities entirely to users can make a difference (pp.
294-295).

One of the first and most crucial tasks of the restructuring team is to
create a v:sion of the "restructured school." It is absolutely critical to
develop a shared vision of the restructured school at the outset. The
vision must be one that both the school community and the community at
large can endorse and support. Given the radical departure from the norm
that restructuring efforts represent, the more concrete the vision, the
better.

The examples described in Appendix A are provided as one stimulus to
developing such a vision. We strongly recommend that the team actually
visit schools that are involved in restructuring both to assist in
developing their own unique vision aA well as to begin to identify
strategies for enacting that vision. There is a definite banefit to seeing
alternatives in action and in learning from those who have been involved in
the restructuring process. Contact information for schools in Maine has
been provided throughout Appendix A in order to facilitate the process of
identifying possible sites to visit.

It is important to realize, however, that simply observing will be
insufficient to create any meaning out of what the team has witnessed.
Preparation for such visits is vital if the team is to benefit. The team
must come away from the visit with more than a positive feeling about the
school and its accomplishments. It is necessary to have a clear
understanding of what changes were made, how ana why they were made, what
problems end obstacles were encountered, how and when success was defined,
and so forth.

16
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A galvanizing theme, motto, or slogan may be quite helpful both in
articulating the vision more concretely as well as in developing the
necessary school and community support that will be needed if the
restructuri4 effort is to succeed.

Moving_ans11221222nranigjilign_s2tarvelopin
Res true turt

Loucks-Horsley and Cox (1984) identify three distinct phases of the change
process that must be addressed in improvement efforts -- phases that
equally apply to restructuring efforts. These include initiation,
implementation, and institutionalization. Below w* b.iefly review each of
these phases within the context of setting forth to restructure a school.
Because of the limited nature of our discussion, we encourage readers to
explore additional sources of information upon which we have based our
guidelines. A listing of selected resources is included as Appendix B.

The Initiation Phase. The initiation phase (also referred to as
mobilization) involves:

o identifying the problems to be addressed;

o establishing goals and priorities;

o identifying strategies, approaches, resources, etc.;

o developing an overall plan; and

o preparing for implementation.

This is a particularly critical time for restructuring efforts. It is at
this point that rho image or vision of the entire restructuring effort is
translated into a workable plan, which will then be implemented in the
subsequent implementation phase.

As was apparent in many of the restructuring examples described in Appendix
A, a key activity during the initiation phase is to identify the problem
you are trying to address through your restructuring effort. In school
improvement efforts, Loucks-Horsley and Hergert (1985) suggest the
following data sources for defining the problem: classroom and school
observations; test scores; surveys of parents, teachers, and students;
interviews of parents, students, and teachers; and documentation of
activities. They caution, however, that the team should not spend too much
time on assessment. This is a warning even more critical in restructuring
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efforts. It is not difficult to imagine scenario where so much time,
energy, and even resources are spent identifying the problems the team
intends to solve that there is nothing left for the solution.

Understandable, supportable goals that paint a colorful picture of success
will also be invaluable in providing continuous guidance to the team while
simultaneously serving as a mainstay of the ongoing public relations work
any restructuring effort requires. As Fleming and Buckles (1987) point out
in their discussion of implementing school improvement initiatives:

good planning will assure that there are short-, mid-, and long-
term goals; goals that affect policy as well as programs or
practices; and goals that have implications for all levels of the
school community (p. 3).

This is doubly true for restructuring efforts, given their long-tern,
complex nature and the fact that they must ultimately have impact upon all
levels of the educational enterprise.

In school improvement efforts, the next step in the initiation phase is to
identify gtratezies and soluttul, which are then developed into an overall
school improvement plan. Loucks-Horsley and Hergert identify six sub-steps
within this solution facet:

o identify local resources and constraints;

develop criteria for the solution;

o locate outside resources;

o apply criteria for solutions;

o make a decision; and

o transform a solution into a definable practice.

This is a complicated, time-consuming process even in relatively
straightforward, narrowly focused school improvement initiatives. In
restructuring efforts, the task is likely to be enormous. However, clearly
defined problems and goals with an overarching vision will provide strong
guidance and definable parameters. Well-planned visits to schools that are
undergoing restructuring are particularly helpful at this juncture of the
process, as is a careful examination of the relevant research and available
programs, practices, and policies that have proven effective in addressing
similar problems within similar contexts.

The final aspect of the initiation phase is dayjagging.Anjurialljain and
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preparine for its imolementation. Loucks-Horsley and Hergert again
identify a number of sub-steps that must occur in improvement efforts,
i.e.:

o create awareness;

o select implementors;

o assess current practice;

o set expectations;

o assign support roles;

o make logistical arrangements (e.g., for training, facilities,
personnel); and

o create a timeline of activities and events.

Obviously, for a restructuring effort, this portion of the process is
crucial and can become overwhelming. There may be the tendency for team
members who have been involved in school improvement initiatives to either
underestimate the amount of time and effort this (and the entire initiation
phase) will require because of confidence in their ability to plan OR to
become overwhelmed with the magnitude of the planning task in contrast to
prior improvement efforts in which they have been involved.

There may also be a tendency in appro-ching restructuring (a) to believe
that everything must be done simultaneously and (b) to ignore ongoing
improvement initiatives within the school. In developing the overall
restructuring plan, every effort should be made to imorporato existing
improvement activities, developing a coherent, coordinated, comprehensive
strategy that builds on existing strengths, energies, and commitments.
Similarly, if a long-range plan and vision exist as guiding beacons,
restructuring can be made much more manageable if the plan is thought of az
a develepmental effort, with various aspects of the overall initiative
being timed and implemented in stages. The key is balance -- balance
between planning and action, short- and long-term efforts, ongoing and new
initiatives, security and risk taking, and perhaps most importantly,
realism and idealism.

Critical to the entire effort is the support ,f the community and all the
key players. This in itself is an enormous (and ongoing) task. Because of

the nature of restructuring -- redesigning the entire system -- the local
school board, teachers union(s), faculty, district personnel, and others
must all support the new vision. As Mary Futrell points out:
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It's now time to listen to the teachers and parents, to the
administrators and school board members who are willing to risk
putting ideas into action. We need people on the front line of
education with the courage and the foresight to reconstruct curricula.
radically alter how schools are organized, and make a clean breax with
the assumptions that have long determined the nature of the learning
experience. (Futrell, 1987, p.5)

It is likely that at least some aspects of the restructuring plan will be
inconsistent with either the union contract or district policies, if not
both. This will require up-front agreements concerning the ways in which
conflicts will be resolved. For example, in a recent column, Albert
Shenker showcased the achievements of the School Improvement Process in
Hammond, Indiana, citing an agreement between the Hammond Teachers
Federation and the Board of School Trustees that allows such conflicts to
be resolved without either the board or the union constraining the
improvement effort. Similarly, Governor Bill Clinton (1987) citas as an
example a Coalition of Essential Schools high school in Arkansas that
successfully negotiated an agreement with the Arkansas Department of
Education to pursue its restructuring effort without conflicting with state
standards. A word of warning: begin early to identify potential problem
areas and to initiate the development of such agreements and support
compacts. Rules and regulations are slow to change, and skeptics are
slowly won.

Implementation Phase. The implementation phase represents the period
during which the changes specified in the restructuring plan are actually
put into place -- when the abstract vision is translated into a concrete
reality. As Harvey and Hergert (1986) point out, "this is the period when
training and assistamc, are particularly critical in order that those
individuals involved acquire additional skills and modify current behavior"
(p. 293; emphasis added). Equally important and obviously related is staff
development, which, according to Fleming and Buckles (1987), can be
"critical to the life of the plan" (p. 4).

Ongoing support is also an essential component of the implementation phase.
Loud:Ai-Horsley and Hergert suggest that one useful approach to providing
such support can be found in the Peters and Waterman (1982) concept of
"management by wandering around" (MBWA). They recommend that as team
members practice MBWA, they look for such things as:

o use or nonuse of new practices and materials

o successful implementors
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o teachers having trouble, and what the trouble is

o complaints and negative remarks, informal or voiced as jokes

o logistical problems; for instance, paper shortages, storage problems,
needs for new kinds of space or equipment

o classroom management problems

o teacher-developed techniques that work (p. 52).

While their list is targeted toward school improvement efforts, it can be
adopted and expanded in fairly obvious ways to be applicable to more
massive restructuring efforts.

This is also the phase during which evaluation occurs, as do appropriate
adiustments and refinemtntm -- and sometimes even major shifts -- in
direction, in the cas of restructuring. Constantly monitoring progress is
vital to the effort. Unfortunately, evaluation and assessment ar
generally considered to be threatening, resulting in a tendency to overlook
shortcomings rather than making necessary adjustments on an ongoing basis.
If restructuring is to be successful, everyone involved must recognize that
it is a long-term commitment and that remarkable progress and
accomplishments -- significantly raised achievement scores, for example
in the first few years can be hoped for but are extremely unlikely to
occur.

Given the long-term nature of restructuring, be prepared for an extensive,
intensive implementation phase, requiring constant attention and vigilance.
Fleming and Buckles (1987) suggest a number of strategies for "keeping the
flame burning" including continuous staff development opportunities for
staff successfully implementing the effort; regular Progress reports and/or
meetings; an active communications campaign to publicize successes and
reward participation; and frequent replanning sessions. Pairing and
sharing with another school undergoing similar activities will help offset
the inevitable feeling that "I'm all alone out there" and "nobody could be
having this much trouble."

A well-planned communications and public relations campaign is crucial to
maintain and foster community and political interest and support as well as
to enhance faculty and student morale.

InatilatistnaliczUnuism. Institutionalization -- making sure
improvements stick -- is particularly important in school improvement
efforts because this is the period during which the new practice or program
finds a more stable place in the daily routine of the school and security
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as a line item in the budget. According to Miles (1983),
institutionalization requires

strong attention of administrators to stabilizing and supporting
che innovation, extending its use to a large group, and making
provisions to protect the innovation against the threats of
personnel turnover (p. 19).

This is also the phase when the commitment of veteran staff is renewed, new
staff are brought on board and trained, administrative support is ensured,
community commitment is reinforced, etc. The focus is on maintenance,
renewal, and long-term survival.

Restructuring requires a somewhat modified approach to institutionali-
zation, differing from school improvement efforts substantially in the
magnitude of what must ultimately find a stable and secure place% in the
redesigned school. It is likely that some staff will be involved in
institutionalization-related activities and responsibilities while others
on the restructuring team are busily engaged in implemanting new aspects of
the effort. That is, if tho restructuring plan is developmental and
incremental, innovations might be treated separately and in need of
institutionalizing within differing appropriate timeframes.

If the restructuring effort is guided by a coherent vision but is
implemented in stages and in an appropriate yet relatively rapid
progression, both the implementation and the institutionalization phases
can be made more manageable -- reinforcing the absolutely critical nature
of beginning with a clear, shared vision and a well-defined, realistic
restructuring plan simultaneously grounded in reality and idealism.

Conclusion

As we stated at the outset of this paper, our intention was to begin to
answer some of the initiel questions that faculty contemplating
restructuring have asked. For us, this LI only a beginning. We hope that
we can work collaborattvely with schools embarking -n their own unique
restructuring efforts and that together we can develop much more concrete
answers to these questions, paving the way for later adventurers.

Toward this end, we welcome your comments on this paper and hope that you
will agree to join with us and others in the Reatructuring Schools Project
to seek more fully developed answers and more colorful portraits of the
schools of tomorrow.
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Appendix A

Below are included descriptions of ongoing restructuring efforts, including

contact information for schools in Maine that are participating in these

initiatives.

Coalition of Essential Schoola

Between 1981 and 1984, the National Association of Secondary School
Principals and the National Association of Independent Schools sponsored an
extensive study of secondary education in the United States. Among the

findings of this study are five imperatives for better schools:

o teachers and students must be given room to work and learn in their
own, appropriate ways;

o students must clearly exhibit mastery of their school work;

o students and teachers must receive the right incentives;

o students' wct:k mu.st focus on the use of their minds; and

o the structure of schools must be kept simple and flexible.

The Coalition of Essential Schools was established in 1984 as an extension
of the 1981-1984 study of high schools and is intended to address the
consequences of responding to these Lmperatives for better schools. As

such, the Coalition is "devoted to strengthening the learning of students
by reforming each school's priorities and simplifying its structure"
(Coalition of Essential Schools Prospectus 1984 to 1994, p. 2).

The Coalition rejects the strategy of applying one specific model in order
to ensure that schools respond to these imperatives, maintaining that "top- .

down standardized solutions to school problems" simply do not work and that

the "heart of fine ducation is the constructive confrontation of able
teachers and willing pupils" (p. 2).

To guide their restructuring efforts, Coalition schools each develop their
own specific plan, grounded in a common set of principles, i e.:

1. The school should focus on helping adolescents to learn to use their
minds well. Schools should not attempt to be "comprehensive" if such

a claim is made at the expense of the school's central intellectual

purpose.

2. The school's goals should be simple: that each student master a

r.)
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limited number of essential skills and areas of knowledge. While
these skills and areas will, to varying degrees, reflect the
traditional academic disciplines, the program's design should be
shaped by the intellectual and imaginative powers and competencies
that students need, rather than necessarily by "subjects" as
conventionally defined. The aphorism "Less Is More" should dominate:
curricular decisions should be guided by the aim of thorough student
mastery and achievement rather than by an effort merely to "cover
content."

3. The school's goals should apply to all students, while the means to
these goals will vary as those students themselves vary. School
prace-ce should be tailor-made to meet the needs of every group or
class of adolescents.

4. Teaching and learning should be personalized to the maximum feasible
extent. Efforts should be directed toward a goal that no teacher have
direct responsibility for more than eighty students. To capitalize on
this personalization, decisions about the details of the course of
study, the use of students' and teachers' time and the choice of
teaching materials and specific pedagogies must be unreservedly placed
in the hands of the principal and staff.

5. The governing practical metaphor of the school should be student-as-
worker, rather than the more familiar metaphor of teacher-as-
deliverer-of-instructional-services. Accordingly, a prominent
pedagogy will be coaching, to provoke students to learn how to learn
and thus teach themselves.

6. Students entering secondary school studies are those who can show
competence in language and elementary mathematics. Students of
traditional high school age but not yet at appropriate levels of
competence to enter secondary school studies will be provided
intensive remedial work to assist them quickly to meet these
standards. The diploma should be awarded upon a successful final
demonstration of mastery for graduation -- an "Exhibition." This
Exhibition by the student of his or her grasp of the central skills
and knowledge of the school's program may be jointly administered by
the faculty and by higher authorities. As the diploma is awarded when
earned, the school's program proceeds with no strict age grading and
with no system of "credits earned" by "time spent" in class. The
emphasis is on the students' demonstration that they can do important
things.

7. The tone of the school should explicitly and self-consciously stress
values of unanxious expectation ("I won't threaten you but I expect
much of you"), of trust (until abused) and of decency (the values of
fairness, generosity, and tolerance). Incentives appropriate to the
school's particular students and teachers should be emphasized, and
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parents should be treated as essential collaborators.

8. The principal and teachers should perceive themselves as generalists
first (teachers and scholars in general education) and specialists
second (experts in but one particular discipline). Staff should
expect multiple obligations (teacher-counselor-manager) and a sense of
commitment to the entire school.

9. Ultimate administrative and budget targets should include, in addition
to total studsat loads per teacher of eighty or fewer pupils,
substantial time for collective planning by teachers, competitive
salaries for staff, and an ultimate per pupil cost not to exceed that
at traditional schools by more than ten percent. To accomplish this,
administrative plans may have to show the phased reduction or
elimination of some services now provided students in many traditional
comprehensive secondary schools (Coalition of Effective Schools
Prospectus 1984 to 1994, pp. 4-6).

While this set of principles does not paint a portrait of what the
restructured school should look like, it clearly suggests substantial
changes in what currently exists -- in curriculum, instruction,
organization and management, staff responsibilities, and so forth.

The Coalition currently includes a variety of schools spread across the
United States, each of which reflects its commitment to these principles in
its own unique way. Portland High School provides one example of the way
in which a Maine school has responded to the Coalition's principles and
imperatives for better schooling. To learn more about the Portland
restructuring effort, contact:

Barbara Anderson, Principal
Portland High School
284 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101
207-775-5631

National Network for Educational Renewal

The National Network for Educational Reform also grew out of one of the
major studies of education that occurred during the first wave of education
reforms of the 1980s -- John Goodlad's Study of Schooling. The study
spanned eight years and involved 38 elementary, junior, and senior high
schools and included data from 8,624 parents, 1,350 teachers, and 17,163
students; over 1,000 classrooms were observed. In the preface of his
book, A Place Calle School: Prospects for the Future (1983), Goodlad
states his underlying assumption in conducting the study: that
"significant educational improvement of schooling, not mere tinkering,
requires that we focus on entire schools, not just teachers or principals
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or curricula or organization or school-community relations but all of these
and more."

It is this assumption that guided tne study as well as the findings that it
ultimately generated. It is also this belief in the need to look beyond
what currently exists -- to restructure our schools -- that Goodlad
reinforces with his readers at the conclusion of his book, i.e.:

Readers who left us In earlier chapters may have been discouraged over
the gap between their conceptions of what educatIon Is and what many
of the schools studied appeared to provide. I hope that those who
continued began to see with me the possibilities for reconstructing
schools . . . Whatever our individual experiences with a place called
school, to think seriously about education conjures up intriguing
possibilities both for schooling and a way of life as yet scarcely
tried. And, indeed, education is as yet something more envisioned
than practiced (p. 361).

The National Network for Educational Renewal is an outgrowth of the Goodlad
study and is a reflection of many of its findings and recommendations,
including the contention that many aspects of our current approach to
schooling must be redesigned. Network schools are supported by university-
school partnerships, based on one of the Goodlad reform themes to use such
partnerships in their improvement/restructuring efforts.

Building-based accountability is a common theme of the schools with an
emphasis on providing a general education for all students. Many aspects
of schooling are being rethought, including school size, entrance age of
children, curriculum, school organization, instruction (e.g.,the use of
teams of teachers to teach non-graded groups of students), and so forth.

Examples of Maine schools participating in the National Network for
Educational Renewal include the Junior High of the Kennebunks, Narragansett
School, and New Suncook Elementary. To learn more about the ways in which
these schools are restructuring, contact:

Sandra Caldwell, Principal
Junior High of the Kennebunks
87 Fletcher Street
Kennebunk, Maine 04043

207-985-2912

Cynthia Oshea, Principal
Narragansett School
284 Main Street
Gorham, Maine 04038

207-839-5561
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Gary MacDonald, Principal
New Suncook ElemEntary School
Route 5, Box H
Lovell, Maine 04051
207-925-2735

NIA-Mastery in Learning Project Schools

The National Education Association's Mastery in Learning Project involves
twenty-seven elementary, junior, and senior high schools throughout tne
United States. The project is "based on research that helps faculty
restructure schools so that students can master what is taught."

Similar to the other twu above-discussed restructuring efforts, the NEA
project is committed both to building-based change and to the notion that
there is no one, right model of the ideal restructured school. Instead,

the project maintains ti'.at schools must be structured differently Co
acccmmodate the students and community context.

Nevertheless, the Mastery in Learning schools are guided in their
rastructuring efforts by four essential assumptions about educational
excellence, i.e.:

o A school's curriculum must have content integrity and social
significance. Students currently encounter a rarge of curricula so
broad that they often acquire only surface skilis and understandings
during their school experience. This needn't be the case. A wisely
selected, properly organized, and effectwely taught course of study
can do far more than impart minimum, basic skills and understandings.
An effective curriculum empowers learners now and for the rest of
their lives.

o A school community must hold high expectations for its students.
Achievement is closely related to how parents, teachers, and other
adults perceive a student's abilities. New understandings about
teaching and learning have emphasized the importance of high
expectations to individual success in school.

o The central priorities of schools -- learning, teaching, curriculum --
must guide all other educational decisions. Determinations about
instructional materials, faculty deployment, course organization, and
student schedules should follow -- not determine -- basic decisions
about learning.

o Every decision about learning and instruction that can be made by a
local school faculty must be made by that faculty. Teachers know what

indtvidual students need to succeed better than any decisionmakers
who are far removed from the classroom. To,pake quality decisions

.4.
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about learning, teachers need access to the latest research findings,
not mandates from above. And when a school community makes its own
decisions, these decisions will be effectively and enthusiastically
implemented because they are owned by the community (The Mastery in
LearniAg Project, pp. 2-3).

Similar to the principles of tha Coalition of Essential Schools, these
assumptions do not dictate ,41#t a Mastery in Learning school will look
like. Nevertheless, to enact them requires substantial changes in the
organization and operation of the typical American school.

Each school must agree to progress through four specific steps if it is to
participate in the project. First, a school profile must be developed,
describing the school's academic program, studnt attituds and aptitudes,
instructional styles, and so forth. Second, the faculty establishes its
priorities for teaching, school climate, curriculum, and overall learning.
Third, the staff examine rsearch-based approaches to the organization of
curriculum, teaching, and learning within the context of tho priorities
they established, using the project's TRaK (Teaching Resources and
Knowledge) data base. And finally, staff deveLop, evaluate, refine, and
implement a plan focusing on "high, relevant standards for students," based
on current knowledge about curriculum, teaching, and learning.

Wells Junior High represbnts Maine in the NEA Mastery in Learning Project.
To learn more about the school's involvement in the project and the changes
it is implementing, contact:

Robert Hasson, K-8 Principal
Wells Junior High
Route l, Post Road
Wells, Maine 04090
207-646-5142

IlitjklasLarisnamd_gmialkisurigulLuashing_juuLizsatiak_on

The three examples discussed above all focus on the entire school,
recommending necessary structural changes in a variety of aspects of the
educational enterprise. In contrast, The Holmes Group and the Task Force
on Teaching as a Profession -- both of which have received considerable
publicity during the last year -- have a narrow r mission, concentrating on
the profession of teaching and the changes that must occur if excellence in
education is to become a reality.

The Holmes Group is a consortium of education deans from leading research
universities throughout the country. The overarching goals of the
consortium ars to reform teacher education and to reform the teaching
profession. More specifically, in its recent report, Tomnrow's Machias
(1986), the authors state their goals as:
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o to make the education of teachers intellectually more solid;

o to recognize differences in teachers' knowledge, skill, and
commitment, in their education, certification, and work;

o to create standards of entry to the profession -- examinations and
educational requirements -- that are professionally relevant and
intellectually defensible;

o to connect our own institutions to schools; and

o to make schools better places for teachers to work and learn.

Their recommendations involve a major restructuring of both teacher
education at the university level and the teaching profession at the
building level. For example, in their discussion of differences in
teachers' knowledge, skill, and commitment, The Holmes Group members
propose a radical shift in the teaching profession, i.e.:

The Holmes Group commits itself to the development of a differentiated
structure at three levels: the Career Professional Teacher, who would
be capable cf assuming responsibility not only within the classroom
but also au the school level; the Professional Teacher, who would be
prepared as a fully autonomous professional in the classroom; and the
Instructor, who would be prepared to deliver instruction under the
supervision of a Career Prof4ssional Teacher (p. 65).

Similar to the National Network for Educational Renewal, The Holmes Group
also emphasizes the importance of university-school partnerships as a means
toward improving education -- both university-based education and school-
based education. They also propose a new concept -- Professional
Development Schools. According to the report,

these Profssional Development Schools, analogous to teaching
hospitials in the medical profession, will bring practicing teachers
and administrators together with university faculty In partnerships
... (and) will srv as settings for teaching professionals to test
different instructional arrangements, for novice teachers and
researchers to work under the guidance of gifted practitioners, for
the exchange of professional knowledge btwen university faculty and
practitioners, and for the development of new structures designed
around the dmand of a new profession (p. 67).

While The Holmes Group did not focus on restructuring schools, the report
concludes with a clear statement about the need to move forward in these
efforts and its commitment to support them, i.e.:

The existing structure of schools, the current working conditions of

n 9
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teachers, and the current division of authority between administrators
and teachers are seriously out of step with the requirements of the
new profession. If the construction of a genuine profession of
teaching is to succeed, schools will have to change (p. 67).

The fourteen-member Task Force on Teaching as a Profession, funded by the
Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, had a focus similar to The
Holmes Group. In their report, 9 Nation Prenaredl_ Teachers for the 2Ist
Century (1986), the Task Force called for major changes in education policy
to

o Create a National Board for Prssional Teaching Standards, organized
with a regional and state membership structure, to establish high
standards for what teachers need to know and be able to do, and to
certify teachers who meet that standard.

o Restructure schools to provide a professional environment for
teaching, freeing them to decide how best to meet state and local
goals for children while holding them accountable for student
progress.

o Restructure the teaching force, and introduce a new category of Lead
Teachers with the proven ability to provide active leadership in the
redesign of the schools and in helping their colleagues to uphold high
standards of learning and teaching.

o Require a bachelors degree in the arts and sciences as a prerequisite
for the professional study of teaching.

o Develop a new professional curriculum in graduate schools of education
leading to a Master in Teaching degree, based on systematic knowledge
of teaching and including internships and residencies in the schools.

o Mobilize the nation's resources to prepare minority youngsters for
teaching careers.

o Relate incentives for teachers to school-wide student performance, and
provide schools with the technology, services, and staff essential to
teacher productivity.

o Make teachers' salaries and career opportunities competitive with
those in other professions (pp. 2-3).

Also similar to The Holmes Group, the Task Force recommendations are being
followed up with concrete efforts to implement them across the country.
The Carnegie Corporation has awarded a grant to Stanford University to
develop prototype assessments that might be used by the proposed National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards to certify teachers. Carnegie
has also indicated a willingness to fund the costs of planning and starting
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the actual Soard. At the state level, Connecticut and Califo:nia are
planning a joint venture that would allow them to develop new teacher
assessment procedures in at least twenty-five subjects areas by 1990.

In addition to The Holmes Group and the Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession, there are a variety of other efforts across the country also
designed to rethink and restructure the teaching profession. The

Rochester, New York, public schools provide an excellent example of a
system-wide approach to restructuring the profession. In a much publicized
contract agreement, Rochester recently established significant pay
increases for teachers, with "lead" teachers earning up to $70,000 in the
third year of the contract. The concept of a "lead" teacher is but one
aspect of a sweeping restructuring of teaching. The Peer Assistance and
Review Program (PAR) plays an important role in this overall effort and
"involves teachers in monitoring quality within their own ranks by
providing mentors to inexperienced teachers and offering assistance to
experienced teachers whose performance should be improved" (Urbanski, 1987,
p. 32). Paralleling the PAR program is the Career in Teaching program that
provides for four levels of teaching -- intern, resident, professional, and
lead -- and enables teachers to "assume leadership in matters relating to
instruction and to the profession" (p. 32). A school-based planning
process is used to assure shared governance of each school.
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Appendix B

As noted in tha text, we have made use of a number of resources on school
improvement to inform the development of this paper.

We suggest in particular:

1. An Action Guide to School Improvement by Susan Loucks-Horsley and
Leslie F. Hergert (1985)

2. I. - - 1 t I Il I t 4 :

Tools by Douglas Fleming and Cecilia Buckles (1987)

3. A Roadmap for School Improvement by David P. Crandall and Susan
Loucks-Horsley (1983)

4. "Strategic Planning Issues that Bear on the SUCC3SS of School
Improvement Efforts" by David P. Crandall, Jeffrey Eiseman, and Karen
Seashore Louis (1986)

5. gratarcilL-_Wg1_12212_152Laringing_abcaLaugs222fal School ImprucmsnI
by the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (1986)

6. "Unraveling the Mystery of Institutionalization" by Matthew Miles
(1983). Reprinted in fnsuring Success: Good_News from a Study ot
School Irmovement, Susan Loucks (Ed.)

7. DimensIrm of Effective Leadershth by P.C. Duttweiler and S.M. Hord
(1987)

8. at_Lig_c_e_fgluaardsznaL.Chann by Michael Fullan (1982)

9. Innovation Up Close by Michael Huberman and Matthew Miles (1984)

For additional information, see the reference list following the main body
of the text, pages 21-23.

Items *1 - *6 way be purchased through The Regional Laboratory; items *7 -
*9 are available from their publishers.
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TOWARD A DEFINITION OF RESTRUCTURING

In his column of March 9, 1988, Albert
Shanker said that "everyone seems to
agree our schools need 'restructuring' ,
[but]... watch out. You can be pretty
sure that when there is such easy and
universal agreement, there is not real
agreement at all. It's just that
'restructuring' has become a fashionable
word...and means just what each person
wants it to mean."

As Massachusetts educators take up
the challenge of "the second wave of
school reform," it is important that we
share an understanding of what
restructuring means. Many resources
attempt to define what restructuring is
and how to go about it. The purpose of
this brief paper is to summarize some of
them and to provoke thought and
discussion among participants at the
"New Structures/New Roles" conference
presented by the Massachusetts
Department of Education.

It begins by discussing restructuring
as part of the education reform move-
ment, then explores themes common to
current restructuring efforts and presents
a framework for approaching far-
reaching goals.

Any school or district considering
restructuring will want to look beyond
this brief treatment; some helpful
resources are included in the
bibliography.

The Challenge of the Second Wave

In the first wave of educational reform,
most efforts were characterized by trying

to improve upon what was already being
done. We identified what we thought
education should be and added more of
it. In Massachusetts, through programs
such as Horace Mann Grants and
Lucretia Crocker Fellowships, incentive !
and support have been provided for
worthwhile activities related to staff
development, curriculum, and
instruction, to name a few, and people
have been rewarded for taking initiative
in devtloping creative programs.

These efforts have laid an important
foundation for the second wave. This
next wave has evolved from the needs of
a rapidly changing economy and society
that call for fundamental changes in
organization, structure, management,
curriculum, and instruction. Since the
structure of schools has changed little in
the last century, our ability to imagine a
structure vastly different from anything
we have ever known -- a structure suited
to our rapidly changing world presents
a real challenge.

Responding to a New Age

Whether or not past adjustments in our
educational system have been adequate
to respond to changes in our society is
open to debate, but there is broad
sentiment that the magnitude of the
changes we will encounter in our
immediate future will not be well served
by merely tinkering with schools. As
Harvey and Crandall stress in citing
Larry Hutchins, "the current structure of
American schools is... 'not sufficiently
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powerful to meet the needs of students
who will live and work in the 21st
century' ." (Harvey & Crandall, 1988)

Today we face the convergence of
several economic and societal trends to
which.we can only respond in dramatic
ways. The population of students in
most schools is changing; the population
and availability of teachers is changing;
and the national and world economy is
changing.

We have a legal and societal
commitment to provide equal education-
al opportunity to all children a goal of
which this country is very proud. But
that "all" is going to be defmed by a
drastically different population of
students than we have ever known.
More and more, this population will be
characterized by children who are poor,
who do not speak English, and who have
physical, emotional, and developmental
handicaps (Hodgkinson, 1988).

At the same time that our student
minority population is becoming the
majority, the number of minority
teachers is declining. We are already
experiencing shortages in areas where
teachers will be needed the most, such
as bilingual education.

These demographic changes are
happening in a context of global
economic changes that are redefining
what we should teach in schools. Our
educational goals are shifting from the
transmittal of factual knowledge to the
development of higher order thinking
abilities. The evolution of the
Information Age means that in order to
prepare children to be responsible
citizens, we must teadr them to be life-
long learners, communicators, and
problem solvers.

Although an oversimplification, it
may help to summarize the confluence
of these trends in a "formula" that
illustrates why we must set about re-
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forming the very structure of our
Schools:

Demographic Changes (whom we teach
and v_dis2 teaches) + Economic and Social
Changes (defining !bat we teach) =
Structural Changes (h aw. we teach).

Some Common Themes
of Restructuring Efforts

There is no one right way to restructure
a school. Each restructured school will
grow out of a vision created to reflect
the realities of the community it serves
(Harvey & Crandall, 1988). There are,
however, common themes that emerge
from the literature on restructuring and
from current restructuring efforts, such
as those that are being presented at this
conference. A brief description of some
of these themes follows:

1. Schca_2_ linancLactyitirasicsisnrifi
to meet the needs of all students.
Much instruction has become
separated into arbitrary knowledge
bits for reasons that relate more to
logistical scheduling and product-
oriented accountability than to the
service of children. The systematic
frzamentation of what and how we
teach has contributed to the failure
of many children (Eisner, 1988) and
to denying particularly disadvantaged
children access to valuable, rich
knowledge (Goodlad & Oakes, 1988).

Some schools are recognizing that
the needs of students can best be
served by an educational program
that is coherent, both in its content
and delivery. Instruction that is
meaningful in the context of all that
is being learned and relevant to real
life situations is particularly
important for at risk students who
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traditionally have problems making
connections between in and out of
school experiences (Mirman, Swartz
& Buell, 1988).

New standards are being set that
convey high expectations for students
and adults. Underlying approaches
to teaching and learning is the belief
that all children can learn and can
make a contribution to the learning
of others.

2. Active involvement of all constitu:
encies in the school community.
Traditional tensions between schools
and communities, with community as
taxpayer and school as producer, are
out-dated and dangerous. Restruc-
turing efforts are casting schools as
the center of their communities,
reflecting community goals and
involvement. There is much encour-
agement for the establishment of a
building-level, multiconstituent team
to be responsible for assessing,
planning, and implementing changes
in the school (Harvey & Crandall,
1988).

Long overdue alliances with
parents are being forged, where their
involvement in their children's
education is legitimate and
welcomed. Businesses and other
community partners are finding that
they have important contributions to
make to their schools and that
schools can offer benefits in return.
For some Massachusetts schools,
School Improvement Councils
represent a model of school
personnel and citizens working
together for positive change.

3. Humanization of the organizational
climate. Educators choose their
profession because of the human
element. It is a punk business
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(Combs, 1988). And yet, many
children and adults characterize
schools as impersonal, isolating,
alienating places to work and learn.
A new, personalized climate
permeates restructured schools.
There is a sense of caring and
belonging that extends to all children
and adults as well as to the larger
school community. Codes of high
expectations, respect, and dignity
promote feelings of ownership and
shared responsibility in all that the
school does. Kohlberg's (1974) study
of "just communities" illustrates that
when people affected by school
policies and rules have a say in their
formulation, an atmosphere of trust
and fairness is created.

A nurturing climate has a direct
impact on the quality of teachers' .

work life and on student achieve-
ment.. Various stt.dies indicate that
teachers' motivation and sense of
efficacy is directly connected to
student achievement (Lieberman,
1986; Brophy & Good, 1984). A
healthy school environment propels a
cycle in which high teacher motiva-
tion inspires student motivation,
which leads to student achievement,
and in turn leads to teacher
motivation, and so on.

Teacher
motivation

Student
achievement

Student
motivation

4. Good thinking pervades the class-
room_and the school. We say we are
committed to integrating the teaching
of thinking into the curriculum, but

e;.



our vision far exceeds current
practice. Subject matters are taught
without connection to broader world
contexts or to other knowledge that
students have obtained, and most
students remain passive consumers of
knowledge instead of becoming
engaged creators of it. A great
challenge for schools is making
learning more meaningful and
relevant (Eisner, 1988; Good lad &
Oakes, 1988).

As one who has inspired much
attention to restructuring, Marc
Tucker (1988) of the Carnegie
Forum on Education and the
Economy, has gone so far as to say,

The purpose of restructurLig our
schools is to create organizations
capable of vastly increasing students'
higher-order thinking skills. That is
why schools need to be places where
ideas have currency, why they need to
be staffed by people who are
comfortable with ideas, and why they
must be redesigned so that such
people can be as productiveas
possible.

Tucker points out that, as people
are planning restructuring efforts,
thinking should be considered, not
oniy as part of the change in
pedagogical practice, but in the very
way educators conceive of their work.
In the "thinking school,"good
thinking is a code of performance
that is born out in teaching, learning,
and managing the school.

5. Responsibility for leadership of the
school is shared. The movement to
"professionalize" teaching has
emerged, in part, from teachers'
feelings of powerlessness over
decisions affecting them and their
students. A major focus of
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restructuring is to explore ways of
engaging the people, who are held
accountable for education in making
decisions about teaching and learning
and school-wide policies. For most
efforts, this will mean redefining the
roles and responsibilities of teachers
and, perhaps, others. Some effoits
engage a "coalition of leaders"
(Kantor, 1983) that is comprised of
teachers and administrators and may
also include students, parents, and
other community members to take
"collective responsibility" (Lieberman,
1987) for decisions about the goals
and activities of the school.

Sharing leadership and ownership
of what goes on in the school
signifies a new view of power.
Whereas the exercising of traditional
power meant control by a single
leader, this "new power" is expressed
by mobilizing different stakeholden
to collaborate on achieving a
common vision. This mobilization
can best be obtained by leaders who
recognize that major changes pose
legitimate threats to people in the
school community, and that people's
resistance is best dealt with by
responding to their concerns, rather
that trying to "enforce change."

6. Relationships between schools and
higher education institutions link .

research and development with
practice. Of the many linkages that
restructuring suggest, those with
universities and colleges are key and
are being modeled in our state
through Professional Development
Schools and other vehicles. These
relationships can provide school
practitioners with access to research
and knowledge bases on various
aspects of school improvement and
organizational change and provide
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potential practitioners and teacher
educators with access to a living
laboratory.

In restructuring efforts, there is
the acknowledgement that pre-service
and in-service training are not two
distinct parts of teacher education
but phases in an ongoing process of
development. These connections
promote the continual growth of
teachers and the revitalization of the
profession through mentoring
opportunities, teacher-as-researcher
programs, and teachers being adjunct
faculty, to name a few. These
opportunities help to provide the on-
going support that is crucial to
effective teachers throughout their
careers (Loucks-Horsley, Harding,
Arbuckle, Murray, Dubea &
Williams, 1987).

7: Desired changes and successes_are
publicized throuzhout the school
community. Dramatic changes in
schools necessitate broad constituent
support. The representative team
that leads a restructuring effort will
want to keep the immediate and
larger school community aware of
the mission, goals, and high standards
that drive their actions. Community
members who are involved in the
challenges the school faces will be
eager to recognize and reward
success and communicate the school's
achievements to others (Anderson &
Cox, 1988).

Comfort in Numbers and a Framework
for Taking Action

It is apparent that restructuring requires
juggling many changes at once and
building a system that is flexible and
powerful enough to be responsive to the
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inevitable changes of the coming
century. To many, the task secms
Herculean.

This conference aims to relieve som:
anxiety about the road ahead by
providing concrete models and examples
from which we can learn, practical
activities and strategies that can
stimulate our energy and creativity in
applying ideas to our own settings, and
networking opportunities with others
who share our goals and dilemmas.

Eisner (1988) offers a framework for
thinking about change that may be
helpful. It is simplified here in order to
offer a jumping off place for consiaering
school-wide restructuring. He says that
there are five dimensions to the process
of institutional change: intentions,
structure, curriculum, pedagogy, and
evaluation.

We all start with good intentions.
We are in the education business
because we are motivated by our resolve
to help children. But having good
intentions is not enough; they must be
supported by the other four dimensions.
The organizational structure is what
allows the intentions to be actualized.
The curriculum is the plan for putting
the intentions into action; it is the
program of instruction for the students.
The =tangy is the implementation of
the plan. Ile evaluation tells us if we
realize our good intentions or not.

Perhaps it is reassuring to see an
overwhelming task broken down'into
these factors. Many of the resources
listed in the bibliography provide
concrete ideas about how to implement
a process of institutional change and
how to get started on restructuring.

We hope the collection of ideas in
this paper and those that will be
presented at the conference inspire
imagination and optimism about our
success in these efforts.
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Design As The Missing Piece In Education

C. L. (Larry) Hutchins
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory

Presented to the 2020 Conference, Aspen CO, 1988

The Need For Design

America needs new schools, schools that will meet the requirements of the twenty-
first century. Today's schoois, the old schools, graduate only 75 percent of the
nation's youth and educate poorly many who do graduate.

The problem does not rest with today's teachers, administrators or school board
members. It rests with the design of the current system. The shape of that design
was outlined as early as the 1830's; it was modified again at the turn of the
twentieth century and reached its final form in the creation of the comprehensive
high schools in the 1950s. The old design worked relatively well for the society it
served: It brought schooling to millions of immigrants whose skills and conformity
were needed to stoke the engines of the industrial society. Today's society no
longer requires such a work force. We need people who can think and solve
problems creatively, using technology and information. The current design does
not even serve the middle class well. As long as students attend school most of the
time, complete most of their assignments and do not act up too often, they earn
their twenty-one Carnegie units and graduate from schoolbored, turned off and
without the prospect of achieving the standard of living that their parents
expected and largely got.

The problem isn't teachers who are poorly trained, underpaid, overworked cr
burned out. The problem isn't the administrators who are expected to play by
rules they didn't establish, defend the system at all cost and, above all, "keep the
lid on." The problem isn't the board members who know the system isn't working
well for a large majority of students but.don't know how to fix the problem and
are given policy making tools that are inadcquate for the situation.

The problem is a school design that demands conformity, does out knowledge like
peanuts to a monkey and acts as a socioeconomic sorting system by depending
heavily on family background for student success. We need a new design for
schools if the challengei of the environment, energy, technology,
entrepreneurialism, social justice and international cooperation and the other
pervasive issues of the twenty-first century are to be met.

The reforms that have been proposed are only bandaides on the old design. For
example, lengthening the school day won't do anything more than cost more money
when barely 25 percent of the typical school day is spent with students learning
successfully. Testing teachers won't make any difference if they weren't taught
well in the first place. Paying teachers more won't make any difference if they
don't have new strategies for reachirg students at risk. Tightening standards for
students and testing them won't make any difference if the standards and the test
are irrelevant to the requirements of the twenty-first century.

Redesiging the system is the only solution.
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What Is Design?

Design is a specific 'discipline focused on "iluman activity systems." Specific steps
in the process include:

I. Identifying environmental trends that lay out the requirements for
education. This process closely resembles key steps in the management tool
of strategic planning.

2. Identifying a knowledge base that reflects 21st century concepts and issues.
The issue is not how many years of a particular subject a student has taken,
but the relevant knowledge he or she has acquired and the fit that
knowledge has with the needs of the future.

3. Identifying the student outcomes that a redesigned school should produce.
This process draws on "outcomes-based education," but focuses explicitly on
higher-order thinking skills as well as the learning-to-learn and personal
development goals students need to succeed in the twenty-first century.

4. Using a "general systems" model to define the key components of a new
design. This step pulls the designer away from the conventions of the
present design so that he/she can think creatively about other
configurations for schooling.

5. Identifying the "learning level" as the "Primary subsystem level" The design
of today's schools focuses on the management and instructional levels of the
educational system. Refocusing on the learning level and using knowledge
from research on cognition as a basis for understanding huw people learn
casts an entirely different perspective on how the schooling process should
bt redesigned.

6. Developing a long-range plan that creates a "paradigm shift" for teachers
and principals but also leads to cautious, long-term inquiry into the design
of new schools.

What Would A New Design Look Like?

Unique conditions in each community dictate that no two schools look alike. But
some characteristics are probable:

o A new curriculum that focuses on the pervasive issues of the future such as:
energy, ecology, technology, entrepreneurialism, social justice, international
competition and cooperation.

o New inttructional methods that turn passive learning into active learning,
putting more responsibility on the student for learning and putting the
teacher in the role of helping students consciously learn how to learn, set
goals, work cooperatively and think.

o New instructional materials that de-emphasize the use of the pre-digested
information found in textbooks and put emphasis on helping students learn
how to search for and organize information from a variety of resources,
including those from the community and those from information systems
and the use of communication and data-based technologies.
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Is Re-Design Too Radical?
Design is a natural, historical occurrence in American education. For example, in
the 1830's, Horace Mann, responding to the needs of the moneyed class of
Massachusetts, adopted methods of schooling to insure that the new immigrants did
not threaten the rights of the establishr,ent. His methods included the introduction
of compulsory education to insure that students where removed from what he
called the "immoral" environment of the immigrants' families, the use of lecture
and seatwork that kept educational costs down and insured that students learned
how to compliantly follow orders, and the textbook that controlled what they could
read. Half a century later, Charles Eliot, the President of Harvard, created the
"Committee of Ten" who argued that the curriculum of the time (Latin, classical
literature, rhetoric, natural philosophy and natural history) was irrelevant to the
twentieth century. The committee recommended, instead, a "modern" currikmlum
that included four years of English, three of social science and two of science,
mathematics and a foreign language. In the 1950's James Conant, also a Harvard
president, advocated the introduction of management models based on those of the
industrial society. The result was the "comprehensive high school" that was based
on the philosophy that bigger was better and a top-down management structure
would insure greater uniformity in meeting the needs of the American economy. It
is time for a new design, one undertaken more systematically that in the past and
based on wide-scale participation of the stakeholders in American education.

Will Design Occur Naturally?

Arguing for change is a lonely, risky business. Unless it is approached from a
tops-down point of view, it is not likely to occur without a network of people and
organizations dedicated to redesign. Such a network must provide:

Processes of design that can be replicated
Access to examples of redesign
Support to the risk takers
Communication of the result of design to others
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An Outside-In Approach to Design Inquiry in Education

Bela H. Banathy
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development

"You see things as they are and ask: WHY? But I dream
things that never were and ask: WHY NOT?" (A quota-
tion from George Bernard Shaw)

Introduction: Improvement or Transformation

The ship of education is sailing on troubled waters. One
national report after another highlights the current "crisis" of a
"nation at risk," pointing out dangerous currents and menancing
shoals. The host of reports prescribe corrections we should make --
remedies for fixing education. Whatever terms are used -- reform,
restructure, or renew -- these represent an inside-out appiaiafo
inquiry. That is, the recommendations focus on making adjustments or
improvements in the existing system, rather than creating a new one.
Few of these analyses recognize the complexity of current issues and
circumstances that surround education, and even fewer have grappled
with the implications of education as a societal system, interacting
with other societal systems, embedded in the rapidly, and dynamically
changing larger society.

What is most troublesome to some of us is that we are pouring
tremendous effort and resources into the fragmented and piecemeal
improvement of the current system -- a system that should not exist
anymore. Rephrasing Bernard Shaw -- rather than asking lots of
questions about what's wrong with what we now have, we should dream of
kinds of education that never were.

Around the middle of the twentieth century, we entered the
postindustrial information age, a new stage in the human evolution.
This new age requires new thinking, new perspectives, and a new vision
of education. Improving our educational system, which is still
grounded in the industrial revolution of the late nineteenth century,
will not do in this postindustrial information society. What we need
is a new image of education attained by a broad sweep of a
comprehensive transformation -- a metamorphosis.

My intent in this paper is to explore such a transformation.
This exploration does not offer a prescription, but sets forth
suggestions on fresh ways of thinking about education. It offers
organizing perspectives that can guide such thinking. It proposes
new points of view that conceive of education as a complex, purpose-
seeking system, coevolving with its dynamically changing societal
environment. It formulates fresh parameters for a new system of
education and introduces a set Lf strategies for designing the new
system.
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A System of Problems in Organizational Inquiry in Education

A system of problems in organizational inquiry in education has fourmain sources: (I) the fragmented, discipline-by-discipline-based
approach to the study of education, (2) the still-prevailing
reductionist mode of inquiry, (3) the piecemeal efforts of "disjointed
incrementalism" in educational improvement, and -- most significantly
-- (4) the existence of a gap between overall societal evolution andthe evolution of education. In contrast to the four macroproblems
proposed here, the current "crisis" literature and the numerous
national reports set forth myriad "micro" problems, without connectingthem into a systemic pattern of relationships or embedding them into
the context of overall societal development.

The Fragmented Study of Education

The fragmented and disconnected view -- prominent in studying and
understanding education -- is inherent in the prevailing approach tosocial-systems inquiry. This approach depends on scholarship in a
variety of disciplines that can only provide partial interpretationsof societal systems and sets forth descriptions based on disparate
theoretical frameworks. For example, in education, we study the
sociology of the classroom, the psychology of instruction, the
economics of education, and the politics of governance. This ismuch like the parable of a group of blind men trying to describe anelephant. Compartmentalized inquiry combined with the use of widely
differing orientations, methods, and languages from separate
disciplines results in unintegrated and incomplete knowledge and
characterization. Thus, the theoretical frameworks currently usedin educational inquiry cannot depict education as a total system.
Usually each view addresses only a narrow aspect or a numberof variables, often arbitrarily selected. This tends, tc dif:regard
complex interactions and systemic connectedness invollig multiple and
dynamically interacting functions and components. Such theoretical
orientations hold little promise of offering useful approaches andstrategies for reconceptualizing and purposefully TedeTigning
education.

Traditional Scientific Inquiry Still Prevails

Inspired by the Cartesian-Newtonian
scientific world view,

disciplined inquiry during the last three hundred years sought
understanding by taking things apart, seeking the "ultimate" part, andgroping to see the whole by viewing the characteristics of its parts.Implicit in this approach is an exclusive commitment to defining
elementary cause and effect relationships, which led to a determi-
nistic perception of the world. The outcome of these perspectives wasbest manifested in the Industrial Revolution, and its essential
characteristics were derived from analytic thinking, reductionism, anddeterminism.

The new scientific orientation that has emerged along with the
postindustrial-information society over the last three to four decaeas
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has been illuminated by Heisenberg's principle of "uncertainty,"
Bohn's "wholeness and the implicate order," Bertalanffy's general
theory of systems, Miller's living systems theory, Boulding's
ecodynamics, and Prigogine's concepts of irreversibility and
dissipative structures. In the recent educational l.terature, a
compendium edited by Y.P. Lincoln explained this new view as the
"Paradigm Revolution." Tofflin's Third Wave, Ferguson's Aquarian.
Conspiracy, and Capra's The Turning Point highlight this revolution as
a major shift towards synthesis, expansionism, indeterminism, emergence,
and a systemic-ecological world view.

Given this remarkable paradigm shift in disciplined inquiry, it
is surprising to see that doctoral dissertations in education as well
as the inquiries of the educational research community are still
dominated by controlled reductionist experiments, seeking to apply
quantitative measures (that limit the scope of inquiry) and
deterministic models that cannot cope with complexity, purpose,
intention, uncertainty, ambiguity, and the ever-acceleratir4 dynamic
changes in the larger societal environment.

Piecemeal Approach to Improvement

A third example of the problems within educational inquiry show
up in the area of educational improvement. The efforts to change and
improve education during the last two to three decades -- with
increasing intensity and urgency more recently -- clearly represent
the same part-oriented, fragmented view described above. As a rule we
have tried to improve educational systems from the inside-out, without
considering the total system itself and the larger societal system in
which education is embedded. A host orthese improvement efforts
demonstrate "disjointed incrementalism" and unintegrated, part-focused
piecemeal tinkering. The results of years of research and development
in education fill whole libraries, yet the metaphor is that of a
warehouse full of vehicle parts that do not fit into a whole. No
blueprint for integrating the parts exists. The myriad educational
improvement programs and products do not "map" into the system we call
education or into the larger societal system.

The Existence of an Evolutionary Gap

The three components of the problematique -- described above --
confront us with a powerful challenge. But beyond this challenge, is
an even larger "meta issue": the existence of a dangerous evolutionary
gap -- a discrepancy between the recently emerged new societal image
and the still-prevailing outdated image of education.

Summatively, the problematique I described above and this gap or
discrepancy suggest to me that the crisis in education today is more
than a "crisis of performance"; it is a "crisis of perception." The
main source of the current crisis of performance is a lack of percep-
tion and vision of what could be and what should be the function, the
substance, and the form of education in the postindustrial information
society.
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New and Different Questions

Investigations over the last several years have probed the
adequacy of educational systems from the inside, with such questions
as:

What is wrong with the system?

How can we improve it?

How can it be made more efficient and cost-effective?

How can we provide more instructional time?

How can we improve teacher performance?

QuesLions like these might be appropriate in times of relative
stability, when adjustmefits and piecemal improvements to an existing
system could bring it in line with slight shifts in the environment.
However, in times of turbulence, accelerating and dynamic
caironmental changes, and discontinuity that characterize the current
era, when a new, very different stage in societal evolution is
unfolding, it is time -- if any time remains -- to ask new and
different questions, such as:

What is the nature and what are the characteristics of the
current postindustrial information age?

What are the educational implications of those characteristics?

What might be thq role of education at this new stage of
societal evolution?

What new challenges, opportunities, and resources are
offered?

What new vision or image is emerging that might guide the
evolution of learning and human development systems?

What kind of inquiry and what strategies will enable us to
realize and implement that image?

Clearly, these are very different questions from those we are
asking today. These new questions shift the direction of the
exploration fr:Art the Inside-Out approach to an Outside-In mode of
inquiry and representiIiiaTor the transformation of education and
the creation of new systems of learning and human development. Figure
1 presents an image of this Outside-In exploration.
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Figure 1

An Image of the Outside-In Approach

Understanding Societal Evolution

Understanding the Characteristics
of the Postindustrial information
society

Educational Implications of the
Postindustrial information society

Developing an EN,oludonary
Image of Educadon

Disciplined Inquiry by Which
to Realize the Image

Redesign of Educadon

The outer circle of the figure stands for an inquiry to gain an
evolutionary perspective and develop and understanding of societal
evolution as the appropriate context for the evolution of education.
Having gained an evolutionary perspective, we shall then explore the
characteristics of the postipdustrial information age in order to gain
insight into what kind of society is now unfolding and thus what the
functional systemic environment of education is. Understanding'those
characteristics will enable us to explore their educational
implications and may guide us in defining not only new requirements
for individual and social learning but also new organizational
capacities that systems of learning and human and societal development
must address. Informed and inspired by these understandings, we would
be in a position to frrge an evolutionary image of education and to
set forth strategies of disciplined inquiry by which to implement that
image.

In this paper and journey through the four outer circles of
Figure I the journey will lead us to creating an example of a new
image of education. A follow-up paper will explore the applicat'ln of
design inquiry by which to move toward the realization of the image.
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The Challenge of Societal Evolution

As we approach a new millenium, we no longer see the worldwide
changes brought about by unrestrained growth, technological
advancements, and the knowledge explosion as a route to a better
future for humanity. These changes have occurred at a much faster
rate than corresponding changes in our social systems, which is a main
cause of our current predicament. To understand this predicament
better we look at the time scale of evolution.

* Stage One -- the evolution of human consciousness, the
development of spoken languages and the emergence of tribal culturesof our hunting-gathering ancestors -- spanned hundreds of thousands ofyears.

* Stage Two emerged with agricultural technology some ten
thousand years ago and brought the development of writing, the
flourishing of city-states, and the establishment of our major
religions and the logico-philosophical paradigm.

* Stage Three -- the age of enlightmenment and discovery --
brought about the Industrial Revolution, the machine age, and global
telecommunication.

* Stage Four -- the current stage of evolution -- ushered in the
postindustrial information age, the age of cybernetics and systems
thinking and atomic and space age. It has had less than forty yearsof development.

A comparison of the successive stages shows rapid acceleration:
a million years, ten thousand, five hundered, one hur'red fifty, andforty -- what a speed! Looking at the great disprop ion of the time
spans of the four evolutionary stages, we can see th the combined
effect of the speed and intensity of stages three ant our and the fact
that these two stages practially overlap have resulte_ in a perilous
evolutionary imbalance manifested in a twofold evolutionary gap.

A Gap in Collective Consciousness

At the current stage of societal evolution, we find ourselves ina race against ourselves. Our past success in science based
technology has given us the power to perpetuate ultimate destruction.At the same time, human science has led us to an understanding of our
inner selves as well as to an appreciation of the oneness of humanity.
This new knowledge has, in turn, created the potential to attain
collective global consciousness and holds the promise of world order

Today our collective consciousness; still locked within ethno-
centric, racial, and national boundaries; is lagging behind. Two
questions now confront us: Will our collective global consciousness
emerge enough to enable us to subordinate the interest of individuals,
groups, races, and nations to the greater interest and survival of
humankind as a whole? Will we continue to develop sociocultural
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evolution by reorganizing our experience at higher than the national
level, moving to the planetary level of existence? These are not
marginal questions, they bring up the issue of human survival.

Currently, we have not yet attained a new synthesis of collective
consciousness. Thus, we face a crisis of consciousness, one major
source of our current predicament.

The Gap Between Technological and Sociocultural Intelligence

Earlier, when societal evolution was slow and gradual, various
systems of society could coevolve, adjust to each other, and keep a
well-balanced pace across all evolving social systems. During the
last hundred years, though, we have experienced unprecedented
scientific, technological, and material advances. Early in this
century, society could still acceptably manage change brought about by
those advancements. During the last several decades, however, the
technological revolution -- while giving us unimagined power -- has
accelerated so much that we have lost control over it. We have failed
to match our technological intelligence with a parallel advance in
sociocultural intelligence that would render a ripening wisdom that
could give direction to and guide technological evolution and harness
its achievements for the benefit of all mInkind.

Today, at a critical juncture of evolution, when human
fulfillment as well as the annihilation of the human race are equally
possible, we have the power to attain all the hopes and aspirations of
humans everywhere or to race toward self-destruction as well as grave
planetary injury. This misuse of power has manifested itself in
multiple perils.

* The multinational arms race is gobbling up ever more of our
scientific, material, technological, and human resources, producing
the means for ongoing violence among nations.

* Simultaneously, we race toward destruction of our natural
resources. We are fouling our air, erroding our soil, and poisoning
our water. We are slow to use our scientific and technological power
for turning the deterioration of our environment around, and healing
the wounds of the earth.

* Most significantly, we are wasting human resources. We allow
millions to die of starvation and disease. We waste our mental and
spiritual potential due to lack of adequate systems of learning and
human development.

The consequence of all these threats -- if unchecked -- will lead
to increasing catastrophies, human suffering and despair, social and
economic injustice, and violence. Eventually, they can bring about
our destruction.

The dangers we now face cannot be changed just by faith in
science or trust in technology. What is required is a total
transformation of our thinking, beliefs, and values so that we develop
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and nurture a new world view. The words of Aurelio Peccei (The Human
Quality, Pergamon Press, 1977), are most appropriate here:

The real problem of human species, at this stage of
evolution, is that it has not been able culturally to
keep pace with, and thus fully adjust to, the changed
realities which it itself has brought about in the
universe. Since the problem at this crucial stage is
within, not outside of, the human being, individually
and collectively, the solution must also come primarily
and fundamentally from within.

The question is, then, one of Human Quality, and how
this can be improved. It is only by developing ade-
quately human quality and capacities all over the world
that our material civilization can be transformed and
its immense potential put to good use (p. X1).

Essential to all of us now is that we have a broadbased under-
standing of the existence of this evolutionary gap in human quality
and grasp its implications for the future of us all.

The Two-Pronged Challenge

The two-pronged evolutionary gap -- in collective consciousness
and sociocultural intelligence -- confronts us with a challenge of the
highest order and significance. Meeting this requires understanding
its individual and societal implications and learning the individual
and social competencies needed to close the gap. Thus, the central
nature of this challenge is first and foremost a challenge for
education. The educational community -- policymakers, researchers,
and professionals -- has yet to perceive and appreciate the exciting
opportunities of meeting this challenge.

Meeting the Challenge of Societal Evolution

The greatest source of change in societal systems is the process
of human learning (Boulding 1985) involving both new knowledge and
know-how. It is this source we must tap and activate in order to
close the evolutionary gap. We can acquire the competence needed to
face the challenge of societal evolution, by individually and socially
mastering new sets of understandings, ways of thinking, skills, and
dispositions. (Collectively I call these sets "evolutionary
competence".) A major barrier to developing such competence inheres
in our current practice of education, which focuses on what Botkin
(No Limits to Learning, Pergamon Press, 1979) calls "maintenance
learning." Such learning involves acquiring fixed outlooks, methods,
and rules for dealing with known events and recurring situations. It
promotes already established ways of life in the context of systems
that now exist. Maintenance learning is necessary for the functioning
of a society, but it is not enough.
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In times of turbulence, rapid change, and discontinuity,
maintenance learning has to be complemented by another type of
learning even more essential at the now unfolding evolutionary stage,
namely, anticipatory, innovative, "evolutionary learning."
Evolutionary learning empowers us to anticipate and face unexpected
situations. It helps us to progress from unconscious adaptation to
environmental shifts to conscious innovation and the development of
the ability to manage change and coevolve with the environment.

Evolutionary learning promotes the disposition, the will, the
determination to shape change rather than just react to it and often
become its victims. Tt enables us to engage our creative
consciousness and to explore and design alternative images of our
systems, to evaluate those alternatives, and to select and implement
our design.

A program to develop evolutionary learning will:

* Nurture evolutionary values, including cooperation, trust,
benevolence, altruism, love, and the pursuit of harmony

* Fostering self-realization ethics, social ethics, and
ecological ethics

* Promote cooperative group interaction skills by which we
can increase our capacity for entering into ever-widening human
relationships

* Learn the art of managing and resolving conflicts nonviolently

* Generate systems thinking by which to understand complexity,
grasp connectedness and interdependence, and perceive embeddedness and
wholeness

* Practice working with and participating in the life of the
various human systems to which we belong and managing relationships
and change in those systems

* Encourage anticipatory and innovative thinking, coupled with
systems design.

Developing evolutionary competence through the type of learning
described here is an essential condition for closing the evolutionary
gap and empowering us, individually and collectively, to shape
societal evolution. This condition confronts us with a major
evolutionary task in education itself, namely, that of redesigning and
empowering systems of learning and human development so they can
engender and nurture the acquisition of evolutionary competence.

Even a glance at the competencies outlined here shows that our
current systems of education do not provide for acquiring evolutionary
competence. A new educational agenda as well as the creation of a new
evolutionary image of education is called for to move consciously into
the future. The section that follows presents an approach that will
enable our society to envision and design new systems of education
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that have the capacity not only to coevolve with the society but evento spearhead societal evolution.

The Postindustrial Information Society and Its Implications
for Educational Redesigns

This section explores the characteristics of the postindustrial
information society and reveals a third evolutionary gap between
societal evolution and the evolution of education. This exploration
will help identify some of the pitfalls of the current educational
improvement effort, as outlined below.

* Many problems stem from the orientation of focusing on the
existing system and proceeding with improvements from the inside-out.
This approach keeps the exploration within the boundaries of the
current sytem and limits the horizon of analysis. Extrapolating fromwhat now exists, this approach offers technical fixes and marginal
improvements, accomplished in a piecemeal, add-on fashion.

* The inside-out approach not only fails to see the larger
societal evolutionary picture, it also focuses on such single issues
as the advancement of technological intelligence and education foreconomic competitiveness, failing to advance sociocultural
intelligence, human quality and wisdom, and ethical and moral
development with equal vigor.

* Finally, the educational community today does not yet
recognize the evolutionary gap tigat exists between the new information
age and education as one of the societal systems within it.

In sharp contrast to the inside-out approach, the outside-in
inquiry described here represents a major shift in thinking and action
that advances and empowers education as a societal system of the
postindustrial information age. Developing an evolutionary
perspective, earlier described, represented the first major stage of
an outside-in inquiry (see Figure 1). This section describes the
outside-in inquiry, which has two major strategies: (I) the
exploration of the characteristics of the postindustrial information
age, and (2) the examination of the educational implications those
characteristics have in terms of individual and societal requirements.

Characteristics of the New Society

This exploration will help gain insight into the society that is
now unfolding and constitutes the context of education today and foryears to come. The description that follows only hints at the processof this exploration, and examples are potential indications of what
knowledge and understanding might emerge if a comprehensive
exploration were pursued. Such an exploration will require a
significant investment of time and effort to determine the kind of
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questions to ask, to establish the knowledge base required to answer
those questions, and to formulate the answers.

Given the above caution and disclaimer, I propose two sets of
questions and offer tentative answers. The first set of questions in
this section explores the characteristics of four domains of the post-
industrial information age and, then, another set probes the educa-
tional implications of those characteristics.

The first set of questions asked are: What are the key markers
of the postindustrial information age? What are its sociocultural
characteristics? What are the characteristics of disciplined inquiry?
What are the characteristics of organizations? Figure 2 presents these
four domains.

Figure 2

Domains of Characterization

General Characteristics

Information/knowledge explosion,
accelerating advance in intellectural
technology, extension of cognitive
powers. new world view

Sociocultural Character

Ethical/moral evolution, economic
social justice, new world thinking.
new values and dispositions.
participative democracy

Organizational Character

Increasing complexities. un-
certainties, accelerating rate of
dynamic change and fluctuations,
increased interdependencies.
consensus society

Scientific Paradigm

New paradigms of disciplined inquiry:
cybernetics and systems science: the
sciences of complexity, synthesis, and
emergence

Relationships: The general characteristics influence the other three
domains. Sociocultural characteristics influence both the scientific and
organizational domains. The scientific paradigm guides the tochnological
and also influences the organizational characteristics. It is important to
note that tbe characteristics displays here are only examples. The
information is developed primarily to indicate the process one engages in
to accomplish this stage of the outside-in inquiry.
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I. General Characteristics. General characteristics that mark
the postindustrial information age are displayed in Table I. Thecategories include: mode of inquiry, the key evolutionary marker, thenature of the dominant technology, the principal commodity, and thecontext of social consciousness. The characteristics of the current
era are juxtaposed to those of the industrial era in order to contrast
and show the discontinuity between the two eras. Even a cursory
comparison points out that the characteristics of the current era
cannot be derived from those of the preceeding.

Mode of
Inquiry

The key

Evolutionary
Marker

Technologies

Principal

Commodity

Context of
Social

Consciousness

Table I

General Characteristics

Postindustrial Age

Processes organized
around intellectual
technology for in-
formation knowledge
development

Extension of our
cognitive powr's by
cybernetics/systems
technology (hi-tech)

Critical thinking;
storing, gathering,

organizing information,
communicating, projecting,
designing

Knowledge/information
organized to use for
innovation, design,
policy formulation

Transnational, global
in addition to ...

Industrial Age

Processes organized
around energy for
material production

Extension of our
physical powers by
machines

Inventing,

manufacturing,
fabricating,
heating, trans-
porting, etc.

Material (raw/
processed), machines,
hard products

National and race

Even a glance at the information in the table will help us
realize how much of what we teach today and how we teach it reflects
the industrial model. Once we realize this, our challenge becomes to
design systems of learning and human development that are grounded in
the characteristics of the postindustrial information age.
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2. Sociocultural Characteristics. Sociocultural characteristics
shape the unfolding value system of the suciety and mark the emerging
new image of humanity. Examples include:

* The ethical dimensions: (a) self-realization ethics that
place the highest value on the development of our potential; (b)
social ethics that strive to attain economic and social justice and
the oneness of humanity, (c) ecological ethics that emphasize the
total community of life on earth -- in humans, animals, plants, all
of nature.

* The attainment of global consciousness and worldview that
complements national and racial consciousness and aims at the
integration of all societal systems into a planetary union while
respecting and nurturing cultural diversity.

* Seeking a balanced and coordinated development of the various
existential systems of the social, cultural, humanity, political,
intellectual/scientific, technological, spiritual, and aesthetic in
addition to the economic.

* Reconciling oppositions of the body-mind-spirit, autonomy and
responsibility, cooperation and competition; expressed in a search for
a holistic perspective toward life.

In the coqrse of the outside-in inquiry, designers will consider
the implications of such characteristics for the creation of the
organizational culture of educational systems -- as well as -- the
context, content, and mode of learning.

3. Characteristics of disciplined tminx. The scientific
orientation that has emerged during the fist forty years forged a new
paradigm of disciplines inquiry. Characteristics of this new
orientation are:

* Complementarity of the traditional scientific paradigm and the
cybernetics/systems paradigm; complementary of analysis and synthesis,
reductionism and expansionism.

* Eclectic in epistomology and methodology, thus inclusive
rather than exclusive; complementarity of left and right brain
thinking.

* No dichotomy between the observer, the observed, and the
context of observation. Complementarity of causality-acausality,
free-will-determinism-mutuality.

* Participative in decision-oriented disciplined inquiry, thus
involves the client, the user, the decisionmaker, and those affected
by the outcome of the inquiry.

* Has ethical bases and is value focused; the orientation is
evolutionary-transforming rather than technologically extrapolative.
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* Seeks to attain a grand alliance of science, philosophy, andreligion.

Implied in the examples is a need to be open to a whole new
orientation in providing experiences for learning intellectual skills
and pursuing methods of inquiry.

4. Characteristics of Organization. In describing examples of
organizationaicharacteristics, it will again be useful to show
contrast with organizational characteristics of the Industrial Era.

* The amount, variety, and availability of knowledge -- as well
as its absolute growth -- are significantly higher than in the
previous era. Coping with this knowledge explosion requires a two-
pronged, complementary increase in: (a) specialization and diversifi-
cation and (b) integration and generalization.

* Complexity -- as a property of systems and systemic
interaction -- is increasing. The more discrete the components in'the
environment, the greater the complexity of the system, requiring the
organization to process more information and to consider new designs
in order to enhance environmental expectations and systemic
effectiveness.

* In the current era, both the level of external and internal
turbulence and uncertainty and its absolute growth have become
significantly greater than in the previous era. The higher this
turbulence and uncertainty, the higher the premium on organizational
flexibility -- the ability to learn as an.organization and engage in
continuous organizational design redesign.

* Increases in the rate of change -- a characteristic of the
current era -- build pressure to process information rapidly,
distribute it to a larger number of groups, and transform the
information into organizational knowledge.

. Understanding the kind of characteristics implied by the examples
above will provide a knowledge base as one contemplates requisite
organizational characteristics in the design of systems of learningand human development.

Educational Implications

Exploring how the above characteristics might affect education is
the next strategy of the outside-in inquiry . I already hinted some
of the implication while discussing the characteristics. Here,
I look at further implications in two area: (a) relevance to new
capabilities and new learnings that are required and (b) those related
to organizational learning.

I. New Capabilities and New Learnings. The items below serve
only as possible examples.
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* Nurturing dispositions such as cooperation, trust, benevolence,
altruism, love, and the pursuit of harmony.

* Fostering self-realization, social and ecological ethics.

* Developing competence in cooperative group-interaction skills
and increasing our capacity to enter into ever-wideni4 circles of
human relationships.

* Fostering skills in managing conflicts -- of all kinds and
intensities -- in a nonviolent "self-transcending" manner
interpersonally and at all levels of the social system. Generating an
understanding of the dynamics of conflict situations and learning to apply
appropriate approaches to coping with conflict, to devising creative
solutions, and to pursuing others to the point of a conflict
resolution.

* Promoting a systemic/holistic perspective and competence in
systems thinking and action;.understanding the connectedness and
interdependence of all entities.

* Developing a systems view of the world, learning to relate
functionally to the ever-enlarging societal systems in which we are
nested, connecting with global reality and attaining global
consciousness.

* Acquiring skills and dispositions that enable us to think and
act in an anticipatory fashion and to create aspirational and positive
images of the future.

* Gaining the abilities of innovation and design thinking and
action; learning to formulate visionary purposes, creating alternatives
that realize those purposes, and evaluate and select the most
promising alternative.

* Obtaining know-how in group problem-solving and consensus-
building and in characterizing problem situations, formulating
solutions, and managing problems.

* Learning to live crettively with change; developing high
tolerance for ambiguity, diversity, and frustration; learning to
welcome complex or ambiguous situations and developing appreciation,
(both aesthetic and technical) for creative responses, and finally
maintaining a healthy concern regarding possible unintended
consequences of those responses.

These new capabilities will be a set among other sets -- yet to
be explored -- of the new learning agenda that will shape systems of
learning and human development.

2. Organizational Learning Capacities. Understanding the
characteristics of the current age leads us to suggest that
educational organizations should develop new capacities to:
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* Interact with constantly changing (multiple) environments and
coordinate with many other systems in their envirorment.

* Cope with constant change, uncertainly, and ambiguity and
maintain viability by coevolving with the environment by changing and
transforming.

* Become evolutionary learning systems by constantly exploring
or 1,)arning new ways by which to interact with their environments and
move toward transforming and self-transcending into higher order
structures; give direction to their ongoing evolution by means of
design.

* Seek and find new purposes, carve out new niches in the
environment, and develop increased capacity for: self-representatim,
self-organization, and self-renewal.

If pursued in a comprehensive and in-depth fashion, the
strategies for an outside-in inquiry introduced here can move us
toward the next phase: developing an evolutionary image of education.

Education in the Post Industrial Information Age:
An Emerging Evolutionary Image

Education in any society is a reflection of the collective
beliefs, aspirations, and cultural and ethical norms of its
members. This reflection is articulated in terms of purposes,
expectations, and policies that define and the context shape, the
content and form of the educational experience. At any moment in the
evolution of a society, one can extract guiding perspectives or find
an explicit statement of perspectives that determine the nature and
characteristics of the societal system we call schooling that provides
the educational experience.

The beliefs, values, and aspirations of society's members, on the
other hand, are then shaped by the educational experiences provided to
them. Thus, education and society are in a coevolutionary relation-
ship. Times of evolutionary imbalance exist between education and the
society. Such is the case today when the education we offer reflects
perceptions and perspectives formed about the turn of the century, and
are based on the societal image of the Industrial Revolution.

As a new stage emerges in social evolution, as happened around
the mid-point of this century, continuing to use old images creates
more problems than it solves. But when we create a new image, it can
exert a "magnetic pull" toward the future. As a societal system moves
toward the realization of that image, congruence between the image and
the development of the system increases.

In today's postindustrial information society, education reflects
assembly-line thinking and is locked into the practices of such
thinking. Sensing inadequacy, we valiantly try to improve an
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educational system that is outdated. Most of the recent national
reports that have addressed the educational "crises" are based on the
old image. We desperately need a new image of education that is
compatible with the societal image of the current age. What follows
is an attempt to set forth an example of certain parametErs that
articulate such a new image.

Current rapidly changing demographic and sociotechnical
conditions as well as society's health and well-being (1) require
educational experiences, resources, and arrangements that are
different in nature and in quality from those we offer at present and
(2) demand a much higher than the current rate of student access to
and success in education.

Our society will attain and maintain vitality only if: (1) each
individual is provided opportunities "nd arrangements to fully realize
his/her human potential, and (2) each societal system -- from the
family to the global -- is set up as a learning system for the full
development of its organizational capacity and the collective
capability of its members. This capacity and capability then enables
members to give direction to their evolution by design.

What follows is an attempt to project one possible image of
education developed in view of the characteristics of the current age.
The first stage in generating a vision at a compatible educational

system is to organize perspectives that will then guide the second
stage, developing the image itself.

Organizing Perspectives

Articulating sets of organizing perspectives can guide thinking
and inspire and inform the creation of the image. Reflection that
comes from contemplating societal evolution and understanding the
characteristics of the current evolutionary stage (and its implica-
tions for education) is both the source and the grounding of creating
new images. The set of organizing perspectives introduced next are
possible examples for what m;ght emerge at this stage of an outside-in
inquiry.

Value perspectives:

* Two absolute values exist: the individual and thvglobal
system of humanity. Arrangements of activity systems between these
two are sociocultural inventions that serve both. Systems of learning
and human development are such arrangemenI.*

* Systems of learning and human development are agencies and
institutions of the society that assist in the physical, social,
cultural, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, aesthetic, ethical, and
moral development of individuals and groups.
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* Of all the resources on earth, the resource of the highest
value is the uniqueness and the unique potential of the individual.

* Among the highest order values of human rights is the freedom
and right to learn.

* At the current stage of evolution, the most valued contribu-
bution that advances societal evolution is the advancement of human
quality and wisdom and the deve.opment of sociocultural intelligence.

Perspectives on learning:

* Learning and human development are intrinsically intermeshed
and should not be institutionally separated.

* No limits to learning exist: learning and uman development
never end.

* The individual learner assumes the central position in systems
of learning and human development.

* Systems of learning and human development are to provide
arrangements, opportunities, and resources to nurture the uniqueness
and develop the singular potential of the individual.

Perspectives on the content of learning:

* The content of learning and human development should include
knowledge, understanding, ways of thinking, skills, dispositions, and
values.

* Societal evolution and characteristics of its current stage
are primary sources in determining the content of learning and human
development.

* The system should provide for learning competences that enable
the learner and societal groups to develop.evolutionary competence and
so become empowered to give direction to their evolution by design.

Societal and organizational perspectives:

* Systems of learning and human development are evolutionary and
should coevolve with the larger society as well as spearhead societal
evolution.

* Systems that attend to learning and human development are to
be integrated with the community and the society.

* Systems of education should be coordinated with other societal
systems that attend to the sociocultural, ethical/moral, spiritual,
economic, scientific/technoligical, and aesthetic dimensions of the
human experience.
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* Educational systems should develop the organizational capacity
and human capability to engage in continuous organizational learning
and design.

The value perspectives influence the other perspective sets. All

perspective sets and as well as components of a particular set should
be internally consistent. Furthermore, organizing perspectives should
represent the consensus of all stakeholders.

An Evolutionary Image

What follows is an attempt to formulate one possible image of
education, based on the organizing perspectives described above, that
is compatible with the societal image and characteristics of the
postindustrial information age. This is formulated as an evolutionary
image that has the power to guide the purposeful development of
systems of learning and human development. The image is "put out
there" and can exert a magnetic pull in the design and development of
educational systems. In designing those systems, we shall "work back"
from the image. In that sense, we carry on the inquiry from the
outside. (It is shown again that the outside-in inquiry is in
contrast to the inside-out approach, where we extrapolate from the
existing system.)

Table 2 juxtaposes two sets of parameters: the left column
represents an evolutionary image. The right column reflects the
charactertistics of existing systems of education that, in fact,
constitute barriers to attaining the evolutionary image.

Conclusion

At this juncture two questions arise: Do we have the will to
engage in the major task of transformation and redesign of education?
And do we have available to us appropriate and adequate models and
methods to carry out the design and development of new systems of
learning and human development?

While an answer to the first question must come collectively from
the society and the educational community, we can answer the second
question in the affirmative. From organizational pd systems inquiry,
we now have available to us models, approaches, and methods that we
can learn to use and apply in the redesign of systems of learning and
human development. Thus, the next task is to familiarize ourselves
with those models and approaches and to explore their use in
redesigning systems of learning and human development.
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Table 2

Comparison of the Evolutionary Image with the Existing System

The Evolutionary Image
A desired future state

Become a societal system inte-
grated with all other societal
systems in , operative-
coordinated nJationship.

Reflect and interpret the society
as well as shape the society
through coevolutionary inter-
actions, as a future-creating,
innovative, and open societal
system.

Provide resoures. arrangements,
Ind lifelong experiences foe
the full development of all
individuals

Embrace all domains of human
and social existence including
the sociocultural, ethical, moral,
spiritual, economic-occupational,
physical-mental. political,
scientific-technological, and
aesthetic.

Be organized around the learning
experience level: arrangements
should be made in the environment
of the learner by which to attain
competence.

Use a variety of learning types:
self-directed, other-directed,
individually swported group
learning, cooperative learning,
social and organizational learning

all useful to enhance individual
and sccietal learning.

Use the large reservoir of
learning resources and arrange-
menu: available in the society
in order to support learning.

70

The Existing State
The barriers

Set up as an autonomous social
agency, separated from other'
societal systems.

Is an instrument of cultural
and knowledge transmission,
focusing on maintaining the
existing state and operating
in a closed-system mode.

Provides fee instruction to
the individual during heribis
school-age years.

Focuses on the basics and
preparation for citizenship
and employment

Is now organized around the
instructional level: arrange-
ments are made that enable the
teacher to present subject
matters to students.

Teacher-class or teacher-
student interactions are the
means to provide instruction.

The use of educational re-
sources and arrangements
is confined within the
territory of the school.
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Embrac all domains: the socio-
cultural, ethical, moral, spidluct
economic, physical, mental, scientific,
technological, and aestholic

Provide resources, arrangements,
and lifelong experiences for the
full development of all individuals.

«

Use a variety of learning types:
self-directed, other directed, co-
operative, social, and organizational
learning.
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Figure 3

Evolutionary Image

ORGANIZING
PERSPECTIVES

The prime imperative is that educators should
be organized around the learning expedenc level;
arrange for learning cad human development.

Reflect and Interpret the society as
well as shape the society through
coevolutionary interactions as an
open societal system.

Societal systems integrated will%
all other societal systems in a
coordinated or integrated relationship

Use the large reservoir of learning
resources and arrangements available
ln ihe society
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REDESIGNING EDUCATION

The New Context of Education

Schools serve society. For 35 years American society has changed dramatically, al-
tering the requirements for education. Here are examples of the changing context:

o Fewer than one-fourth of the nation's households have children.

o Households with children no longer resemble the families of the past;
the majority have two breadwinners and an almost equal number are
headed by single parents.

o More than one-fourth of school-aged children live in poverty.

o The largest category of workers are those employed in low-paying
service jobs; production jobs have been cut in half.

o Advanced technical skills and the capacity to use sophisticated
information systems are essential to advance in society.

o There is a significant mismatch between the technical requirements
for jobs and the skills available in the labor pool.

o Women constitute a majority of the professional work force and
approximately half of the total work force.

o A large number of American jobs depend on international trade or
are directly competitive with foreign producers.

o The paradigm for representing reality is changing: the world is com-
plex, not simple; events are the product of multiple, not single causes;
objectivity depends on perspective.

Startling? Remember, these are characteristics of the existing society. Future
changes will be even greater, reflecting a society as fundamentally different from
the Industrial Society as the Middle Ages were from the Renaissance or the
Agriculture Society was from the Industrial Society.

New Schools Are needed to Meet the Challenge

I .0 i 9 They
have undergone many changes, but the pressure for change has resulted in
increased bureaucracy and legal red tape that has made it too easy to lose sight of
the mission: all children learning. The problem is compounded by a school design
inherited from the industrial society, a design which uses one-way iectures, repeti-
tive seatwork, rote memorization and a top-down, nonparticipative management
style.

Today's schools don't serve the ma ioritv of learnery The result of the old design
has been devastating at a personal level; illustrations include:
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o At a time when achievement should be rising and all children
completing school, 25% don't graduate from high school; a dispropor-
tionate number of these children are minority and poor.

o Many others just "get by," graduating without the skills and knowl-
edge needed for their own development and needed by the nation's
employers.

The effect on the economy has been equally disastrous as illustrated by these
examples:

o Students who dropout wou!cl have generated wages of $220 billion
dollars which would have contributed $65 billion to tax revenues and
reduced the nation's deficit.

o The nation spends $20 billion annually on prisons: 60% of prison
inmates are dropouts. 58% of all dropouts are unemployed or receiv-
ing welfare.

o A one percent decline in unemployment could reduce the federal
deficit by $30 billion.

One prominent educator has concluded that schools serve one-fourth of the
society's students.

The problem is one of design. It isn't the failure of the professionals responsible
for American schools. By and large they are doing a better job under more diffi-
cult conditions than their predecessors. What's wrong is the design or structure of a
system that cannot overcome differences in language skills caused by family and
socioeconomic conditions, a system that can't keep pace with changing technologies
and knowledge, a system whose bureaucratic structure inhibits the motivation and
creativity of teachers and administrators.

AI Lam:nets of The old svstemAnust be reconceotualized. The responsibility of edu-
cation is to design and implement learning systems that empower people to shape
their own futures. These systems must match advances in technology with ad-
vances in human wisdom to improve the quality of life for all. More specifically,
education must

I. Increase learners' performance at gathering and interpreting infor-
mation from an increasingly complex environment.

2. Improve reasoning and decisionmaking skills.

3. Expand capacity to produce knowledge and pronuctsnot only in the
basic areas of written and oral communications but other outcomes
such as the production of knowledge and creative solutions to
problems.

4. Develop "executive capacity,* i.e., a positive disposition toward self
and learning, a willingness to commit and take risk, a personal vision
that pulls learners to the future, and monitor behavior.
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5. Help people learn how to work together productively and use the
variety of tools and technologies that support human intelligence and
productivity.

6. Learn how to learn so that they can keep pace with the geometrically
expanding knowledge--especially interdisciplinary knowledge imbed-
ded in the complex problems facing the 21st century.

Accomplishing these goals means reconceptualizing curriculum, developing new
teaching methods, restructuring management and opening governance up to the full
community of stakeholders in education: parents, community groups, businesses
and the myriad of governmental agencies concerned with education--social service
agencies, the criminal justice system, job training centers, childcare systems, etc.
Schools must create new alliances with these groups and individuals, moving from
cooperation to collaboration and the integration of efforts.

Educational Support Systems Must Also Change

Existing efforts to improve education operate on a paradigm that focuses on fixing
the old system rather than redesigning it. That is, state reform movements, federal
interventions, and research and development efforts try to make the old system
more efficient and effective rather than transforming it to meet new context for
education. The situation is analogous to trying to increase the efficiency of the
internal combustion engine: large investments are needed to get relatively small
improvements. In education, massive investments in programs such as those for the
educational disadvantage have not produced improvements proportionate to the
size of the investment. The focus needs to shift to new designs, ones that are as
different from th , current notion of *keeping school* as an nuclear engine is from
the internal combustion engine.

We need transformed support systems that will use all available knowledge, includ-
ing that which emerges from educators and parents, to help build new designs,
learning in operational settings. These systems must:

1. Shape the public's understanding of the need to transform education
as the critical element in the nation's future (for example, 85% of
economic growth is attributable to people; only 15% is the result of
new capital equipment).

2. Build systems that support strategic dezisionmaking by the people
taking the risks involved irk significantly changing education.

3. Produce models, technologies and other instrumentalities that have
demonstrable impact on the most urgent problems education faces:
reducing school dropouts and the increasing achievement of the
socially and economically disadvantaged.

4. Catalyze all of the stakeholders concerned with education to act
collaboratively to redesign education; this can only be done if the
catalysts remaining politically neutral, cooperating rather than
competing with the stakeholders.
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There are only two ways such an uniertaking can be mounted: (1) creating neworganizations or consortia or (2) transforming the existing R&D infrastructure.
Option one could be far more exciting but the past twenty five years demonstrates
how difficult and costly it is to build new institutions. Consortia can quickly beassembled when federal dollars beckon, but the institutional capacity for change
seldom accompanies opportunistic lashups. Most important, building constituencies
of users and clients for these, temporary arrangements is very difficult. The edu-
cational establishment is very skeptical of organizations in which they have no
ownership or voice. Transforming the existing establishment will not be easy, but
the organizational development issues involved are minimized.

Regional Educational Laboratories constitute a core element of the R&D
infrastructure on which a new, transformed support system for redesigning educa-
tion can be built:

o They have the advantage of being established "self regulating organi-
zations."

o They are capable of delivering services evenly across the country.

o They represent the broad establishment of education in their gover-
nance structure; in effect, they are governed by the community that
must be changed.

o They are flexible and can undergo a mission transformation much
more easily than other organizations because, while they are part of
the establishment, they remain on thc political margins of that
system and do not have a vested interest in any of the many political
per:pectives that sometimes divide teachers from administrators,
elected policy makers from state education bureaucracies, universities
from K-I2 practitioners, or parents from the jargon and bureaucra-
cies of schools.

Transforming Regional Educational Laboratories will require a deliberate change
in their current standard operating procedures, however. They must:

o Re-examine the composition of their boards to be sure they are rep-
resentative of all the stakeholders in the public policy arena as well
as business and the community.

o Re-examine their missions to reflect their commitment to redesign
and human capital formation.

o Re-examine the competencies of staff who are more accustomed to
strategies designed to improve the old system rather than transform
it.

o Develop new strategies (e.g., design strategies) that are more powerful
than those reflected in traditional R&D paradigms.
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A Generic Model of Organizational Inquiry

for Educational Design

C. Lynn Jenks
Far West Laboratory

San Francisco, California

Introduction

Despite various reform movements in education over the past two
decades, many major problems in American schools persist or have grown
worse. Schools continue to be criticized by a variety of groups for
lack of efficiency and effectiveness or for being out of step with the
needs of learners and the current requirements of the society.
Unfortunately, no set of recommendations for reform, no matter how
comprehensive, will fit conditions in all schools.

Paralleling diverse conditions in schools are equally diverse
ideas about the types and extent of changes needed in education.
Views range from selective realignment to redesign. Advocates of
realignment see the various reforms of the past decade -- professional
development, increased goal clarity, improving school climate,
upgrading discipline, lengthening the school day -- as indicating
progress toward the kind of schools we need.

Realignment educators focus on-improving the overall school
performance within the framework of existing goals and priorities.
Given certain basic assumptions about what a school is and how it
operates, they implement new or modified practices to increase
efficiency or effectiveness. Questions guiding this perspective are:
How can we rework current school programs and practices to do a better
job of meeting our goals and standards? Are we doing things right?

Advocates of redesign, on the other hand, see American schools
in deep trouble and unable to do much about it. They point to the
growing rift between the needs of learners who must navigate in a
postindustrial society and schools that follow practices and
requirements patterned on an outdated industrial model. They
highlight striking demographics in urban areas where schools seem
unable to cope with diverse student populations. They cite dis-
couraging statistics about teenage dropouts, substance abuse, and
pregnancy as indicating more social deviancy than the schools are
designed or prepared to handle. As a result, they rate current
efforts to improve schools as piecemeal, fragmented, and inadequate.
In effect, nothing less than overall educational redesign will work
to meet the present and projected needs for learning and human

development.
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Redesign educators are willing to consider new, unique, and
unfamiliar ways of organizing and delivering education services
without any basic assumptions about what a school looks like or has to
be. Rather than being reactive, either mirroring social problems or
meeting them as they arise, redesign advocates believe education
should anticipate changes and prepare to meet the needs of learners,
the community, and society as they unfold. Social changes surfacing
with unprecedented speed call for education systems that are flexible
and self-correcting. For this, the entire educational system and its
goals, functions, programs, and practices has to be open to question.
Inquiries that guide this perspective are: What should our
educational system be doing? What functions should education perform?
Who needs to be educated and how? How should education be organized?
What are the right things to do?

The bottom line is that schools and their communities must
continually examine their programs for both effectiveness and
appropriateness. Then they must act to do what is necessary. Most
educators know the problems well, having experienced them firsthand.
Their responses will probably range from improving the existing system
to major redesigns. For effective response, we believe schools need
new models and methods that will enable them to engage in both
improvement and redesign efforts concurrently. This paper describes a
model we are developing and using to guide our work at Far West
Laboratory in the arena of educational redesign.

The Model

Our approach to improving education reflects several basic
premises that developing models and resources. These essential
premises are:

o School districts need to generate thsir own capacity for
conducting ongoing inquiry into how to improve their
programs, processes, and structures. This means becoming
an organization that learns about itself and improves itself
using broadly-based sources of information.

o Educational systems should take an evolutionary view of
themselves. Thus, educators must not only work to correct
more glaring problems but also rethink and design many
existing policies, programs, and practices so they meet
present and future needs.

o The appropriate focus for analysis and design is at the level
of the learner and the learning experience. All other aspects
or levels of schooling stem from this as a first consideration

o Changes, whether minor or major, ideally result from efforts
at careful analysis and design. The goal is to create an
educational system that closely aligns itself with important
forces -- values, priorities, needs -- of the environment it
serves.
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o Efforts at inquiry should address the entire range of
educational system issues.

o The success of efforts to improve or restructure balances
on the good will and commitment of all participants and
especially those ultimately affected by any changes.

In order for schools, or any organization, to initiate and sustain
effective ongoing self-scrutiny, four basic and interactive capabilities

must exist. The model in Figure 1 reflects the following capabilities:

o The system needs various mechanisms and structures to
manage inquiry and renewal processes.

o The system must be able to ming its own operations as
well as its environment to evaluate how appropriate the
system's functions and operations actually are.

o The system needs to generate images of how the educational
enterprise should be conducted and then design both
idealistic and realistic specific representations of those
images.

o The system must be capable of change, so it can imallralt
selected designs.

Based on these functional capacities, it is essentially a choice
model: targets for analysis, design, and implementation as well as
the outcomes are influenced by the context of the inquiry. Specifically,
the context includes the values, priorities, requirements, and
perspectives of those making the inquiry. Thus, their perspective
will determine the inquiry's nature as well as its sequence.

Investigation toward change usually, though not necessarily,
starts with some form of analysis, then moves on to issues of design
and implementation. Viewpoints on the need for change within the
organization direct the scope and focus of the inquiry. For example,
each of the following perspectives is possible:* (See Figure 2).

Maintenance

The dominant orientation here is toward preserving the status
quo, maintaining the organization as it is. A general belief that the
organization is performing well characterizes this view. Fine-tuning
for more efficiency and effectiveness comprise most efforts at reform,
for example, curriculum alignment, identifying, analyzing, and solving
isolated problems.

o These perspectives seldom exist in a pure form -- a mix is more

likely. Also orientation to a particular style will often shift,
depending on the situation.
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SOME PERSPECTIVES ABOUT CHANGE
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LIKE?



Adaptation 11

The dominant orientation in this case is toward improving the
organization's performance so that results will line up with
objectives and expectations. Adoption/Rdaptation of new programs or
practices to keep ahreast of change is common. Wanting to stay on
"the cutting edge" may be part of this orientation (including, for
example, computerized instruction, new textbooks, team teaching,
alternative instructional programs). This is the most common

perspective.

Design

Here the dominant orientation is toward "shaping the future" to
give direction to change rather than simply reacting to it. There is
a willingness to consider a substantially different system of
schooling that is more consistent with the emerging long-term needs of
clients and other aspects of the environment that education serves.

These three perspectives on change naturally shape the nature and
direction of any inquiry the organization initiates. The specific
choice of mode depend partly on the organization's predispositions
about change (past experiences, the status of people involved in the
inquiry effort, personal beliefs and values), on the size of any
perceived discrepancy between actual and ideal states in the
organization (e.g., the appropriateness of existing design
characteristics), and partly on the organization's capacity to engage
in systemic inquiry.

The first two perspectives of maintinance and adaptation assume
that the goals, structures, process, and so on of the organization are
basically sound but may need improving. To manifest this perspective,
the.process of fine tuning might begin with a school-effectiveness-
analysis instrument that asks faculty to rate themselves on a wide
range of organizational effectiveness variables. Using the resulting
data, a leadership team or task force begins a process of
interpretation, communicating with other staff, developing improvement
goals, designing changes, implementing reforms, and monitoring
progress,

Each perspective tends to focus attention on different issues
for analysis and, so, design. Figure 3 shows some of the possible
differences. The variations among inquiry modes reflect different
frames of reference, yet even with these MO sets, the perspectives
will overlap and are context dependent; that is, as situations change
within an organization, the perspectives will also change. Thus, as
the perspective moves from maintenance through adaptation to design,
the process tends to become more complex and more systemic.

The third perspective, design, assumes that exiIting goals,
structures, processes, procedures, and so forth may not be appropriate
for providing an education (either nc or in the future). Given this
as a baseline, a series of inquiry activities would lead to an "ideal

design" for schooling. Though implementation planning is, of course,
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affected by what is feasible, this approach has the district reworking
the overall design of schooling rather than just retuning the existing
system. We recommend that schools engage in both adaptation/
improvement and redesign efforts concurrently. 8- combining both
perspectives, a school can focus on improving the present while
designing for the future.

Targets for Inquiry

The primary purpose of inquiry is to determine which existing
organizational design elements are appropriate and then to introduce
needed changes. For-an educational organization, the design elements
(see Figure 4), and thus the potential targets for redesign, include:

o The vision the organization holds about its reasons for
existence. The school mission statement, its goals,
and the desired outcomes are parts of this vision.

o The kinds of clients the system serves. Preschool,
primary, elementary, middle, secondary, higher
education are terms that both describe and limit the
focus of attention for specific educational organiza-
tions. Do these implied limits of responsibility
unreasonably restrict how effective educational
organizations are in serving their communities?

o The services the organization provides and the products
it produces. Instruction, counseling, advising, child
care, parent education, adult education, community
services, physical fitness are a few of the possible
services a school district might offer.

o The structures, processes, and arrangements the system
uses to manage and/or improve its operation. What is
the organizational structure? Where is decisionmaking
lodged? How are oversights and advisory functions estab-
lished? How adequate are the information and resource .

use processes?

o The means for accomplishing its mission. What are the
primary teaching-learning methods? How are learners
organized or grouped for learning? What learning
resources are in use? How is the curriculum organized?
What role does technology play? Is the curriculum
appropriate and aligned with assessment?

a The personnel involved in its operations. Does the
system have the right mix of personnel? Are they
suffieently competent in terms of knowledge and
skills?
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o Relations with the external environment. Is there
support from the environment, two-way communication,
appropriate involvement, cooperation, close
collaboration?

o The resource base. How well is it used? In what other
ways could resources be used more effectively and
efficiently?- Where might the system obtain more or
different resources?

When staff within the organization see the design elements as
appropriate or on target, little change occurs. In such a case, any
concern about improvement would be directed toward maintenance,
improving efficiency, or correcting minor deviations that arise. On
the other hand, if staff judge one or more of the design elements to
be inappropriate, major changes may be in order. When this happens,
the effects tend to reverberate throughout the system, which makes
efforts to redesign more systemic in nature.

The Outcomes of Inquiry

A school or school district that has the capacity to carry out
inquiry functions and that does so periodically, achieves certain
results. First of all, staff has examined the design elennts and
characteristics that could be used to describe the system and has
tested these against the best information available to help determine
their appropriateness (e.g., research, exemplary practice, social
trends, requirements, staff, student and community values, and
perceptions of needs). Second, the organization itself has developed
its capacity to process both information and resources in pursuit of
its purposes both efficiently and effectively. For example, educators
gather appropriate information from a variety of sources, interpret
that, and then use it for decisionmaking. They routinely pass
essential information along to those who need or want it. Staff
members participate in and are well informed about policy and goal
development. A high degree of interaction and communication takes
place among staff related to organizational improvement. Staff also
anticipate changing community, school, and learner conditions and
needs and restructure priorities and resources to address them.

These are two very important primary accomplishments for
organizations. The first means that the system is carrying out its
intended purposes and performing its functions as well as possible.
The second helps ensure that the system continues the inquiry process
and remains aligned with its environment.

In addition to an improved educational system, there are other
specific benefits to sustained use of the model. Each of these
represents an aspect of organizational health.
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o The organization learns about itsJlf. Organized
information representing staff members' perceptions
about various aspects of their school is made available
for the entire staff.

o The organization learns about the environment in which
it operates. A specific issue to consider -- that often
uncovers some surprises is how well programs are aligned
with the interest and needs of the larger community.

o Having the opportunity to think about and create
changes in how work is accomplished can lead to new,
more effective ways of conducting schooling.

o The organization and individuals within it develop new
and sophisticated knowledge and skills to continue the
inquiry process. This is consistent with our first
premise -- all organizations, need to develop their own
capacity to engage in disciplined inquiry.

o Empowerment grows in the sense that educators who have
the capabilities to perform analysis, design, and
implementation will become better at bringing about and
sustaining renewal and change.

In summary, we have presented a generic model for organizational
analysis and design that presents a number of system perspectives.
For example, it reflects concerns for:

I. Oronizational capacity-building.

2. Organizational learning.

3. The concept of embeddedness, seeing education as nested
in the community and in larger societal systems.

4. The dynamics of interdependence among functions and
components within school systems.

5. Complexity of education in terms of expectations,
requirements, operations, and relationships with other
systems.

6. The complexities of bringing about designed coange in
social systems that are both vulnerable and necessarily
responsive to a wide range of values, beliefs,
requirements, and political forces.
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ew View of the Problems in Slucgp:sul

The conditions of today's world demand that fundamental changes are essential not only in the ways we
educate our young but also in the entire education system that supports the schools in their work.
Smdents today who simply memorize a body of facts will soon find themselves ill equipped to apply those
facts. Not only will the facts be out of date, but the student may not have acquired the ability to
process new mformanon and apply new learnings. Until recently, most of the reform activities
concentrated on things that students, teachers, principals, and others could do tri perform their work
better; now educators are begnning to realize that repainng the current system .4 not enough. We must
change fundamentally the way we think about and provide schooling to the nation's young people.

Given their complexity and scope, the challenges we face in education constitute a metaproblem,
problematique. or, to put it bluntly, a "mess."' As such, they are too extensive and multifaceted to be
handled by any single organization, no matter how large or skilled. Moreover, in every state the number
of actors has increased geometrically and now includes governors, legislators, state boards, associations and
cornmunity groups, social service agencies and businesses, as well as educators at several levels. Because
the mechanisms for overall coordination are not well developed, solutions are pursued in isolation from one
another and may be based on conflicting values. Actions and reactions add to the turbulence, compounding
the already complex problems.

In order to keep moving forward despite the turbulence, many people ignore the larger reality, devising
solutions to fragments of the metaproblem. The result is piecemeal action that drains energy and results in
loss of meaning.

It is possible, however, to create and sustain the large-scale, complex educational improvement that system
rebuilding requires by identifying and using as tools elements inherent in a given situation and by
embracing the messiness of reality rather than ignonng it.

Seeds of a Strateev

To do this, the current repertoire of change strategies must be expanded to include approaches that are
designed to work in large-scale, highly complex, and rapidly changing situations characterized by potential
high conflict among concerned parties.

If indeed we are in the midst of rapid social change and need to transform the education system, we need
seriously to consider what our overall strategy of change should be. We cam:A expect a successful major
transformation with a shotgun approach or one that does not recognize the amount of complexity conflict,
diversity, and interdependence involved in the education enterprise.

First of all, the strategy must be founded on collaboration and inclusion, for very practical reasons. The
turbulence caused by multiple actors acting in multiple, unconnected ways; the bad policies that remit from
successive, disjointed compromises; the "you may win this one, but fli get you next time" orientation that
one state4evel actor called "cowboys and Indians" those are all too costly to allow to persist

In facing complex problems, it is critical to have diverse perspectives in order to frame problems and craft
workable solutions. We cam no longer afford to leave anybody out; our fates are inevitably and
inextricably linked. We must move, then, beyond maximizing the selfinterest of a few to maximizing the
selfinterests of all. Collaboration and inclusion must be the very essence cf the strategy, not just
something done at the beginning of some sequence of action as a step called "building ownership" or under
the heading of "overcoming resistance." The inclusion must be based on the use of cooperative rather
than controlling power. Vision building and action among and between organizations must use enabling
power to motivate and energize others, because traditional hierarchical power loses potency the farther it
travels beyond the 0,oundaries of individual organizations.
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mobions and sustaining individual motivation and energy are the critical objectives here. As Harlan
Cleveland notes:

In an information-rich polity, the very definition of gotrot changes.... Decision making
proceeds not by "recommendations up. orders down." but by development of a sksred sense
of direction among those who must form the parade if there is going to be a parade....
Not "command and conyor but "conferring and networking" become the mandatory modes
for getting things done.4

Second, the strategy must be based on a new vision of what education is all about. As has been so well
argued in the Carnegie and other reports.3 our economic future requires people not only 'nth basic skills
but also well-developed capacities for creativity. problem solvine, and high level integration and analytic
thinking. Additionally, we must actively support the diversity that characterizes our nation by developing
much more fiexibihty aa,d creativity in instructional and orpnizational approaches. This visionmust be a
vision of the whole: it must includenot only what we want kr the whole child, but fIr the entire
education system. Adults must model the same behaviors we apea the young to develop. We must tinally
begin to "walk ors :11k."

Third, the strategy must allow us to build a new infrastructure that will support and sustain the rebuilding
effort one that connects intra-organizational and multi-organizational frameworks. Such an
infrastnicture would occupy the space between organizations and the society as a whole. It would include
what Trist has called "referent" organization activity, which acknowledges and works from the
interdependence of organizations in a problem domain. According to Trist. "So far as this process gains
ground, a mode of macroregulation (in the biological sense) may be brought into existence which is
turbulence-reducing without being repressive or fragmenting. Its virtue will be that it will have been i...:?.c
by the stakeholders themselves." Such referent organization activities would bring together multiple
perspectives, without which metaproblems cannot be addreued.4

Finally, the approach has to be quite different from the linear and fairly top-down and impersonal
planning/change strategies that are so familiar to us all: establish the goal, implement the plan. r d
evaluate the results against the goals. Because the type of change we are projecting is vision-based.
strategies beyond mandates must be used: one can require minimums, but not maximums.

The master planning or formal analytic strategies were developed in times and for conditions where the
target of change was fairly ckL and stable, making it possible to Ltalyze the situation rigorously and
develop a detailed implementation plan. Over the years of the industrial society, highly relined methods of
formal analysis, goal letting. and implementation strategies have been produced and have been very
effective. In situations of low conflict and low complexity, it is entirely appropriate to continue to use
these strategies.5 However, for complex and often conflictful situadons, a differera approach is needed.

Based on an extensive review of ideas about change strategies for complex situations,we suggest that
states consider an ',roach for moving iorward on reshaping their education system that consists of duce
components, all premised on collaboration and inclusion. First we must move toward a shared vision of
what the education system should look like mid why that vision makes sense. We need to understand when
to embrace diversity and interdependence and when to try to eliminate I Second, we mug &Mil%
oIltduottigind.mganjodegglIon that starts to make that vision a reality throughout the system. Third.
we must have aggignjazosemikiog i.e., ways to reflect on our progress and make sense out of
what happens as people begin to act to implement the vision.

These are not linear steps, however. This approach is more like managing a three-ring circus where the
emphasis on each ring shifts based on complex orchestration, where the rings sometimes overlap and blend
together, and, above all, where actions of those involved, though guided by a common sense of theme, are
not fully predicted or controlled. Simply put, its management requires creative thinking.
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In these situations, no grand redesign can be articulated at the start: to the uninitiated, the methods
appear fragmented, contradictory, and nonlinear. Yet upon closer examination, the underlying components
of collabmanve vision, action, and reflection are present, and progress is made.

However, such strategies of change require committed orchestration, strategic involvement, clever
communication approaches, and a lonverrn commitment to achieve the desired consequences. It is not
muddling through. It is purposeful, proactive. conscious, skilled management that binds together the
contributions of formal analyses, political and power theories, and psychological and organiutional behavior
concepts. It requires full immersion in the "mess" in order to gain understanding, listen to multiple points
of view, embrace the diversity and complexity, and deal with strategic parts of the system. Despite its
difficulty, it seems our best hope.

Duildin2 a Shared Vision

A shared vision of an equitable and effective education system in which all students are learning more,
thinking better, and are more actively engaged needs to be built among many people. Because the etisting
industrial model of schooling is so familiar to so many people, it is extremely difficult to build new images
in people's minds of what the schools and supporting structures should look like. It is analoious to trying
to have people understand what an automobile is when they are only familiar with horse-drom buggies.
The vision needs to be widely shared because so many types ef people have impact on the system the
public, business leaders, educators, state leaders, and so on.

Nearly all of us deeply involved in the education reform movement are tempted to give our answer of what
the schools should look like. We contend, however, that there is no one right answer in this quest.
Rather, we need to provide people with the best ideas available to stimulate their thinking, gain multiple
perspectives of people involved or affected in different ways by education, and help people recognize that
fundamental notions About education have to change.

As we proceed in this direction, we meet that the structure of the education system will end up looking
fundamentally different. Although we cannot fully predict what the structure and character of the
education system needs to be like, we can make some educated guesses based on what is known about the
structures of organizations and the pressures for changes in the nature of education. Our guesses are of
three types: ones related to organizational structure and processes, ones related to what is taught, and,
finally, ones related to how teaching and learning are conducted.

In terms of structure, we expect an infrastructure that attends to the gaps between organizations and
units and rethinks organizational boundaries. Today's problems and challenges do not respect
organizational or even national boundaries. In the United States, for example, we are becoming more and
more skilled in the art of management within organizations and hierarchies, moving toward a fine blend of
authority and shared decisionrnaking. The infrastructure for working across the boundaries of
orpmzations and units, however, is our great weakness, the uncharted water. 'The infrastructure to "mind
the gap" (as they say when you step onto the Undon nibway) is fundamentally different than the
infrastructure within a bureaucratic organization.

The infrastructure must be fundamentally different from most organizational stnictures: it must be based
on inclusion and rooted in collaboration (not competition), distributed leadership (not authoritarian
leadership), flexibility of processes and structures (not rigidity and repetition), and approaches to change
appropriate for a turbulent environment (not only the linear models designed for stable environments).
Competition, authoritarian leadership, rigidity, repetition, and linearity will not be eliminated but rather
are expected to be in the background rather than the foreground of the new educational stnicture.



Flirther, the evolving infrastructure of the education system is likely to be less hierarchical, with a newconsciousness of the significance of how and what we choose to standardize, what we leave to professionaljudgement, and what is allowed to be resolved through mutual adjustment within schools and communines.Mintzberg makes a compelling case that, as organizanonal work becomes more complicated, there is a shiftfrom direct supervision to standardization of work processes, outputs, and/or sidlls, and finally to mutualadjustment.6 Oirrently the educationai reform discussions are heavily dominated by attention to"standardization of outputs" (student performance assessment) and atandardiution ofskills (especially thoseof teachers and principals), but mutual adjustment among top-down, centrali2ing pressures; bottom up,lecentranzing pressures; and middle-out, balancing pressures is increasingly a salient theme. We needto attend to the interplay of these forces as we seek a new infrastructure for education.

Task-oriented groups with cross-role membership drawn front sectors that have previously had littlecommunication (boundari-spanning groups) and special forums for discussion and debate around the shapingof a common direction and vision will need to be increasinglyused to bring parties together that havepreviously been isolated. This style recognizes conflict and manages it by letting the parties directly
express their views to one another with the goals of mutual understanding and development of a meta-goalthat advances all needs. These informal structures used in building the vision are also actuallyplaying arole in flattening the hierarchies of the past and encompassing the groups that previously were seen as ofminor or peripheral importance.

Now, in terms of what is taught. we expect that an education system more in keeping with today's worldwill continue to emphasize basic skills and content but that communication, problem solving, and thinkingability will be critical processes for all students and the adults who work with them. Indeed, basic andhigher ability skills will not be taught sequentially, but in interplay, moving back and forth between theparts and the whole. Higher order thinking sill be an integral part of the education of all students.Greater emphasis will be placed on synthesizing and pinirig meaning from the mushrooming volume ofavailable information and helping students develop schema to organize the bits and pieces that are aninevitable part of today's world. We would also see greater attention to the fundamental philosophies ofademocratic society, again how individual parts combine to make a whorii.

In terms of how teaching and learning occur, we see a future in which students are much more activelyinvolved in learning rather than being the passive recipients of the techniques of today. For example,middle school and high school snide= are hlely to be more involved in learning activities that also
benefit their community. We would also see greater emphasis on cooperative learning.

These are examples of the issues that need to be debated as people within a state focus on developingashared vision of dr: transformed education system appropriate for their state.

Developing a shared vision ofa transformed education system isno simple task. As Wit heve studied theliterature on strategies ofchange for turbulent *nal it appears that activities that help 'mild the sharedvision have some or all of the characteristics below:

1. Multidsagnastsurannatrdisunhanmundusiindim People involved in different wayswith education have markedly differem views of the purposes, goals, and processes of education.
These views need to be truly heard and understood by other involved parties as a first step in
the transformation ofour vision of education.

2. &mg of well-retarded and caoable oeoole keeo refinincthe beg ideas of sjiat the system should
klatkilitangtiaintoestatonsintiumilus. Because is will nor be immediately*Parentwhat the system should look like in all its detail, a group of people needs to keep synthesizing and
articulating the evolving view of the system to ensure that the vision is on course with the realityof the state's sftuation. This group of people needs to attend carefully to inclusion because all
perspectives must be included in the development of a vision for a sharedfuture.
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3. &age dirActlY exoerience the type of learninkancLenvironmentthatiLbrincesPshmtfor ux in
;he schools. To the extent that people can experience the new type of learning and environment
and personally recognize how much more they can learn, the more likely it is that they will rasp
the importance of the change. For example, if meetings are conducted where people are actively
involved rather than passively observing, they can begin to see how the rate and nature of learning
changes.

4. higainginme_goole_dmelsn_agLeneginionimignsat. To establish a new norm for the
education system, increasing numbers of people must become aware of and committed to the
change. Careful communication strategies are needed to accomplish the adjustment in people's
views.

5. 1 * ' '4 I 1111 I II .1 WA . 1' I _ 0a4 Public officials.
other leaders, and respected citizens can be extremely influential in building credibility (or
undermining credibility) by the way they use symbols and talk about schools.

6. Etscii mgigualsidfimiLtd_g_4_, acto_thinummaudimummts. Leaders must
understand how personal and organizational change typically proceeds and strategically legitimize
new viewpoints tObuild the new vision.

To the person unfamiliar with the
overall change process, a partial solution can look very weak or unimportant. Yet if it is
strategically undertakenwithin the context of a larger view of changing the education system, it
can be very powerful in reshaping people's views of education.

8. political support is continuallybroadened. Any major change in a system as broad and significant in
society as the education system is going to affect the power base (real or imagined) of many people.
People who feel they are losing power must be shown how they can adjust, avoid the loss in the
new system, or even gain power, especially through developing a broader understanding of what
constitutes power. As they adjus their perspective on power, they are more likely to give the
necessary political sipport to the new approach.

9. Opposition is co-opted or neutralized. Some people may never be fully supportive of the new
approaches. Leaders will need to move forward in ways that dampen their opposition.

11 "4f11 1 * g s

5timulptina Productive and Meaninzful Action

The building of a shared vision in and of itself typically begins to motivate people to action that will
make that vision a reality. However, other stimulators of action are needed as well. We have identified
at least 10 "energizers" that can be used to encourage productive and meaningful action.

Energizer 1: flarnessimr selfinterest. Many people act as though self-interest and the interests of the
collectivity or organization are mutually exclusive. However, it does not have to be thatway. Paying
attention to what people want and what they are concerned about is a step in the direction of imagining
the future.

Success in ameliorating an overriding problem is dependent on harnessing the energies of multitudes of
individuals. What sparks engagement of a given person might be a task she or he needs to do anywaY, a
set of relationships that needs to be built or repaired, a claire for professional and personal growth, or
just the pros:ect of having some fun; with any luck, it is a combination of all these. Most people *ant
to do a good job, to him impact, so selfinterest may even be engaged if individuals perceive an
opportunity really to make a difference, to accomplish a larger purpose or vision.
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Energizer 2: Compacting tasta. "This energizer is an antidote to the busyness that takes on a life of itsown. It is using the larger purpose to find linkages, overlaps, and concentricity that exist in the tasks of
one individual and across the tasks of many individuals in the same domain. It is also packingmore than
one meaning into a task so that for i small amount ofextra energi or none at all there can be a
more significant outcome. The same kind of eneray people put into negative games that undermine thedirection can be put into positive games: getting two-fers, three-fers, and fourfers. This doesnot meanworking harder or longer hours; it means working smarter, as the saying goes. or exponentially.

Energizer 3: Acting for cumulative imoact. At the same time one focuses on compacting tasks, one should
be assessing one's acdons for their contribution to the overall goal. One needs to have an understanding
of what others are doing so that each can adjust somewhat to ensure that the resulting whole is biggerthan the parts, that each action magnifies the benefits of the others. Likewise, the result of each taskneeds to be seen u only a resting place on a journey to a future that is always slightly beyond our grasp.
The tasks shouldn't be seen as ends in themselves.

Moreover, we have seen that multiple small actions can create a large effect, especially when the
individual actions are taken strategically. For example, one vocational technical school in the Northeast
recently assessed its offerings and decided that its priority for action was writing. Each member of thefaculty from plumbing to science and math agreed to do two activities related to writing, itwas
reported to be the first time that the entire faculty agreed to do something jointly.

The faculty was amazed at the impact that the activities had on the students, who felt that the school
was serious about writing. This gave them increased motivation to explore other activities, and they have
organized a series of professional development activities to foster further steps.

In science, too, researchers have acionowledged the heretofore uncalculated but possiblyvery large
cumulative impact of small actions.6

Energize? 4: Recasting conflict. Thecompetitive world we live in leads us all to believe that there is
only one right way, only one tnnh, only one winnet, and so on. However, multiple perspectives remind usthat each offers a version of reality each needing to be understood in order to build a metatruth. One
can move from there to the kinds of action that will address the whole problem and all the
stakeholders' shares of it rather than just one part of it.- Multiple perspectives are a potent force
because they offer us more information about an issue than any of us would have access to individually.
Moving one's focus from battling out "which one is right?" to "what's the overall picture? allows more
energy to be concentrated on the rroblem and its solution. When that happens, the vicious cycle of
winning and losing can be transformed into joint forward movement.

Energizer 5: Enabling communication. Coinmunication is the main way we constnict, reflect upon, and
mirror reality; it is the major way we transfer meaning. We spend a lot of time these dayscollecting all
types of data; much of it remains just that "undigested, undifferentiated observations, unvarnished fact...."9
We spend far more dine "managing" (i.e., "coping with") data and information than we do analyzing or
plumbing its depth.

Organizations overwhelmed by data are discovering that they can learn a lot about themselves and others
by using sampling techniques for collecting data; they then spend proportionately more time left; the
raw bits into context, giving them meaning that enables them to know more about less, which actually
means knowing more.

Communications that enable are messages and processes that allow others to fit the pans to the whole, to
see their individual actions and those of others in a new light; they are communications that successfully
attach multi-dimensional meaning and significance to ntivities and tasks. Sensemaking is an example of an
enabling communication.
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Energizer 6: foraiquigh_tril(2nce musingonthe laraer mean'ni. This energizer helps to make
meaning by encouraging people to find the larger connections among things rather than proceeding in bits
and pieces. It is related to Energizer #2, compacting tasks, and Energizer #5, enabling communication. but
is aimed at building a whole out of what might otherwise appear to be fragmented or unconnected
activities. The central offices of successful school districts assist individual schools by weaving together
disparate federal, state, and local initiatives into a coherent fabric of intents and actions. State
departments of education facilitate the operation of districts and schools to the extent that they move
beyond categorical to integrated action, with each policy initiative conceived and implemented as part of
an articulated approach that guides stateside action.

Energizer 7: Transforminz reactivity to oroactivitv. The use of cooperative power rather than coercive
power spreads responsibility and control among the multiple players. Enabling leaders do not "give up"
power; they multiply it by helping individuals focus on what they need todo for impact in their respective

situations rather than for approval from some higher authority.

Energizer 8: 13uildina knowledste and skills to underaird sham. Successful improvementefforts are ones
in which somebody has carefully measured the "amount of required change" that is, the gap between
what is and what should be and has translated that into support and assistance for those involved. In
almost all cases, this means professional development not scattered, oneshot, inspirational sessions, but
knowledge and skill-development activities that are carefully targeted to the needs of both the
organization and the individuals.10

Energizer 9: Moclefingliesirsitkagikttuagszslystshimi . This energizer has been
captured in the expression, "walk your talk"; practicing what one preaches is not only good for one's
internal consistency, it makes it possible to transfer quickly behaviors that are hard to talk about For
example, if people experience collaboration in a positive and useful way, they will be much more likely to
consider collaboration in other settings. In like manner, teachers must themselves experience active
learning before they can help their students to do the same.

Energizer 10. Creatina productimcollaborations. Collaboration of any kind, let alone crossrole or cross-
organizational collaboratic.n, is considered time consuming, cumbersome, task multiplying. resource
fragmenting, not related to one's main work, and, to be frank, likely to result in credit eitherbeing
diluted or going to someone else. Such perceptions are particularly likely to be held when one is looking

through the lens of traditional hierarchical power. However, well-established collaborations can motivate

and inspire people, generating new ideas that would not otherwise result. Therefore, collaboration is an

energizer as well as being a basic theme of the strategy for rebuilding. Successful tross-role and cross-
organizational collaboration has the following attnbutes:11

Trust between vartners based on interdependence: Trust comes from mutual recognition of a need for

partnerships in order to accomplish goals. Participants must agree that a new opportunity requiring
partners exists, and the organizations must have sufficient capability and maturity to develop

systematic linkages.

tdalbentigsguniminigain: It is essential to have a two-way mchange of information to enhance the
public image of the partners, to encourage risk taking and to allow participants to learn from
mistakes.

Goals. tools, and vumoses: Collaboration should begin with P.11 analysis of the problem from multiple

perspectives and the action needed to solve it. Resources available from the collaborators need to be
determined, Goals should be defined, and it should be clear that results will be achieved more
efficiently with partners than alone. The "big picture" behind the goals and purposes must be dear.
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Power used with mutual resoecv Participants must be skilled in the collaboration process and
overcome feelings of independence or dependency. There must be an equitable exchange among
collaborators with visible and mutually enhancing outcomes.

Hindrances to effective collaboration include internal confusion and conflict that prevents successful mistbuilding; territorial conflicts or incompatibility between partners' organizations: doubts as to the utility of
the goals or vision or a high monetary, social. or "ego" cost; and poor performance history of some of the
partners or little knowledge and few skills in the collaborative process.

Once energy has been stimulated, it needs to be guided to productive action. Although it is important toallow people the freedom to act as seems right for their situation, the orchestration of the process needsto use the mem to shape the consensus and coalitions that will make the shared vision a reality. It isimportant to:14

1. Sgajdify_oroszauhEjmilkenjude. Care must be taken to move to new activities that do not
undermine the progress made by an earlier set of activities.

2. Create Dockets of commitment based on positive results achieved. People need to see positive resultsto have a sense that progreu is being made. The positive results motivate people to continue.

3. Manage coalitions to empower people at all levels. Reformers frequently talk ofteacher
empowerment, but systemwide change is highly unlikely unless people at all levels are truly
empowered to carry out their responsibilities in ways that giVe them the sense that they are makingthe new vision a reality. Particular attention needs to be given to people such as school board
members, community members, parents, superintendents, and principals. Coalition can be extremelyimportant in the empowerment process.

4. Find and reward champions. We are fortunate in education to have a history of recognition
programs. These programs are just one tool that can be used in new ways to reward people who are
playing significant roles in transforming the education system.

5. Erode consensus (yes, not all consensus is helpful) that interferes with the longterm dynamic process
of improvement and renewal.

Implicit in the Strategi of stimulating action is a vety different notion of power and leadership than the
authoritative, hierarchical one that exists in many organizations.

Many people are writing about the need for a change in our conception of power.° In the traditional
view, power is defined as the probability that a person or group can enforce its will despite resistance. A
finite amount of power is assured to exist some will have it and others will not. Some will win, some
will lose. Competitive, adversarial, controlling, manipulative, directive these are the characteristics of
interactions.

In situations where interdependencewas of less importance, these approaches worked for many groups,
organizations, and individuals. Control over individuals within an organization is possible; but exercising
power over individuals outside one's organization or in a multi-organizational field is a major challenge,
because sanctions are much more difficult to sustain. The view of power for today'sinterdependent
enviromnent is a mobilizing power, one characterized by leadership that creates an organizational
energizes people into action and emphasizes negotiating and bargaining to create win-win solutions,
decentralized decisionmaking, worker involvement, and getting results. Here the "power comes from choice
and cooperation rather than manipulation or control."14 These are the ways of thinking about power that
lead to the establiihment of new norms and perspectives that can handle the stresses and strains of a
turbulent environment and perhaps even reduce that turbulence.
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jails5tinzior_Senxmaking

Individuals need to step back from the daily routine to reflect on a) the larger purpose of their actions b)
the connections and fit between their actions and those of others and c) next steps. What we have caned
sensemaking is making time to do that. While individuals could (and should) engage in this behavior on
their own, having multiple perspectives brings both more and different information to bear along with
different sets of analytical and synthesizing skills. The result is a better reckoning, a more =irate
reading on the situation than would otherwise be the case. Sensemaking operates on multiple parameters,
then. It should include among other things: both global and linear thinking; big-picture and little-picture
views; insider and outsider perspectives; past. present, and future orientations; oral and written
communications; technical, psychological, sociological, and political insights; vision and task relationships;
and multiple stakeholder perceptions.

It has been said that a concept is useful when it differentiates reality. Sensemaking is an occasion for
bringing collective information and knowledge to bear on the subject at hand, the better to differentiate
and therefore get a handle on that reality that swims all around us. It has a centering effect.

In the sensemaking process, we have found that it is especially crucial to ask the following questions:

I. Is the vision being refined and made more fitting for the situation? Are more and more people
grlsping its meaning and importance?

2. Are we expanding awareness and commitment to the vision?

3. Are we experiencing successes? Is what we are doing working? How do we know? How can we
tell others?

4. Are we "minding the gaps?" Are we blending effectively the multiple perspectives?

5. Is the energy of people still at a high enough level to keep going?

6. Is empowerment of people at all levels occurring? Who is getting left out?

7. Are people throughout the effort learning to think better?

8. Are we attending to unanticipated consequences?
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Using the preceding strategy is not easy. It requires people in a varier), of roles both within and outsidea state who are committed to building a new and self-renewing education system that can function intoday's world in such a way that adults model behaviors that will help students better prepare to face thechallenges of life.

Assuming that the strategy is to be gybed within a given state to adjust that state's system, we proposethat the approach used include at least three types of activities that typically ale fairly weak or
nonexistent in most states. These activities need to be undertaken in ways that begin to open up the
hierarchical system. complementing and enhancing its valuable features while giving it the opportunity toshed the dysfunctional parts, the parts that should not be included in the new system.

The three activities are:

1. Establishing moderating and centering groups

2. Establishing systemlinked pilot efforts at different places in the system

3. Modifying system characteristics

Moderatint and Centerint Groups

First of all, we recommend the establishment of what we refer to as "moderating and centering groups"
groups where multiple views tend to moderate narrow perspectives and where people keep refocusing

and centering on the shared vision being developed for the schools. We would see a number of such
groups developed in a state some focused on statewide concerns, some on individual community issueswith links among them in the form of individuals. Tiist reports the operation of a number of such
groups working on metaproblems in fields other than education.15 Although we will not fully elaboratehere on the features of a moderating and centering group or MCG, as we call it, we do want to point oura few critical elements. Based on the understandings gained about groups over recent years that are
playing roles such as this, it is important that members of the group are well regarded by their role-group peers are opinion leaden and understand and can articulate well the views of their fellow role
group members. On the other hand, they Ing be willing and able to adjust their perspective as they 'gaspmore fully the changing nature of today's world and the views of other role group holders. And while the
groups are relatively small, they are not exclusive; on the contrary, every effort is made to make sure noone is left out as the vision and actionsare formulated. The meeting of multiple realities in a group wherethe norm is that of pushing for more and more creative and forward thinking is critical to breaking the
barriers of the current limits of our structures, vision, and actions.

Indeed, the wide array of groups affected by education and alreadyactively involved in attempting changesneed to be represented in the MCG. It may take people outside the state to help identify the full range ofgroups that need involvement in the MCG. and it will take extensive discussions with people behind the
scenes or uninvolved in the education bureaucracy to find the people who would be especially effectivemembers of the group. Group members are likely to include teachers, students, community members,business people, principals, district staff, itate and local school board members, legislators from both Housesand from leadership, finance and human services committees as well as education committees, statedepartment of education personnel, higher education institutions, governing boards, the governor, andhislher staff. Many factors such as organizationt representation, the daily duties of the people involved,and the mix of interpersonal skills need to be taken into account. Above all, the group must have a largenumber of individuals who are ready to move "Jeyond narrow concerns of turf. As Oeveland describes.
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They are, by and large, men and women who are not preoccupied with formal power or getting
their names in the newspapers, people whose concern exceeds their confusion and mayeven
preempt their egos, because they are busy (and having fun) doing something that hasn't been
done before. But what makes them the shock troops of the getit-all together profession is.

above all, their overriding concern for the general outcome of their efforts.16

Such a group is likely to be led best by a small steering committee of its own members with the
involvement of a few people from outside the state who are well connected to what is happening in other
states as other groups undertake changes in their education system. They also need to be well connected
to a wide array of researchers and creattve thinkers working on various factors that could have impact on
how the education system might be effectively adjusted. These outside people also need to be able to nelp
mobilize resources that can assist the MCG. These outside people should also be able to represent the
developing work of the MCG to national networks and groups that are shaping the national and publk %new
of how the education system needs to be transformed.

Svstem-linked Pilot Efforts

1}pically, pilot efforts operate as isolated activities within a school, district, or state agency and are
treated as a "project" that can come or stay with little impact on the total organization or system. If the
intent is to change the education system fundamentallymilot efforts need to be designed in such a way
that the pilot activities not only initiate changes in the targeted organization be it classroom or state
agency bin also inform and involve people in other parts of the system who need to modify their
activities to create the climate necessary to support the new ways of operating. For example, it is
important that the redesigned classrooms and schools are able to concentrate on the changes they need to
make rather than having to spend considerable energy being at odds with the rest of the educational
system.

In this sense, pilot efforts are not fragments of activity but microcosmsof the vision, of the strategy we
are progosing. They are like the fractals that have been discovered and described in the new science of
chaos.11 As a fractal, the strategy collaborative vision, action, reflection -- can operate from the
macro-level down to the smallest behavior.

Recent work in one state illustrates the type of pilot design needed as a part of an overall effort to
impact the system significantly. In this case, distticts volunteered to participate in a consortium to enact
a new vision of the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and attnbutes of all high school graduates. The vision
had been developed by a broadly based group of educators and citizens. The districts participating in the
consortium selected areas that would move them towaid the new vision of a well-educated graduate.
Personnel from the state department of education and regional service centers were also participants in
the consortium, not to tell districts what they should do but to look at what they themselves need to do
differently to collaborate with schools and districts to make changes throughout theeducation system.

Another approach is being used in several states where funds have been made available for schools to
structure for better teaching and learning. In these cases, the unions, district, and state have to agree to
waive any ru!es or regulations that the schools request. Such an approach then encourages the nonschool
components of the education system to rethink how they need to restructure their activities and views of
their roles and responsibilities.

Moslifyinjaygmcharistaigho

As the moderating and centering groups begin to grasp more deeply and fully the nature of the changes
needed in the education system and as pilot efforts in schools and classrooms demonstrate more
appropriate teaching and learning, the type of changes needed throughout the education system should
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start to become more apparent. Where to start in the complex maze of a highly intertwined
system is noeasy decision. There are many ways one could loosely segment the system to organize an effort to thinkthrough needed systemwide changes. We are currently using the following seven:

1. Assessment and accountability systems with emphasis on the content and reporting of studentassessments and accountability for student learning

2. Staffitig with emphasis on school leadership and teaching and On certification, selection, training,support, and redefinition of responsibilities to reduce incumbering bureaucracy
3. Resource allocation with emphasis on the levels of decision making and the match betweenstate/desired priorities for student !earning and where resources actually go
4. Oirriculum and instruction with emphasis on the mix of basic and higher-level learning, the degreeof active involvement of students in their own learning, and the alignment of instructional materials,student assessment devices, and priorities for student learning

5. Planning and innovation strategies -- with emphasis on how innovation can be sparked throughout theeducation system and become an ongoing characteristic of the education system and how planningactivities at district and state levels can be used to move the education system strategically towardthe new vision of what the system should be like

6. Special assistance with emphasis on having a balance of assistance to adjust not only technicalaspects of the system (e.g., changing actual structures of the school schedule) but also social aspects(e.g., changing interactions among people) and political ones (e.g., changing the distribution of poweramong groups and individuals)

7. Parent/community involvement with emphasis on the choicts parents have and the way thecommunity and school work together to improve the community as well as to improve the school
Note that we have not divided these system aspects up in a way that says some are the responsibility ofthe schools, some the district, andsome the state. Rather, we see all these aspects as needing to belooked at by groups of people who represent all of these levels. Each of these system elements isinfluenced by every level; it is looking at the connections (or disconnections) among levels that is likelyto be especially informative in determining how to adjust the system.

Neither havewe separated them by preschool, elementary, middle, secondary or other types of schoolsbecause these aspects need to be looked at across levels. Of course, once these system aspects arestudied and reconceptuslized in terms of how they support a new vision of how the education systemfunCtions, actions will need to be taken within the various state, district, and school units.
In many states, the functions vvt types of schools are not really connee:ted to one another exceptVureaucratically. They tend to operate as nearly autonomous fragments without mutual adjustment eitherlaterally or vertically, in other states, the functions are organized vertically or categorically sothat, for example, curriculum people at the state level talk and work with others of their role ripe at theregional, district, and school levels. In only a few states is intevation or horizontal connectionsmanifestly a mejor concern. In such states, the individual specialists at different levelsview theirparticular operations as part of a whole and are interested in the mutual adjustments that on be made tomake the whole enterprise move forward. These are organizationswhere individuals are encouraged to payas great or greater attention to the boundaries of their work where their tssks bump up against those ofothers and to think about the needs of others as they design and conduct their activities.
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An example comes from one state where the testing and assessment people in the state department of
education work closely with curriculum people to think about the impact of statewide tests on curriculum.
The state likewise works closelY with local districts to understand what they would like to learn from
testing programs. Activities become user-centered rather than task-driven. Overarching all these strands
of effort is a policy vision focused on achieving equity of schooling outcomes at high levels higher
order thinking, for crimple.

In the same state, a district and community, concerned that their curriculum was overcrowded, has
undertaken what might be called a centering and focusing effort to determine what their real priorities are
and how to configure for them. They want the experiences their children and young people have in school
to constitute a whole rather than bits and pieces. For them, too, the components need to relate to the
larger picture.

To proceed in this work, they are learning the skills of facilitation and participatory group process,
learning effective ways to get everyone in on the act without having to have everyone at every meeting.

Even in such a state, cross-level, multi-organizational capacity and participatory processes are only
minimally developed. For example, state or district agencies still too often act in their own self-interest
rather than on behalf of all the stakeholders in education; they operate as paternalistic solution-givers, as
though they are the only ones who can figure out the answer to the problem, rather than in a way that
all perspectives become a part of the solution. In such a situation, as Peter Drucker has observed, "Each
institution pursues its own specific goal. But who then takes care of the common weal?"18 The answer is
that we all must.

Here We Go

None of us can expect to agt on more than a tiny corner of the great complexity. But in our
interrelated society, itself part of an uncompromisingly interdependent world, we have to ihja
about the whole complexity in order to act relevantly on any part of it.19

The strztegy we have described is neither a quick fa nor a one-shot effort. It must become an inherent
part of the way we function. The strategy is one that cannot operate solely by communications up and
down the formal hierarchical or bureaucratic lines. It is highly dependent on effective, authentic, misted
communications among peers working in a variety of settings and among people with differing toles where
each is viewed with resput and with a responsibility to change in ways that increase the understanding
and actuality of the new vishn of the education system.

Such communication is especially important in times of major transition because many people are trying
hew approaches and gaining insights to both anticipated and unanticipated consequences of actions,
implications for consequences of actions, implicatIons for next steps, and conditions that affect =MEW
that need to be personally shared and discussed. Of course, "diseases" can also spread quickly among
groups. Iltus, key people in the groups must be asking tough questions and thoughtfully probing to ensure
that experiences and ideas transmitted via the groups are critiqued and viewed from multiple perspectives.

The above activities all need to be operating simultaneously and strategically as the change effort
proceeds. These activities are, of course, not the only ones that need to be undertaken, but they ....:4:
essential ones that are frequently not put in operation because they are not a regular pan of the existing
hierarchical system.

So to answer the questions that readers may have about next steps, we can say that the place to begin is
where yeu can, with the people who are affected. While this paper reflects on the Imre more than it
offers specific strategies for forging ahead, we have tried to offer some helpful suggestions, (e.g., the 10
energizers to action in the first part of this paper). And we can assure you that our visions and
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reflections are based in large part on our first-hand knowledge of real action in several states bycommitted individuals. To join them, the only initial obligation is to desire to go "beyond cowboys and
Indians." beYond turf issues, beyond individual self-gain, to see the intersect of many diverse interests in ashared future. It's the obvious choke.

Let us emphasize that a stratev to focus on the shared future is not a do-good approach. It is purepragmatism. We have run out of room to move on, leaving behind problems for others to deal with. 'Therallying cry at the time of the American revolution that we must all hang together or else we shall allsurely hang separately is more compelling today than it was then. Our new frontier is bringing the
inter-personal, the task, and the larger purpose together as we enact the future.
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A PROCESS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS IN SCHOOLS

Stephen R. Mills
Far West Laboratory

Abstract

Living Systems Process Analysis is a methodology that
enables one to assess operational deficiencies and
strengths in any type of organization by analyzing its
critical information and matter-energy processes. The
major advantages of the methodology are: (1) it enables
one to examine a very large number of organization
management functions and performance variables
simultaneously, (2) it provides a framework for
synthesizing and interpreting the complex interactions of
these functions and variables regardless of the
organization's specific goals, activities, or products,
and (3) it yields both qualitative and quantitative
performance data that facilitate important followup in
designing and planning improvements. This paper describes
a current research effort to develop and refine Living
Systems Process Analysis as a methodology for asses,ing
school effectiveness. It also describes a design
component that could enable school personnel to use
process performance data in designing and implementing
systemwide school improvement.

Introduction

Living Systems Theory (Miller 1978) postulates that we can
characterize any biological or social system by the way it
processes information and matter-energy. In organizations,
effective information processing and use of matter-energy (i.e. ,
resources in the form of personnel, money, materials, and
facilities) are postulated as critical to an organization's
survival and indicative of its overall health or quality. Living
Systems Theory is a useful model for both analyzing organizational
performance because it provides a framework of important processes
and variables for measuring quality and effectiveness.

Living Systems Process Analysis, initially developed by Ruscoe
and associates at the University of Louisville (Ruscoe et al.
1985), is a methodology intended to make the critical processes and
process variables of Living Systems Theory operational. The
methodology is based on the theoretical perspective that variations
in organizational performance and effectiveness are reflected in
differences in the ways critical information and matter-energy are



processed. Thus, analyzing these processes, a researcher or a
manager can assess operational strengths and weaknesses in any type
of organization. The major advantages of this analysis methodology
are that (1) it enables one to examine a very large number of
organization management functions and performance variables
simultaneously; (2) it provides a framework for synthesizing and
interpreting the complex interactions of these functions and
variables regardless of the organization's specific goals,
activities, or products; and (3) it yields both qualitative and
quantitative performance data that facilitate important followup in
designing and planning improvements.

Our purpose here was to improve the capacity of school
administrators and staff to engage in building-level performance
assessment and improvement design. To do this, we adapted Living
Systems Process Analysis and made it more operational for use in
schools by: (1) identifying quantitative measures for assessing
systems processes and functions, (2) developing suitable data
collection instruments, and (3) designing a followup methodology
that utilized critical process data as a basis for school
improvement design and planning.

The Compatibility Problem Between Organizational Research and
School Research

At the beginning of our research effort, we identified three
general shortcomings of previous school research that motivated us
to choose Living Systems Theory as a useful model for analyzing
organizational effectiveness in schools: (1) school effectiveness
research had, by and large, ignored the significance of information
processing variables as key determinants of success; (2) a lack of
quantitative process models and methodologies useful for school
effectiveness assessment existed; and (3) researchers had failed to
develop compatible models or theoretical frameworks for comparing
organizational effectiveness data from school and nonschool
settings. I elaborate briefly on these shortcomings below.

Information-Processing Variables Ignored

For over three decades, organizational reSearchers have paid
considerable attention to information-processing variables. A
review of the literature during this period reveals that the
information processing facets most frequently discussed and
investigated are directionality of information flow (Crane 1967,
Graves 1972), accuracy and distortion of information (Crane 1967,
Erickson and Pedersen 1966, Killworth and Bernard 1976, Mehrabian
and Reed 1968, O'Reilly and Roberts 1977, Read 1562, Wilensky
1967), clarity and ambiguity of information (Crane 1967, Daft and
Macintosh 1981, Eilon 1968, Erickson and Pedersen 1966, Melcher and
Beller 1967, Rader 1981, Roberts and O'Reilly 1974), modalities
used in transmitting information (Eilon 1968, Lawler, Porter, and
Tenenbaum 1968, McCleary 1968, Roberts and O'Reilly 1974), and
openness of information flow and gate-keeping mechanisms (Davisli
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1968, Erickson and Pedersen 1966, Melcher and Beller 1967, o'Reilly
and Roberts 1977, Roberts and O'Reilly 1974, Rosen and Tesser 1970,
Russell 1982, Schmuck, Runkel and Langmeyer 1969, Valentine 1981).

In addition, researchers have been keenly interested in
information-processing models. This interest appears to be based
on (1) an increasingly accepted view of organizations as
information-processing systems (Argyris and Schon 1978, Connolly
1977, Galbraith 1977, Huber, O'Connell and Cummings 1975, Miller
1955, Morgan 1986, Porter and Roberts 1976, Simon 1947) and (2) a
recognition that to survive, an organization must be able to make
accurate assessments of its relevant environments (Thompson 1967),
process information to make decisions (Cyert and March 1963), and
coordinate and control its subunits and members (Galbraith 1977,
March and Simon 1958, Weick 1976). From these perspectives, the
capability to receive, process, and transmit information become at
least crucial if not the most essential organizational functions.

Despite the growing interest among organizational researchers
in information-processing variables and models as a way of
explaining or differentiating organizational effectiveness, school
researchers -- as evident from recent summaries of research -- have
tended to account for differences in organizational effectiveness
by an incongruous mixture of structure, process, and outcome
related variables. School researchers have also failed to develop
underlying theoretical perspectives for these variables, provide
adequate accounting, or develop useful measures for important
information-processing variables. For example, typical summaries
of school effectiveness research have identified the following
determinants or factors:

o Instructional management -- time on task (Block 1980,
Fisher et al. 1980), class size (Filby et al. 1980, Glass and Smith
1978, Smith and Glass 1979), curriculum alignment (Levine and Stark
1982), curriculum content and organization (Purkey and Smith 1983),
evaluation/feedback mechanisms (Brophy and Good 1974), and learning
task characteristics (Bossert et al. 1982).

o School climate -- staff expectations (Brookover and Lezotte
1979), staff task orientation (Rutter et al. 1979), discipline
(Rutter et al. 1979), safety (Rutter et al. 1979), staff
cooperation/consensus (Purkey and Smith 1983), instructional
leadership (see below), staff development (Purkey and Smith 1983),
and parent participation (Armor et al. 1976, Purkey and Smith
1983).

o Instructional leadership -- setting instructional goals,
active participation in decision-making, active participation in
school coordination and control processes, and effective human
relations (Bossert et al. 1982).
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Althouah many of these determinants are obviously related to
information-processing, researchers did not study this relationship
in any deliberate way nor, in many cases, even make it explicit.
Given the prominence of information-processing variables and models
in the larger arena of organizational research, it appears that
little knowledge has transferred from organizational research in
nonschool settings to school effectiveness research.

Lack of Quantitative Process Models and Methodologies

Research on the relationship between information-processing
and organizational effectiveness has for the most part produced
only descriptive models and qualitative measures. For example, the
organization research-literature provides many general
prescriptions and strategies for improving or assessing
information, communication, and decision-making processes without
presenting specific performance criteria or quantitative
performance indices by which one could accomplish such assessment
(cf. Erickson and Pedersen 1966, Melcher and Beller 1967, Rader
1981, Russell 1982). Several reasons for this dearth of
quantitative measures have been suggested, including the difficulty
of measuring processes versus the relative ease of measuring static
(structural or outcome) variables (Roberts and O'Reilly 1974, Scott
1977), the prohibitive amount of time and energy required to
measure process variables (Farace and MacDonald 1974), and the
tendency in Western cultures to favor outcome rather than process
assessment (Morgan 1986).

An obvious need exists for more quantitative methodologies
that analyze organizational effectiveness processes. The
development of such methodologies will, I believe, lead to more
useful process-performance models that can then guide or facilitate
research in a variety of organizational settings.

Lack of Comnatible Theoretical Frameworks and Models

The study of organizational effectiveness in nonschool
settings and the study of effective schools seem to have progressed
along different paths. This has resulted in concepts and measures
for analyzing organizational structures, processes, and outcomes
that are incompatible.

In organizational research, investigators have suggested the
need to develop standard process measures that Lney can then use
for assessing different types of organizations (Roberts and
O'Reilly 1974), standardized instruments and scales to measure
specific dimensions of information-processing (Daft and Macintosh
1981), and common frameworks for comparing information-processing
variables or for analyzing and interpreting types of organizational
problems (Banathy 1984, Brown 1966, Farace and Ma%Donald 1974,
Melcher and Beller 1967).

In school research, a clear need is present to develop
theoretical models that relate information-processing variables to
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well-publicized school-effectiveness factors (e.g.,
management, school climate, effective leadership),
outcome measures (e.g., tests of student achievement
teacher performance assessments), and to multilevel
between district, buildings, and classrooms.

Finally, we need to develop theoretical framewor
methodologies, and measures useful to both organizatio
focused research in order to reduce the problem of
noncomparability. Such compatibility would promote be
and use of knowledge between the two research streams.
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I believe that Living Systems Process Analysis offe
advantages that overcome the three general shortcomings
research to date.

rs several
in school

o Living Systems Process Analysis provides a method
fills two important needs in school based research: (1) it
describes and measures important information and matter-en
processes that determine school effectiveness, and (2) it
facilitates multilevel analyses of school effectiveness (i.
district support, building operations and management, and c
instruction and learning) since the critical processes apply
equally at all three levels.

o Living Systems Process Analysis readily lends itself
development of both qualitative and quantitative measures sin
theory postulates 19 generic information/matter-energy process
and 36 generic process performance variables. These generic
processes and process variables are useful as a basis for
identifying related organization specific functions and variabl
and for devising appropriate assessment instruments.

o The critical information and matter-energy processes of
Living Systems Theory considered to exist in all organizations,
should provide a suitable framework and basis for developing
compatible performance indicators and measures for all types of
organizations. Previous applications of Living Systems Theory and
Living Systems Process Analysis reported in the literature (see
below) seem to bear this out.
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Applications of Living Systems Theory in Nonschool Settings

Interest in general systems approaches and methodologies for
analyzing and evaluating organization performance has been growing
over the last several decades so that this focus is no longer
limited to a few scholars or researchers. Today, systems
approaches and methodologies for analyzing organizational
effectiveness are increasingly sought after and used by social
scientists, operations researchers, economists, and managers in
government, military, business, and community organizations.
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Similarly, Living Systems Theory and its potential
applications are drawing increasing interest from scholars,
scientists, administrators, and managers in a variety of
disciplines and organizational settings. For example, this theory
has already been instrumental in the following applications: the
social service field (Hearn 1958); in modeling, analysis, and
evaluation of community mental health and health delivery systems
(Baker and O'Brian 1971, Bolman 1967, Burgess, Nelson, and Wallhaus
1974, Pierce 1972); as a framework for assessing program
effectiveness in community life (Weiss and Rein 1970); for the
general study of organizations (Lichtman and Hunt 1971); to explain
certain pathologies in organizations (Cummings and DeCotiis 1973)1
and in the development of corporate management seminars (Duncan
1972, 1975).

More recent research efforts attempt to develop a general
methodology and instrumentation for applying Living Systems Theory
to analyzing organizational effectiveness. This effort began in
1978 with a series of studies that attempted to make the theory
operational for use in U.S. Army battalions. One outcome of these
military studies was the development of research instruments and
techniques collectively called Living Systems Process Analysis.
The process analysis is a methodology for collecting, analyzing,
and interpreting organizational performance data obtained by
examining the 19 critical information and matter-energy processes .

of Living Systems Theory. A joint team of researchers from the
Systems Science Institute of the University of Louisville and the
TRADOC Systems Science Research Element of the U.S. Army developed
the process analysis to examine the purpose of examining the
operational effectiveness and combat readiness of army battalions,
Using this methodology, researchers could identify various
strengths and weaknesses in battalion information-processing and
compare them on the basis of their information-processing
efficiency (Merker and Ruscoe 1981; Peter and Ruscoe 1981; Ruscoe
1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1982; Ruscoe et al. 1985; Ruscoe, Giguet,
Brown, Burnside, and Cary 1979).

Because these studies were generally successful in showing
significant relationships between the battalions" operational
effectiveness and living systems critical processing, researchers
undertook subsequent studies using process analysis. One explored
U.S. Army combat simulations (Miller, Banathy, Cary, Fell, and
Burkhalter 1984), while two others examined a large metropolitan
transportation system and a hospital (Merker 1985). The military
studies, the transportation and hospital applications also found
significant relationships between living systems information-
processing and perceptual measures of organizational effectiveness.
Though the two studies employed small numbers of respondents and
neglected to use corroborative outcome measures (as were used in
the U.S. Army studies), one could reasonably conclude that the data
showed promising evidence of how useful Living Systems Process
Analysis could be in cross-organizational studies (Merker 1985).

*;
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School Feasibility Study

In 1984-85, the Far West Laboratory conducted a feasibility
study to determine if Living Sy,tems Process Analysis (LSPA) could
be adapted for use in analyzing school effectiveness (Mills 1983).
We developed a questionnaire and two surveys to measure critical
information processes using the same six process-performance
variables the U.S. Army battalion study used (i.e., volume, cost,
clarity, usefulness, accuracy, timeliness). Our study did not
examine critical matter-energy processes, however. Next, we
selected 12 elementary schools that were divided into two groups
based on high or low reputations for overall excellence within
their respective districts and on high or low overall student
achievement scores. We then administered the questionnaire and
survey instruments and analyzed the data. The results showed
significant differences between high and low groups in information-
processing performance. More specifically, we obtained significant
differences between high and low schools on 8 of 9 critical
information processes when measured against four management areas
(i.e., curriculum planning and development, inservice training,
instruction and classroom management, staff supervision and
support). Furthermore, we also found significant differences
between high and low schools for all 6 process-performance
variables.

Based on this school feasibility study and the findings of the
U.S. Army, hospital, and transportation studies, we concluded that
LSPA does indeed have potential as a methodology for analyzing
critical processing performance in a variety of organizations. We
realized, however, that a more comprehensive and quantitative set
of LSPA measures -- using, for example, all 36 performance
variables postulated by Living Systems Theory -- would still need
to be developed in order to assess and diagnose more accurately
management and operational problems that impede school
effectiveness.

I next describe the research effort to develop a more
accurate, quantitative LSPA methodology and to extend that
methodology to include improvement design as well.

School *Effectiveness Assessment

In 1986, supported, in part, by a grant from the National
Science Foundation, the Far West Laboratory undertook further
research to develop a quantitative process analysis methodology for
assessing school effectiveness. This :_nvolved the following major
tasks: (1) making generic living systems processes and process
indicators (variables) operational for application to schools and
(2) developing suitable data-collection instruments and data-
analysis procedures that would enable school personnel to diagnose
strengths and weaknesses in school operations.

7.;17
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Operational Process-Analysis Measures

Living Systems Theory describes 19 critical subsystems: nine
that process information (input transducer, internal transducer,
channel and net, decoder, associator, memory, decider, encoder, and
output transducer); eight that process matter-energy (ingestor,
distributor, convertor, producer, matter-energy storage, extruder,
motor, and supporter); and two that process both information and
matter-energy (reproducer and boundary).

We made these subsystems operational for application to
schools as the following 15 critical processes:

o Acquiring Information (input, internal transducer) --
bringing information into the system and receiving information from
components within the system. Examples include requesting,
locating, monitoring, observing, identifying, measuring, updating,
conducting inventories.

o Screening Information (boundary) -- protecting the
components of the system from environr,dntal stresses by selectively
either excluding or permitting information entry. Examples include
ignoring, filtering, confirming, verifying, routing, restricting:

o Translating Information (decoder, encoder; -- altering
information inputs from outside the system for use within the
system and altering information from within the system for use
outside the system. Examples include restating, interpreting,
summarizing.

o Communicating Information (channel and net, output
transducer) -- providing routes for transmitting information to all
parts of the system and transmitting information from within the
system over channels into the systems's environment. Examples
include sending, circulating, using channels, reporting,
presenting, providing feedback.

o Storing and Retrieving Information (memory) -- storing
information in the system for different periods of time. Examples
include filing, recalling, retrieving.

o Analyzing Information (associator) -- carrying out the
learning process by forming enduring associations among items of
information. Examples include reviewing, specifying,
defining/redefining, organizing,'grouping, sorting, comparing,
classifying, analyzing, evaluating, predicting, projecting.

o Applying Information (decider) -- receiving information
inputs from all system components and providing outputs for
guiding, coordinating, and controlling the system. Examples
include choosing, selecting, setting goals/objectives, establishing
priorities, planning, scheduling, designing/redesigning, solving,
resolving, approving, recommending, implementing, recognizing,
providing encouragement, regulating, controlling.
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o Acquiring Resources (ingestor) -- bringing resources into
the system. Examples include receiving, hiring, transferring,
ordering, replenishing, replacing, upgrading.

o Screening Resources (boundary) -- protecting the components
of the system from environmental stresses by selectively excluding
or permitting entry of resources. Examples include ignoring,
protecting, routing, restricting.

o Distributing Resources (distributor) -- carrying inputs from
outside the system or outputs from within the system around the
system to each component. Examples include providing, sharing,
allocating, restricting, shifting, discriplining, providing
material rewards or incentives.

o Creating and Adapting Resources (converter) changing
resource inputs into more useful forms. Examples include making,
building, producing, transforming, modifying, changing, upgrading,
creating, adapting.

o Using/Maintaining Resources (producer) -- synthesizing
system inputs or converter outputs for purposes of growth, damage
repair, or component replacement. Examples include reproducing,
duplicating, using, applying, maintaining, repairing.

o Storing/Retrieving Resources (matter-energy storage)
storing resources over time and retrieving them. Examples include
storing, supplying.

o Transmitting Resources (extruder) -- sending resources out
of the system as products or waste. Examples include shipping,
sending, removing, discarding, transferring, turning over.

o Maintaining Spatial Relationships (supporter) -- maintaining
spatial relationships between system components so they can
interact properly. Examples include physical layout and
arrangement, component separation, pathways.

Since the feasibility study was our first attempt to make LSPA
operational for use in schools, we had been guided primarily by the
research methods and instrumentation the University of Louisville
and Army Research Institute used in their groundbreaking study on
U.S. Army battalions. We subsequently concluded, though, that the
feasibility study was somewhat limited for two reasons: (1) we had
only attempted to question school personnel about critical
processes generally without relating these processes to more
familiar and specific school contexts and functions; and (2) our
attempt to measure complex information processes using only six
performance variables lacked in depth. We resolved to correct
these deficiencies by making the following improvements.



o We expanded the analysis to include all 9 information
processes, all 8 matter-energy processes, and one
information/matter-energy process postulated by Living Systems
Theory.

O We increased the pool of variables used to measure the
performance of critical information and matter-energy processes
from 6 to 44, thereby using all 36 of the generic variables Living
Systems Theory. postulates plus additional variables the
organizational research literature suggested to us.

o We developed a specific set of data measures that related
critical processes directly to 16 key management areas that are
familiar to school personnel and of major concern to school
administrators and teachers. These key management areas are:

- School needs assessment
- School organization and scheduling
- Administrative/management practices and methods
- School finances and budgets
- Curriculum content, scope, and sequence
- Classroom organization and management
- Instructional methods and procedures
- Student achievement
- Student special needs
- Student attendance
- Student conduct and discipline
- Teacher evaluation
- Staff development
- Relations with district
- Relations with parents
- Relations with community/outside agencies

Generally speaking, the process analysis is carried out by
analyzing critical information and matter-energy processes as they
relate to these 16 key management areas.

Figure 1 presents a graphic overview of the school-focused
process analysis.
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Figure 1

School-Focused Living Systems Process Analysis

LSPA Critical Processes (15)

o Acquiring information
o Screening information

o Translating information
o Communicating information

o Storing/retrieving info
o Analyzing information

o Applying information
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o Distributing resources
o Creating/adapting res.

o Using/maintaining res.
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o District relations
o Parent relations
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o Teacher evaluation
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o Instruction
o Student achievement
o Student special needs
o Student attendance

o Community relations

o The number of process variables examined in assessing a particular
critical-process/management-area "cell" will vary.
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Data Collection Instruments and Procedures

We initially developed two types of data collection
instruments -- an interview questionnaire and a rating
questionnaire 7- that conformed to the requirements of the process
analysis described above.

o The interview questionnaire asked respondents to provide
qualitative information about key school management areas. The
open-ended questions were intended to provide a variety of
background details about school operations and processes that we
could use to interpret the quality of critical information and
matter-energy processing.

o The rating questionnaire asked respondents to provide
quantitative data about familiar school management activities and
operations as they related to the critical informatioa and matter-
energy processes. The rating questionnaire used 5-point Likert
scales, each tailored to a specific school activity and process
variable (e.g., adequacy, clarity, cooperation, frequency,
importance, difficulty, reliability, and so on.)

Project staff developed the two questionnaires in prototype
form and revised them several times before presenting them to
educators for review. The reviewers were school principals and
teachers representing elementary, intermediate, and secondary
levels. As a result of these reviews, we discarded the open-ended
interview questionnaire, revised many of its items, and
incorporated them in various forms into the rating questionnaire.
The primary reasons for combining the questionnaires were to reduce
the response time and burden to schnol staffs and to simplify the
data analysis and interpretation process to both the Laboratory and
school staff. The expanded questionnaire dow includes 110 data
items of three types: performance ratings, check-off options, and
perdentage estimates.

The procedure for administering the questionnaire to school
staff is similar to that used in the feasibility study. School
staff are given a standard introduction and instructions for
completing the questionnaire. After all their questions are
answered, they are asked to fill out the questionnaire and are told
not to discuss their answers with anyone during the process. They
are allowed to skip items that they are unfamiliar with or do not
understand. If time is short, they are given the option of
completing the questionnaire at home and r...lturning it to a
designated person at the school the next day.

School performance data from the critical process analysis are
prepared and presented in composite graphs -- one for each critical
process -- which display average ratings (means) and degrees of
agreement (standard deviations) for all staff. The data obtained
from the checkoff option and percentage estimate items are used to
provide further details and understanding about school operations
but are not displayed in the composite graphs. All three types of
data items -- ratings, checkoff options, percentage estimates --
are used in followup data analysis and interpretation activities
with school staff.
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School Improvement Design

The process analysis component described above is intended to
enable school personnel to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses in key
school functions and operations and to identify overall improvement
needs and goals. A followup design component, however, is also
needed to enable school personnel to use the analysis findings to
develop a feasible plan for systemwide school improvement.

Improvement Analysis and Design

Critical process analysis and improvement design must be
integrated into a coordinated process that can guide staff actions

for school improvement. The process involves at least the
following stages:

o Stage one -- Prepares school staff for improvement analysis
and design. This involves introducing the principal and faculty to
the requirements for school improvement design, selecting a design
team and team facilitator, and ensuring staff understanding of and
support for design activities.

o Stage two -- Examines current and future school needs for
improvement. This involves assessing strengths and weaknesses in
school operations (building management, instruction, and learning),
and identifying educational trends and issues that affect the
communit.y and school system and that will be addressed in the
school improvement effort.

o Stage three -- Specifies system ideals and overall goals for
school improvement and specifies components (structures and
processes) that achieve those goals. This involves examining
possible system configurations for a more ideal school and
specifying key functions and resource requirements (personnel,
materials, finances) for the new system.

o Stage four -- Tests the general feasibility of the new
system. This involves analyzing obstacles and barriers to creating
the new system and either specifying strategies/arrangements for
overcoming those barriers or modifying the ideal system
specifications to bring them in line with reality.

o sIlla.! five -- Specifies the management subsystem for
carrying out the key functions of the new system. This involves
identifying role responsibilities, accountability criteria, and
quality control arrangements that will ensure desired system
performance.

o Stage six -- Develops a plan for implementing the new
system. This involves setting short- and long-term priorities for
action, devising timelines or schedules, assigning specific
responsibilities, allocating resources, and obtaining required
approvals and support.

o Stage seven -- Implements the action plan. This involves
ongoing monitoring and assessment of the implementation process,
adjusting or refocusing_key system components to keep them within
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desired performance limits (tolerances), and continued planning anddevelopment of other system components consistent with prioritiesand the implementation schedule.

Modes for Improvement Design

The level of effort required for school improvement design
will depend, in part, on the findings of the critical process
analysis, in part, on the importance of other types of
"information" school personnel consider in setting priorities for
change (e.g., test scores, parent concerns, board policies, school
budgets, and so forth), and, in part, on sustained staff interest
and motivation to achieve needed change.

After they have assessed their school's current level of
performance and considered a more ideal system state, staff are
likely to choose one of three possible design modes that will focus
and guide their subsequent school improvement efforts. We are
designating the three possible modes for school improvement design
as maintenance, adaptation, and restructuring. The general
assumptions and aims for each mode are as follows:

o Maintenance design would be selected when the performance
analysis indicates that school operations are more or less adequate
and that only fine tuning is needed for further improvement.
Typical design concerns in this mode would be: How can we improve
school effectiveness by maximizing operational strengths and
eliminating weaknesses? How can we improve the efficiency of
school operations and yield better results?

o Adaptation design would be selected when the performance
analysis indicates that school operations are deficient and require
correction or realignment to meet current needs and goals. Typical
design concerns would include: How can we refocus or realign school
operations to better meet existilg needs or established goals andstandards?

o Restructuring design would be selected when the performance
assessment indicates that current or emerging needs cannot be
achieved through existing school operations and structures and that
major restructuring (or redesign) is indicated. Typical design
concerns would include: What should this school be doing and how
should the school be doing it? How can we achieve more desirable
goals and performance levels consistent with a changing
environment? How can we restructure the school to achieve a more
ideal system state, longer-term goals, and higher aspirations?

Testing the Analysis/Design Methodology

The process analysis and improvement design components are
currently being developed and pilot tested in a large suburban highschool. Further development and testing in elementary schools is
being planned for 1989. Essentially, we are testing the utility of
critical process analysis as a vehicle for assessing strengths andweaknesses in school operations. We are also developing and
testing processes that will help school staff engage in followup
improvement design.
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Goals and Assumptions for the Project

The overall goal of this research is to develop a
comprehensive, multilevel system for school improvement analysis
and design. Towards this end, we have initially developed and are
currently testing a methodology for building-level assessment and
design. We are also developing a district-level assessment
component that will enhance the building-level component. Once
fully developed and tested, the methodology will provide school
staffs with the guidance they need to engage in school improvement
design and to develop the internal capabilities and support systems
that will sustain their improvement efforts.

The approach we have taken in this research project has
evolved from certain basic assumptions about school change and
reform that are supported by the research literature as well as our
own experience. These assumptions are as follows:

o To be effective, reform must be initiated from within the
school; it cannot be mandated from outside. Therefore, school
staff must be sufficiently committed and prepared to engage in
improvement design and implementation over the long haul.

o Since staff know the most about their school operations,
they are in a better position to interpret critical process data
and relate these data to school problems and needs than any outside
"experts." Therefore, the role of outside experts and consultants
should be to support or facilitate staff efforts to determine their
own school improvement needs rather than to determine such needs
for them.

o School improvement analysis and design involves a systems
and process orientation that may be foreign to staff's normal way
of thinking about school problems. Therefore, staff need to apply
skill, patience, and self-discipline to undertake the
analysis/design process and to avoid the short-term thinking and
single issue or variable problem-solving typical of many school
improvement efforts.
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It is widely re:Naze:I that cur educational system has some ineortant
shortccednqs. This paper prcposes that such "problems" as lack of teacher
incentives, poor student motivation, lack of leadership, and lack of
caamunity support are in fact just effects of a more fundamental problem.
Just as the ane-room schoolhouse, whiCh was so anorcpriate for an
agricultuwal society, proved to be inadequate for an industrial scciety, so
cur prisms* system is proving to be inadequate for an information socbaty.
It is the =at= of cur educational system that is at the heart of our
current gm-oases. For emple, it is cur graip-based, lock-stepped,
and time-oriented system that has the dubious distinction of effectively
destroying the inhere& desire to learn in all bat a small perm:ell: of our

narthermore, micro =neuters are accelerating the trend toward
increased use of nonhuman resources in the education of our dhildns4 and
the =rent structure of cur educational system cannot adequately
accomodate the effectiveuse of these powerful educational tools. artwhIt
alternatives arethere Until recerttlythere havenot been am/viable ores,
tut our pedaqzgicalknowledge has row evolved to the point wherethere is a
viable alternative to the present structhre. This article describes a
general approach and a specific stratogy for effecting the needed structural
changes, and also describes some initial progress on inpleoenting that
strategy. This initial progress is a preliminary "blueprint" outlining the
structural characteristic= that a "thisd-wave" educational system should
have.
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There is a growing lack of confiderce in cur present public schcolsystem. 11111.162szine has said,
Like some vast jury gradually and reluctantly arriving at a
verdict, politicians, educlexas, and especially millions of
parents have come to believe that the U.S. public schools are in
parlous troubae.1

The Chronicle of Higher Educatial reports that eduzators and ramectcators
alike are calling tar sweeping reforms of America's public schools.2

The recent National. Camdssion on Excellence in Education was created
because of "the widespread pubaic perception that something is seriously
remiss in cur education syftemi."3 The Cromdssion's report, entitled "A
Nation at Risk: The Imerative for Educational Preform", cited Paul Copperman
as drawing the conclusicn that "for the first time in the history of our
camaltry, the educational skills of °megawatt:alb/ill notAmpass, udll not
equal, will not even apprach, those of their parents."' The Cramissian
concluded that, "if an =friendly foreign power had attempted to income on
America the mediocre educational perforaence that exists today, um adght
well have viewed it as an act of war."5

As Paul Berman has reosntly noted,
"The debate is no longer lover whether American education is in trouble, bit
over what should be done. '6

Rier.12LthISOLISCSX_Nr_Ersians?

Before we can identify what should be done, we must identify the
causes of the current pwoblems with Amerboan education. The Comaissicn
cited poor content (m are teaching the wrang things), insufficient
learning time (me are not teazhing it long enough), poor quality of
teadiing (M are not teaching it well enough), low standar& and
evectations (we are not demanding 00241 true the students), and ladk of
leadership (we are not getting the kinds of initiAtive and direction that
are needed fram our achinistreaxme). But are these really the causes? Or
are they symptoms of a more fmalamontal cause? 'No things maybe helpful to
anwer this question: (1) analyzing what goes on in a typical school and
(2) looking at ways of inproving systems in gereral.

Mamba you are a high school teacher. You want very mudh to excite
your students about learning. Wi are you going to go about it? You have
teen handed a list of over a hundred studelts in four classes. You have a
textbook that you are required to use andayear-viexi emmm for ithich you need
to prepare the sttdonts, so that all tut a few minutes of class time per
week met be carefully scheduled in adman. On the first day of classes,
twenty-five or thirty students will troop hatoyour claserocatat the ring of
a bell and will troop back out 40 mirextes or so later at the ring of another
bell, regardless of whether or not the great moment of insight you have
spent the entire class utwking up to is still two minutes away. The
students will come into your class with very different levels of laxmleckp
about your subject; Most will not be very interested in it; and practically
all will be hoping to be entertained more than educated. Ytu don't really
know anything about apy of those' students as individuals, so you are forced
to focus your attention on the CartAldt and had you will deliver it to the
"average" student in the class, rather than focusing on the individuals you
are teaching and how you can address the needs and interests that eadh of
them has.
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Is a lcnger school day really the soluticn to yaw prcblems? Orbetter teacher trainixtf? Or higher expectations? Will such reforms helpth &stain a love of teaching in the teacher or to instill a love oflearning in the students? Milbrey McLaughlin and associates at Stanford
University have noted:

Many of the current reform efforts aimed at inproving the quality
of teachers fail to =Bider the calfiguraticn of cxxxlitias that
leads even the most dedicated teachers to experience
demoralizaticn and a same of perscnal failure. Indeed, scao of
the organizatica and awiramental features that =tribute most
prominently to this sense-of failure are also basic aspects of the
ain'ent system of education in the U.S.7

Similarly, Willis }Wiley notes that Itotivatirq teachers withcut changing
other ccniiticns that affect teachirq will not cnlx limit the effect of
incentives, but may cause frustraticn and alienaticn. 8 Curing my years asa high school teacher, I cars to Alnierstani what many teachers have
complained of: that the stauLtaire of the educaticn system is the rcot came
of mcst of the problems that beset cur educaticnal system.

Mat do we mean when v.* refer to the "structure" of cur educaticnal
system? The structure is the basic organization of the teaching process.
The major structural aspect's of cur present system include (1) mo
isunim; having knowledge delivered to children in group* of 20 to 40 at a
time, such that all children receive the same =tent at the same time and
rata; (2) °mutant rotatiau rotating the children from cne teacher to
another every 45 minutes or so; (3) tjape_hessLiessis: requiring all
children to "serve" the same =cunt of time before they are allowed or
forced, as the cass may be to progress to new levels of learning,
regardless of when (or even if) they have restored all the necessary
knowledge and skills, (4) legaetiszt: having all learning occur within the
=fines of the school walls and not atm:lunging (nar usually even allaging)
parents or other segments of the cassinity to paLticipate and =operate in
the teaching lorccesa; an:I (5) acimiaist=insamarisatim: having a singlelarge school in a district, with skainistrators who are rot also teachers
and teachers who are relegated to a less influential and professicoal
"staff" role within the educaticnal system.

Of =roe there aro other causes of cur problems besides the stnrture
of cur eduatticnal system. Bacl teachers do exist, lack of parental =nounfor their children does exist, and so forth. Eut there is increasing
recopiticn that the egdar cause of the =rent problerms with cur
educaticnal system is the basic structure of that system. Thecdcre Sizer
states:

CtIn students learn haw to learn to "study, " when they are rushed
from class to class over a seven-paricd day, where they are being
tauglit by six or swan different teachers, no cne of sthcm sees
them more than five hours psr bPeek (and =ally in grows of over
20 students), and atm there is rarely any unequivocally reserved
time for private study (Ixessoark, study halls)? Of course not.... Until we honestly confront the inadequacy of school
structure, we will =tiros to cheat students, frustrate teachers,
and waste rcney.9
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In ILEINS_CallifLagina John Goodlad concludes:
fir-readting restructuring of cur schools and indeed oursystem ct education probably is rewired for us to come evenclose to the el:rational

ideals we so regularly espouse for thisnaticn ant all its peop1e.10
Anne Westcott Wdd states:

Band-aid solutions proliferate: a longer school duy and year,more required subjects,
more hammork, higher pay for teachers.Hat more ct the same is not necessarily

improvement. ...America can develop a utole now sLvuotura far publiceducatioc....11
Maurioe Gibbons laments, "Ironically, when ths old paradigm falls intodisrepute, we do not make major changeav instead, we focus more intenselyan those things we have always done...."12

Selma Wassermann talks about analternative system
in whidh eadh learner sets his or her own pace in waeking towardmastery of course material; ... in utidh teachers play diagnosticand facilitative roles, rather than controlling and judging ones;in which the initiative of the learners is cultivated rather thantinarted....13

Harold Shine talks about "a growing need to ladasign -- not merely toreform -- edicatical in the U.S."14 Ernast Etyerelp Seymour Sanaa:11° andRichard Brandt17 all advocate same structural reform, and the list goes anand on. As Paul Berman put it, "The carlusion is theecapable: Ameriamnetxmition, igt_jjngsgmnizsl, has reached the limits of itsetba*JAmmess."

4ligiriaLtintard

Educational systems are like other kinds ct system in many uays. Boware other kinds of systems improved? Our transportation system consistedprimarily ct the horse for a very long time. Like the one-roamschoolhouse, the horse uas very flexible for meeting the needs of theindividual; you could go almost anywhere you wanted to. But there wereproblems with the horse. It wasn't very fast or very comfortable,especially in tad ueather. Now, some people spent a lot of time trying toreform the prevailin; structure by doing such things.as breeding fasterhorses and building better roads and bridges to improve the horse's speed,or making more comfortable
saddles and creating carriages far the horse topull to improve comfort. EUt the gains to be made ware small couparedwiththe development of an alternative structure, the railroad.

The railroad was far faster, more comfortable, more reliable, and moreefficient than the horm. It could transport many more people guch greaterdistances far more cost-effectively. Eut, like our currant educationalsystem, it was mudh lees flexible; you were greatly restricted as to utarayou could go and when.

1.27
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As society has =timed to chmge, cur tranepertatim needs have also
changed. We must travel ever greater distances in less time, and people
need to have much more flexibility as to uten and where theywill go. Many
people have spent mudh time "fine-tming" the railroad. But the "quantum
leap" again CRMS from an alternative structure, in this case me that
entails the use of a variety of trareportation maiia, primaiily the airplane
ard the autanlAlAt.

As the one-room schoolicuss, a "first-wave" educational system, was
appropriate taridgMt Alvin Toffler calls a "first-wave" agrarian society,19
so our present, second-wave, educational systen has a structure and
philosophy that were azopropriate far a "seoacl-wave" ioduatrial society.
Althan4h there are problems with the industrial production model ofschooling," me cannot help but note some irtrmtural similarities to an
assembly line, wtereby students move fras one specialist teacher to another
at the ring of a bell to have a mei component of knailedga added to them. A
"thie-wave" system will provide a want= leap for meeting the dlanging
needs of cur society, and like cur current transportation system, it is
likely that it will make use of a variety of moans of learning, including
peer tutoring, discussion groups, projects, and group activities of Naricus
kinds, in addition to well-designed, individualized resources and learning
environments.21

Each structural change that has occurred in cur transportation system
has become possible only by the advance of tedlnology, and in fact
technological advances have made the rise of alternative stalactaires
inevitable. But the change is never revolutionary; it is evolutionary.
Horses are still used for transportation in same paaces. Many trains are
still in use today. And there are still many me-mme schoolhouses.
Structural reform is ono of gradUal replacement in paaces utere the
societal needs forchange are stralgest.

The process of structural reform in education will be a slad one for
another reason as well. Its more advanced cur technology, the more roan
there is for improvements througgi fine tuning a structure. Look at had far
the airplane has come simoe the Wright brothers' early days. Hdi long was
it between Kitty Haork and the first transocsanic flight? Hao much longer
until the first jetplanes?

Although the change may be slow and gradual, it will also be sure. We
cmaraready see technological developnents of the "InformatimAse" that are
making structural refann inevitable. Since the invention of the printing
press, there has been a gradual but steady increase in the use of nonhuman
resaarces in the classroom, 1m:hiding textbooks, markt:oaks, handouts, and
audio-visual materials of various kinds. Nadi it seems that micro
mnputers, because of 'their interactive capabilities, are greatly
accelerating this trend. We are already reaching the point where the
current structure of our eckicational system can no longer adequately
aocamicdate the effective use of sadi resomos6 As more and better
resources bemne available to relieve teachers of some of their more
ro&ine, toriLg tasks, we are likely to find even greater internal pressure
far schools to adopt an alternative struciame.

As we enter deeper into a "third-cave," highly techmlogical, rapidly
dhangim, information-oriented society, the present structure of cur
educational system will become more and more imulupate, both from the
society's point of view and from the school's point of vied, rot to mention
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the child's point of vied. According to Naisbitt, an infoimmtion society
requires a different kind of person, one uto is more of an analyzer,
evaluator, problem solver ard creative thinker, ore who bas Ircre initiative,
more love of learnim and ncre responsibility for his or her learning and

decisiormisaidn3.22 A thirdm educational systen will provide a quantum
leap in prodwing this kind of person.

In her excellent analysis of school reform reports, Patricia .Cross23
cxngeres the kinds of structural reforn needed in schools with the kinds of
strxitural changes taking paace in businesses as outlined by Peters and
Waterman in their best-selltng k=k, jagraigna,24 She
corcludes that

In the long run, would-be reformers may be doing ncre harm than
good, if they transmit the message that state officials can
legislate and replate educational excellence without paying
attention to the'task of creating climates of excellence at the
local level. ... I have °occluded that our onsaitment to the
lock-step, time-defined st=tures of education stands in the Way
of lastimprogress. It is sinAy unrealistic tO thillothat all
students can learn from the same materials, to the same standards
of perfacauca, in the san amounts of time, taught by the same
methods.25
In sum, as 'we advance into the information age, cur highly regimented,

graded, lock-stepped, group-based, and time-oriented rather than
achievement-oriented systen is less and less able to neat the needs of the
individual, the society, and the school itself. Changing the curricullsa,
lengthenim the school day, and legislating higher standards are bend-aid
approaches to fixingabroken leg; and they are likely to do as such harm as
good in the long run.

In reference to the prcblems cited by the Commission's report, it is
the strwture of cur educational system that renders the selection of
=gut relatively insensitive to teachers and parents -- tha two groups
that perhaps shoal, as a team, have the strongest yam (with information
and advioe provided to them by "curriculum experts" and other concerned
people). It is ths structure of cur educational system that leads to the
establistarent of nainjaa_gardarlin and expectatials that ara usually
tailored to.the least Gamble students in a class. It is the structure of
the system that result in a veri small proportion of the lime in school
being spent on actively learning. It is also the structure of the
educational system that wcrks against glielitLJWW1ing by making it harder
to teadh well and by dindnishing the rewards and incentives for quality
teaching. Similarly, the structure of our system does not reward the kinds
of leadembip that are needed, and in fact it often rewards (or at least
promotes) gooA bureaucrats and public relations people instead of good
educational leaders.

Eut if this is true, how do we know that an alternative is feasible
row? First, it is certain that an alternative will never be feasible if we
don't work to develop it. If =rent feasibility were a necessary
conditicm, the Wright brothers woad never have gotten off the ground. Bit
we are well beyarel Kitty HaWk in the development of a "ed.rd-ueve"
edezational system. The alternatives to a groap-based, lock-stewed,
time-oriented, graded system require the availability of well-designed
learning resources and environments that are at once highly effective and
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highly motivating. Information technologies make it possible to create far
better learning resomces and environments than has ever been possible
before, and those tmahnologies are reaching a level of power and
affordability that maks them cort-effectively competitive for many
educatignal tasks.

But "hard" technology (equips-at) is only half the story. we haven't
known Enough about how to design effective and appealing learning reecurces
and envirarents to make alternative structures roe education ferusikae.
Finally, that situation is changing and has in fact alreedy changed enough
so that a third-wave educational system is feasible.46 The inpertant
question than becomes, "What would be a workable approadh far determining
the best structure and far impasearsting that structure?"

An Agoroadh for Improving lic EduoatiOD

Many problem solvars in business, industry, and edecatim. feel that
initial efforts should entail thinking in the ideal, forgettbv temporarily
about constraints, and later compromising an necessary to implement a
workable plan. When working with professors to help thous to improve thsir
courses, Syracuse University's Center far Instructional Develvosnt has
found that many solutions that are initially thought of as onsadmigeunder
current constrsints, are in fact scrkable, and that mudh better results are
a:humid byinitiallyttinking in the ideal. In the ultimate analysis, this
usually proves to bet the most practical of all approaches.

Another important concern with respect to an approach for improving
pUblic education is that anythingkeyond fine-tuning of any system requires
system-wide planning ard modification. Any system that hasevolved over as
many decades as has cur public education system, has certainly developed
many interdependent parts; and a basic tenet of systems thsory is that, if
you try to significantly-change one part, the spit= udll almost abwmps work
to change it badk again. In fact, except in cases where gradual but
sustained changes in the environment have caused gradUal changes in a
system, inportant changes in systems haw not been gradual, ;immoral
developnents; rathar each has taken the farm cf a "quantum leap", followed
by gradUal fine-tun1ng.27 Therefore, if we want signifloant improvement in
public educatini, gradual, piecemeal modificatianiof the structure of the
present systsm will nbt achieve the desired result. We need to divalop an
alternative systsm with a cceprehmisively different structure -- a qOantum
leap. The altsrnative systole would then slowly and gradUally be adopted by
school districts across the country -- perhaps oftan as a single altsrnative
schccl within a district -- as it became evident that the new structure
wouldbetettar for that community's needs.

The following is an outline of a strategy for facilitating this
gradual transition to a third-save edUcational sysban.

LgtxdseLfax_gignifisantithatioml_lgamszet
The airplane represents a quantum leap over the railroad in

long-distance transportation. And just as a better loordistarce
transPurtatial sYstaa (the airplane) was Planrad, dewelcPet are gradually
implemented and inproved over a significant period of time, so also a better
educaticeml system can only be planned, developed, and gradually introduced
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and improved over a significant period of time. In fact, any attempt to
adhisve widespread adoption of any significant structural innovation within
a short period of time (sudh as occurred with Dewey's prognmssivim) is
virtually domed to crash, if it ever gets off the ground. The necessary
training and coordination simply cannot occur effectively in sudh a short
period oftime, and the idem ant techniques inevitably,teconepurvertedand
ineffective. Hance, the followingstrategy is offered:

ibege_1. Develop a oreprehensivs baueprint for an "icleaP third-wave
edudit1Ce011iYitek-With iia1ã inOUt frail edudatian anilysts,
prld:itionsrs, refolomuml, parents, and stud:wits. TO the extent that it is
cost-effective, conduct mead: and field tests on parts of the system to
improve (replace, modify, or supplenent) them as much as possible before
impleountation of the first prototype.

Phase ;. Secure funding from private and government sources to
inplement a prototype.

Phase 3. Identify the commity for implementing the first pratotype4
perhaps a new oaseunity that will be starting up a public school system, or
perhaps a large city district in which the new system:would function as an
"alternative school" within the current:system.

Phase 4. Select or develop necessary 1mM-1nm:tic:al resources
(cleekmibed later), train personnel, build or remodel facilities in the
selectedloomemity, etc.

Phase 5. Open the prototype school and oanstantly monitor and revise
the various aspects of the system until it operates effectively and
monthly.

phase §. Build an Institute to publicize result of the system;
facilitate its adoption by intereeted school districts, train personnel
(ale train schools of education to train personnel), accredit schools (axt
this accreditation would supplement rather than replace state
wain:dilation), monitor and disaccredit saimap154 and develop additional
educational rem:Ix:es.

Adoption would be a lccal-schcol-district decision, and there would be
severe limits on the number of now systems that could be implemented eadh
year, because of the training and "retooling" requirements that could
realistically be bandied by the Institute. Within 10 years of the
implementatinn of the prototype school, it is likely that fsmer than five
par cent of the nation's public school districtswould have changed to the
new structure. The limitation is not so mudh one ct expense, forum do not
anticipate that teacher training would te any more expensive than it is at
present, nor would the buildings and resources be any more expensive.
Rather the limitation is ceme of expertise. It will take time for schools of
education to learn had to train the now type of teachers. Hence, the now
sysbes will be equally affordable for ridh and poor districts alike. In
fact, it seems planble that the districts thigh are having the most
trouble will be the fii:st to want to adopt the new structure (especially if
outside funds accompany it far the first year or two), thereby providing a
significant means far redressing current inequality of edUcational
opparbinity.

We propose that this is a workable and not particularly expensive
strategy for implementingr a siglificant inproment in public education.
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num% maws as A animme
ard remainder of this paper reports cn sare preliminary efforts todevelop a blueprint for the third-wave educational system (Ehase 1. above).we organized a wall team of theorists ant practitioners, parents anateachers, to work for four months cn the initial development of the

blueprint. We decided to fools cur attention at the St2=24221.1.1acts of
an educational system, both because there is so mach evidence that the
cum's& problems lie primarily in the structorre of the system and because we
feel that the people of a calamity should decide cn the goals and content
of their children's education.

forciatigni

Many people look back at the cne-rocm schoolhouse with a good deal oflaving and nostalgia. As with most things from the "good olds days," the
cne-rocm schoolhouse was not everything that tat, our Penults, or curgrandparents remerber it as being. Murat tare, hammer, several
educatiaal advantages that the cne-rcas schoolhouse had over cur present
schools. The teacher temrked individually with =Et studeuts, in contrast
to cur *present grow-based system. Students prOgressed at their act pace,
as opposed to cur current lock-sbeEced or tracked system. Students were not
promoted to leant new skills ard thowledge until they had muttered the
current ales (nor tare they held back cnat they had already mastered the
current ames) , in contrast to air present time-oriental, graded. systee. The
teacher was responsible for the alias' (as opposed to a cats* nee), was
concerned with the villas child (as csposed to just am aspect of his or her
intellectual development), and vets often a- partner with the child's andsand thereby responsive to their desires and able to dress, an their influence.

Also, there were omsiderable beefits from having children of a
variety of diffmitAcm in the sare rem, such as opportunities for peertutoring and role modelling. A teacher was able to taork with each child
over a period of years and, therefore, a thorough knowledge of each childand a consistency in matitoring and follow-through existed that is oftenlacking in today's schools. In the present, seccrd-wave sctsool system,
vbere children usually rotate free as teacher to another each day ard
completely change teachers each year, the teachers often just begin to Javow
and understand most of the children by the end of the school year. Thisresults in many needs going =et ant in a great deal of ineff1.ciercy in
meeting those that are eventually met. And perhaps most important, the
teachers' reduced knaileige and urderstanding of each child usually results
in a great deal less caring than existed in the ame-roosa schoolhouse. The
negative effects of this problem have been lade even more severe by today's
large and impersonal school environments, ithich have done nixth to faaet
alienation ard violence in cur youth.28

We do not in any way believe that a third-wave eclucatiaal system
should merely be a cne-roas schoolhouse with modern paint. Three and needs
have changed too ands for that. art la do believe that we should carefully
camsider the positive and negative structural characteristics of cur present
ard past systems in attempting to develop a structure that will be "ideal"
for a third-wave educational system.
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Tamitzer

In our current vision of a third-wave educational system, the
teacher's role has changed frmn one of disseminating knowledge to one of
motivating, advising, and managing the child's leaching. Well designed
resources (including interactive compater and videodisc systems), peer
tutors, projects, and learnirq labs are used to convey most skills and
knowledge. A teacher is responsible Dar a child far a period of three to
five years. And the school district contains a variety of small, campetim
"schools" for parents to dhoose fume (all at no oast to parents, and with na
power for any school to turn any child away, thereby providing a degree of
diversity and similtmleously a degree of aoamintability that are both sorely
lacking inldhe present system). These andolther aspects of the structure of
a third-vave- educatianal Asti= -are- described next. &Never, it is
important to keep inmind that these strucbIral dhanges are not likelyto be
a scaution to all cur nation's educational problems. He hope it will help
to enopurage nest ideas and to further developments in the design of a better
sdhool systen.

Teachers as Glides

Mast people who have advomted structural reform of cur schools have
called far a different role far teadsms, a rcae that is mare professional
and that relies more on technology to free the teacher frma routine tasks
and drudgery. Acomrdirqly, in the thirdmmve educaticmal systems the
relationship between the teacher and the child is not one of purveyor and
receiver of information. First, not all learning occurs in schools; the
.parents aid the camunity are important scurces of learning. Theamformt, cne

of the tmexm"s rcaes is to 4.-AcKtlestrate and coordinateefforts by parents,
camounity, and school. Second, withinthe school most kramackle is ommAmpol
thrum* well designed resources (including hands-an materials, printed
materials, and interactive comuter-based imaimmictixr0, inexpensive
assistants (including apprentice teachers, senior citizen valiziteers,
parents, and peer tutors), projects, discussion groups, learning labs, and
resource people.

Hence, the teadher is more a mide than a teacher, as is the case in
the Itntessori system, whidh has functioned extremely well in this rcde.
The role of the guide is =is of motivating, advising and managing the child,
rather than delivering most of the content loymiaeckm. The guide is a
canductccratherthmmamusician. She or he is an instructional manager who
helps the child and parents decide upon appropriate irsimmictional goals
(within limits) and then helps identify and coordinate the best means far
the child to achieve those goals. And those goals go beyond the
intellectual development of the child; they may extend to the child's
Physical, social, moral and psychological development, deperdin; an tha
parents' wishes.

Guides work individually and in small groups with childnel to insure
that they readh their goals. Therefore, there is no such thing as a
"class" in the sense of a group of chilchmeawlxilearn the same material in
the smne place at the same time for a whole term or academic year. (There
are, however, occasional discussion groups and seminars, which are
especially useful in such areas as literature; and some m1ni-0==es
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utilize clams meetings when be :sor alternatives are not avatlable.) Eachchild has indildickel educaticr41 goals and could be matched to a unlque
cararetion of resources with the help of a computer-based addstmert andmanagsment system. The ccet-effectiveness of this system isvery pronising
and is discussed later.

Develconental Levels as "Grade Levels"

In the third-wave school system a guide is responsible for eadh of his
or her students for one or the developsental stages of the child's life: aperiod of approximately 3 to 5 years. On the basis of work by Piaget,
Erikson, and others, we currentlyconoeive of four stages as being relevant
to the school system: approodmately ages 3 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 13, and 14 to18. The school .cuvwdzation is, structured around these four levels,
enabling eadh guide to work with a child for an average of fouc years.
Either the parents or the guide can request a change before the child has
entered the next developmental level, but there is a "test period" of, say,6 months during whidh no changes are allowed. The proms whereby parents
request a guide is described next.

Pazents ChoomaWides

Parents request a guide for each of their children. On the basis ct
information made available by an independent "coneumer aid" type of
district-wide office and on the basis of word of mouth and interviews with
guides, the parents request in order of preference about three to five
guides (depending on the size of the school district). The "consumer aid"
office also provides diagnostic testing and interviews to help parents make
the beat decision, or to make it far them if they are not interested. Each
guide decides how many children to accept each year, but does not decide
which children to accept -- that is decided by a formula that maximizes the
number of first choices filled district-wide.

"Clusters" as Indeperdent Schools

In other professions like medicine and law, professionals often work
together rather than independently; and, unlike teachers, they maintain a
high degree of decisionmmaking participation in, and control over, the
organization. In a similer way, even though parents choose an individual
guide, that guide does not work indeperdently, but is a member of a
"cluster* of guides. A cluster usually consists of about 3 to 6 guides,their assistants, their students, and a leader, who is a nmasterguide."

Like a lawyer in a lee firm eadh guide has considerable responsibility
far the success of the cluster, and considerable incentive to meet thatresrasibility Oen next paragra#0, And considerable power to meet thatrescansibility. In the present system teachers are given the first but not
the last two! Is it any wonder that the stractare works against good
results! Just as the "administrator" of a law firm is a practicing lawyer,
so the Rester guide is an active teacher. But the master guide also has a
variety of other respcnsibilities, foremost of which is instructional
leaderthip for the cluster. Ultimately, the master guide has the major
ramxxmadlity far the success of the cluster.
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The cluster's success depends an how satisfied the parents and
children are, because its imoome depends in part on the number of first,
secaid, and third choice requests for all of its guides. But it is the
inccme of each gleam that depends. an demand for its guides, not the
ince= Of aadi guide directly. A guide's salary is based only on the
amber of students he or she has and the cluster's gross income. Hence,
there is considerable incentive to help any guides in the cluster who are
nat doing well. Ibis results in a nice combination of eNegetitige between
clusters (providing incentive for excellence and respcosiveness to the
cremenlity's diverse desires ani needs) ard mosrstige within eadh cluster
(providing support and enccumement aecmg guides), not unlike that
dharacteriadrigmestother prafidiiani.

With respect to .tgersgaitigo, the dependence of cluster income on
parental satisfaction makes guides very accountable for what they do or
don't do. If a cluster is doing a bad job of meeting parental
expectaticns, its inoone will fall, as will the income for all ct its
guides. With respect to geggeratige within each cluster, the fact that a
guide's imp= depends not only an his or her van efforts, tut also on the
success of the other guides in the cluster, results in much greater
incentive to cooperate and help each other to insure that all the cluster's
chiIdren do as well as they can.

IsszniaLlitzi
In the fields of law, accounting, and redicine, a general practiticner

has aommmi to specialists in different areas. In a similar way, a guide has
access to various learning labs. A learning lab provides instruction in a
specific subject area. It can be a traditional, discipline-ariented area
such as biolcgy or a crcss-disciplinary, problae-orianted area such as
pallutkn. Mese learning labs operate cce4oletely imiepiedently of the
clusters.

All ctiildren in the school district receive a certain number of passes
or tickets that entitle them to use the learning labs. The labs in turn
receive their tudgets on the basis of the number of passes that they
collect, so there is ossiderabls incentive to attract students and satisfy
cluster guides' needs. Again there is a nice coebination of cacetition
between labs and cocceration within a lab, We currently envisien three
types of learning labs: "showing mall" labs, site labs, and mobilo labs.
They are described in some detail later.

In surenary, the major aspects we currently envision for the third-wave
educaticnal system are the follodrq:
1. Teachers are guides ubo, in cccperaticn with the child's parents,

motivate, advise, aniammage a child's education for 3 to 5 years.
2. Resources (including well-dmigned taterials, peer tutors, projects,

iliscussicn grcups, learning labs, and resource people) are used to
effil:most of the learning.
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3. Thine are no traditional "classes," but eadh child has individual
goals; and a unique combination of resources and approaches is
prescribed to readh those goals.

4. Guides work oxparatively within an eduoational cluster with about 2
to 5 other g9ides, ltdi.nga maiger guide,

5. the baiter gtilde sets the school climate and philosophy, hires guides
and assistants, provides professional development for guides and
assistants, and provides dirwction and leadership for the whole
cluster.

6. After a trial period, parents are free to request to move their child
to another available guide and cluster if they are not satisfied with
their child's progress. Hence, individual guides and clusters are very
accountable for what they do or don't do, and they have considerable
incentive to work with parenta.

7. Guides have a great financial incentive to cooperate and work
together for the success of the whole cluster.

8. Guides can send children to learning labs of various kinds to
receive the best available instructicn an selected subdects.

The following is a more detailed desception of the various aspects of the
structure of this third-iwave edudaticnal system.

Cluster Cperaticsie

Because the guide is the hub of this eduoaticsial universe, we shall
further describe the structure of the system an that level. As was
mentioned above, every guide must belong to a cluster, which is much like a
small law firm or medical clinic. Also, a guide is responsible for
children for one complete level ct development (approximately four years).
In an exceptional case, a guide might prefer that his or her students be
spread cut over two or even thme levels, rather than just one. In sucti
cases it is probably advisable that children switdh to a different guide
upon transiticring to the next level.

Eadh guide ctben uses gprenticeu (training to become guides),
advanced sbadents4-and volunteers (i ncluding parents, senor citizens, and
other members of the commodity) as assistants to help teadh his or har
students. Many receive credits far thair services, rather than money.
Those credits entitle them to wrsonal use of the learning labs far
ccntinuing education or the child care center for care ct their own
children. TUtoring is also a valuable emerience for students. There is an
apt adage that "Mho best way to learn something is to teach it." Students
are a very mudh overlooked resource that can save a school system mudh
money, improve Learning, and result in great benefits far the tutors. But
they wet have prcper training and guidance to be most effective.29

At this point, our best guess is that in Level 1 (sges 3 to 5) eadh
guide is responsible for about 25 dmildren in Level 2 (ages 6 to 9) about
35 children, in Level 3 (ages 10 to 13) about 45 children, and in Level 4
(ages 14 to 18) about 55 dhildrem These differentials reflect the
immomumei use of learning labs as the age level increases. The services of
apprentices, advanced students and volunteers considerably ligften the load
of eadh guide. However, these figures are our best guess at present, and
expezienoe may reveal better figures. ,

1,56
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those conversations are often directed at higher levels of )1Tradedge,
indbxiing synthesis and evaluation in Bloom's taxonomy41 and cognitive
strategies (or generic skills) in GagLe's taxonomy32 Service projects are
oftelameluiredl of students.

The guide also works closely with the parents on sudh other concerns
as the child's motional, social, artistic, moral, and peictxacgical
develop:lent This entails (1) identifying with the parents any aslects of
development that need work or any Obstacles to further devoid:cent that need
to be removed, and (2) developing with the parents an appropriate plan that
entails certain parental actions, as well as certain guide actions of whidh
the parents approve. As parents who have occasionally felt as if we were at
our rope's end with one of our children, we feel it Should also entail
providing advice -- when desired by the parents -- on how to handle behavior
prOblems and how in general to immummithe quality of home life.*

On the intervening levels (II and-III), the-guides serve both roles
described Above (for Levels I and /V). The degree to whidh eadh role is
played by the guide progresses as the Child develops from a Level I person
to a Level IV person.

At whatever level, eadh guide must abide by a "renaissance approach"
that establishes certain minimum levels of development in eadh of a broad
range of basic areas (includingbasic skills). Ihavewcoderful meacries of
a summer camp in which Nem cope:sue= allowedto go tosiftatever activity we
wanted whenever we wanted. There was a big dhart an whidh achievements in
eadh activity were posted for eadh camper, and we had to progress by at
least one level of achievement in eadh activity every week. That way, When
we went to do an activity that we didn't particularly like, we:decided when
to do it and ue ueremotivated to get it done as quidkly as possible. And ue
all tended to far exceed the one-level minimum in activities thatwe liked.
Also there were points given for eadh achievement, and campers were mote=
of teams that carpeted to get the highest nuaber of teampoints.

Similarly, in the thirdrwave educational system, as long .as the
minimum levels of achievement are met in all areas, the Ohildren can study
Whatever they want, whenever they want. As might be expected, the yearly
and quarterly minimum levels vary depending on the general Ability level of
the child. For example, a dhild with an IQ of 50 is not expected to adhieve
the same minimum levels as one wdth an IQ of 150. Benjamin Bloom has
evidence to suggest that the differences in rate of learning that currently
exist in our schools ammo= a function of differenoes in accumulated skill
and knowledge deficiencies than of differences in "intalligerce."33 The
eaphasis is on each child achiesingaxxxxding-to his or her iptuetial. For
"late bloomers" the mininap levels are adjusted to represent relatively
1mm:steps.

* I haiii recently learned of a public high school -- the Bishop Carroll
School in Calgary, Alberta, Canada -- which has many of the structural
features described here. It has been in operation for about 20 years, and
its students cormistently cutperformthe others in the district.

8
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The guide maintaire an achievement profile cn eadh of his or her
stuiorts on a =cuter-based advisement and managemmt system. Grades are
not given, because in an information society, a profile of the kinds of
abilities and knadledge cm has is more iwortant than a letter grade or a
general rank in class.

There are cluster-wide and district-wide interest groups and clubs,
dealing with such interests as comfters, drama, photography,
music, chess, and dance. There are also cluster-wide and district-wide
socialevents and athletic events. A major benefit of th.s structure is a
moch higher rate of student participation in athletics and other interests.
Oppartalities for leadership and exercise of responsibility are also
increased.34 Volunteers (parents, senior citizens, and other cceninity
meters) and older students do much of the suparrisico, much as is presently
done with Little League baseball and Scout prtmams.

It was mentioned earlier that learning labs provide specialized
expertise on different subject areas; and we have recently seen that the
older the thild, the more the labs are used. A learning lab can be for a
traditiael, discipline-oriented area such as biology or tar a
cross-disciplinary, prdaem-criented area such as pollution. And it can be
for an in1Wlectual area swoh as philosophy or tar a technical area such as
autcmcbile maintenance and repair. In all cases, labs wadi* enoouraged
to inoorporate instruction in thinkingskills and otherhighw-ceder skills
into the =tent area instruction, and guides would be reepasible tor
helping the student to put together a program of study that represents a
good progression of such higher-order skills instruction. Resources are
allocated to the labs an the basis of their usage, providing a combination
of cooperation ani =petition similarto that for the causters.

We mentioned earlier that there are three types of learning labs:
mobile labs, "shot:pi/y=11" labs, and site labs. Ttle Nubile labs are labs
on wheeas that travel around frme one cluster to another and even from one
district to another. The .ehopping mall labs are centrally locatAk4 with
easy acmes from all of the causters. lbw range from a one-room,
ors-perscm (part-tiee) "craft shop* cperation to a nation/id* operation (the
Sears of the shcpping mall labs). There tends to be axitinuous (although
not too fregme/t) turnover as the "offerings" adjust to cimnging times and
changing demands. Also, there are cocperative arrangements whereby children
may use labs located in another school district. Me site labs are located
at the pert-time organizations which sponsor them, such as uuseums and
businesses. Tax dectctions are an bportant incentive for the creation of
such labs.

All learning labs must be approved and periodically recertified by the
school district's Lab Management Orpnization (described later). Learning
labs can be started by almost anyone in any subdect area, including
crompKtisciplinary areas, but certain training and standards (especially
regarding chumtAm) are required. A learning lab direcbar runs the lab;
and depending co thci nature of the lab, the director finds cut about and
makes available top-quality resources, plans good activities, makes
arrangonts for conarlity-based experien=s, hires, trains and monitors
assistants (aptmentices, advanced students, parents, and other members of
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the cassanity) to help teach, and/or interacts persamally with children tomotivate, advise, and manage their learning within that specialty area.Teachers refer their students to specific learning labs and even to specific
perscnnal in a /earning lab. Many lea.ming labs are run by part-time
amateurihdbbyists and retired people at very little expense to the school
district.

rcgistically, the shoppinguall labs are ueually located at the "hub of
a wheel" in whidh the clusters are located in separate buildings out on the
"rim," attached by enclosed walkways ("spokes"). This arrangement
eliminates the need for tranwmtation and allows for district facilities
such as library, auditor:4ml, child-care facilities, and food services to be
easily accessible to all clusters, while still maintaining some physical
separateness for each cluster. (Although food pcceparation could be done
dentorally, each cluster should have its own cafeteria to help buildcluster
o2assicr6) Very large districts might have several sudh "wheels" at
different locations within the district. Although sudh a logistical
arrangement might.be ideal, existing school buildings cculd be used with
relatively fed modificatiors to meet the same needs.

1101-thCatidget-glee-thlUAWaling-UM

At the beginning of each quarter (Itlumweacrth period), each student in
the district is awarded a certain nuMber of learning lab passes. The exact
number depends on the child's level of intellect:1ml develortment -- the
higher the develmmult, the more passes awarded, because acre of their
learning occurs in learning labs. Alec, each child can earn additicnal
passes through such activities as taturing, helping with the preparation of
displays and =bodies, and supervising extca-curricular activities.

Same of the passes are "restadoted" passes and some arr, ''mpen" passes.
The restricted passes must be used for the study of Skili.vs d knwledge
specified by tho child's "quarterly contract" (gee bolow), vitl:.reas the open
passes can be used to study* arTything. This remelts in a cddbination of
structure and flexibility similar to that of the summer camp described
earlier.

Eadh pass must be filled out and signed by the guide, who indicatesthe
lab in which it is to be used. This helps the guide to influence and keep
track of the child's learning. The child hands in the pass to the lab, so
that the lab can then cash it in bar payment from the district office. The
passes could be inplarented electrically with megnetic ED cards and electric
time clocks that feed data on student and lab usage into the district-wide,
=cuter-based, advisement and management, system. Teacher approval would be
entered into the computer system, and the syst= wculd reject any dhild who
tried to log in to a lab without such gm:val. Each lab allows eadh
student a minimum of one hour of free "browsino" every quarter for purposes
of seeing if there is anything he or she would like to learn in that lab.
Of course, the lab receives reaxneraticri from the school district far such
braosing.
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Having a limited supply of passes to use in a quarter, the children
are more concerned with making the most of each one -- that is, notiesedng
precicus time 'tacking around." And having the flexibility to study what
they want when they want (within the structure of the minimum rewirements
and the other goals specified in each child's quarterly contemt) provides
heightened motivation and increased self-determination and self-management
that axe so important in an information society.

Mat_the_SlazifintSsee

At the beginning of each quarter, the guide sits down with each of his
or her students and the student's parents, if possible. Sogether, they
prepare a plan arsmexect for the child's learminggpals and activities for
the quarter. As a result of this plan, a checklist of required gcals and
activities is prepared (me:ably with the help of the ozaputer-based
advisanent and managarent Term), and the use of restricted passes is
planned. Roemer, the plan is devised in such a way as to leaire scme time
for children to pursue their awn interests with their open passes, whose use
is also discussed and informally planned at the begirming of each quarter.

The intent hers is to establish a balance between stricture and
flexibility. Bath cluster may establish its own policy (or lack thereof)
with respect to the balance betueen requirarents and cpticns, except that
the district may establish certain minima levels of develcprent in
different areas for different age groups (perhaps adjusted by individual
limits to rate of develcprent as measured by, say, D2 or same tether.
inlicatca).

At this tire, the guide and parents may also have a private
conversation about any probleas the parents are having with the child so
that the guide can give advice and/or take steps to help out. The guide
also identifies things the parents can do or ma to do to help the child
achieve his or her quarterly gcals (not just intellectual, but also
enctional, social, artistic:, and physical).

At the end of each quarter, the gudde sits dcwn with each child and
the parents (although two separate meetims would not be unomaxx) and
reviews the child's adiiemeents in relaticn to the ccntract for the
quarter. This provides ;art of the basis for planning the next quarterly
camtrnat, whichunuaLlycccurs at the same session.

Dtantijans_aL11111rwartIntm
The present educatimal sysban is extended in two important ways, in

addition to the ccncern for =academic aspects of the child's development:
(1) it is croon longer and (2) it is open for use by adults. It is me
low in threeueys. It is open more hcurs per day, until, say, 9:00 p.m.
This is dcne at very little extra acense because it is largely supervised
by volunteer help. It is open on weekends, again at little extra expense
due to volunteer help. And it is cpen cm vmeations, ircluling all summer
long.

Students can take vacations whenever their parents want, due to the
inirdekalized structure of the school. Similarly, guides and staff can
take their vacatiorm pretty much whenever they want because of the
nultipleeleveled staffing structure of the system (apprentice guides,
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volunteers, and older sbaderrts). GUides feel less of a need for a long
vacation in their new roles, and this elindnates the need for teachers to
find summer esployment at what are often not very rewarding (professionally
or finandially) jobs. Hence, it makes edOcaticn a year-rcund profession,
like law and medicine, with flexible crporbmities for vacations.

Adults (people over 18 years old) can buy or earn passes to use the
learning labs, making the school system a place where young and old can
learn together. It also provides an extra source of income and labor for
running the school system.

All school tax revenues, block grants, and state aid go directly to
the school district office for district-wide distrjamtion. The district
office establishes a budget for clusters (probably bY establishing an
amount per pupil and multiplying by the number of pupils anticipated for
that year) and a budget for the Leaching, Lab Nanagemsnt Organization
(probably by establishing an amount per pass and multiplying by the number
of passes anticipated for that year). The budget for =stirs is allocated
to eadh cluster in accordance with the demand far its guides. The budget
for the Learning Lab Management Organization is allocated to each lab in
accordance with the number of passes it receives, except that a certain
percent is kept to meet its administrative expenses. Finally, the 2-grawer
Aid_gmanigatign receives a flat percentage of the total school district
budget (around one-half of one percent), and the district offioe keeps a
flat percentage for its administrative expenses.

Cluster Organizaticn ard Adtnirdstratien

nev_auster can be sarted by =mut who meets the re:laments, but
a cluster can be disbanded if it ever fails to meet minimal standards set by
the school beard (and individual persconel can be "disbarred" if they are
fommikythe district ramie/ board to be negligently unprofessicoal). It is
probably wise to specify a minimum of two or three guides for forming a
cluster. Training and certificaticn are required for anyone uto wants to be
a guide. This training and certifiattim wuuld be provided by schools of
education that have been certified by the Mnstiimite. Some local training
may also be required regarding the district's computer-based advisement and
management system and current learning labs. The maaterAgide is chmeen by
the guides that comprise the cluster, and a 2/3 majority is required to
replace the master guide.

1 52
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For an established cluster, the biXiDg ct new guides is decided by a
2/3 majority of the cluster's guides. The Ilrisg of a guideimaild he based
on stardardet that are clearly laid cut in the charter of the cluster or
school district regulaticus, but those standards should allow a sufficient
length of time far new guides to improve and far older guides to reform
their ways. Because of the importance ct cluster cohesiveness and
cooperation among guides, a simple majority is sufficient for a cluster's
guides to decide whether or not the criteria far release have been met.
There is no grievance cr appeal procedure, again because of the irporrance
of cluster cobesivmiess and cooperationamorg guides. There is no grievance
procedure %ten a lawyer or doctor is kicked out of a law firm or medical
clinic, hut sudh is extreme:Wm-re.

An sdanistrative person from the district office is in charge of the
=orating, reperts, and logistical aspects for all clusters within the
school district, tut the cluster decides had its budgetwill be spent. This
trees the head guide to concentrate on instructional concerns and school
clLmate.

It was mentioned earlier that each cluster's gross income is dependent
on the total demand for its guides. A point system is used whereby each
guide receives 3 points for being the first choice of a "nme, student, 2
points far being the second choice, andlpoint for being the third choice.
A "new studeni0 is one entering aneerlevel of develcpunnt, one enteringthe
school system for the first time, or one requesting a new guide after the
six-month trial period. The "income rate" for eadh cluster is detemined
solely by the cluster's total points diviiai by the number otguides in the
clusteer. The cluster's budget is then determined by adjusting that income
rate according to the average percent of "full capacity " far its guides
(debannined by the actual !limber of staled:5 diviimilby the fUll-loadrumber
of stadents for each developmertal level). In turn, the guides' salaries
are based only on cluster budget and inlividual load -- no merit enders
a percent of the cluster's gross income. Hence, the only way to imoreass
one's salary, as in a law firm =medical clinic, is to inmease the depend
far the cluster' guides. In this way, there is a tremendous incentive to
cooperate within eadh cluster. All master guides receive a fixed salary
supplement set by the school board

It night be beneficial to have two levels of guides based on merit,
sucln that a beginning guide would likely not receive the same salary rate
as a veteran guide. Hasever, this raises difficult questions as to who
should make the promotion decision. Zlternatively, it might be beneficial
to allot, each clustsir to sat its own salaries, for the quideswill knowrthat
if their other budget categories suffer, parents will be displeased and the
cluster's points and !midget -- for the next yeariaill be lower.

Some districts may also want to allocate a certain fixed dollimramxunt
par student to eadh cluster's budget, to partially even cut the
expenditures per student across clusters. Sawyer, it Should be urderstood
that the more the cluster (mni lab) tudgets are influenced by demand for
them, the easier it will be far superior ones to grow and therdbv offer a
better education to more students in the district. It will also be less
necessary far the district office to clnse down weak clusters (or labs) by
executime mandate, which is likely to be politically difficult, if not
inpossible. This will be less necessary because insufficient personal
inccres will lead the guides in less suooessful clusters to seek Aore
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lucrative positions an their own initiative. In the long run the community
will be better off by rewarding excellence and not enoouragingmediocrity to
lingercan.

LOrtlirg-Lab-ISDaglialt22MiTalitia3

There is a learning Lab Management Crganization whiCh has the
following resperisibilities:
o It surveys the needs of the clusters for external instxucticrai

support (frau labs) and prioritizes those needs.
o It contracts nr3o learning labs. These may be (1) part-time

individuals (e.g., a retired biologist sato lives in the oanmunity and
is willing to devcte a part of her tine to the school district), (2)

part-time organizations (e.g., a local mums or business whiah is
willing' to devote a part of its time to the school district), (3)

full-time inddviduals (e.g., a mechanic who wild like to quit his job
ard work ball-time with kids), and (4) full-time organizations (e.g., a
publishing company that has establishud a subsidiary for runnin;
learning labs in schocas across the countcy).

o It trains lab directors whenaver necessary, and it provides
professional developmmt support services to the labs upon request.

o It distributes money to the labs according to the amount that eaah lab
is used.
An administrative person in the &strict office is responsible for the

ao=unting, reporting, and logistical aspects for all labs srithin the
school district, but again each lab decides how its budget will be scent.

=marAtt
The district-vide Consumer Aid Agency whioh was mentioned earlier

serves (1) as a paacement counseling service far matdhhm; children with
guides and (2) as a watchdog service tor providing, "consumer reports" on
clusters, guides, and learning labs (explained below). This Consumer Aid
Pigency is run by parents (my on a vcaunteer basis) but receives a
permanent flmmibudget (something like one-half of one percent of the total
disi=ict briget) as part of a system of "dhecks ami ima2wices".

The Consumer Aid hgercy's counselling service helps parents to deciae
whhdh guide will be best for their child. It maintains extensive data an
each guide's dlaractoristics are accomplishments, and it diagnoses a child's
needs if parents so desire, so as to enabae thee to select the guides skidi
sewn:at likely to meet these needs. Su:h pecple-categories as "intuitee
and "thinker" Trey be very useful far part of this function.

The Consumer Aid )Orcy's Nerada_ssgyigs has resprnsibility for
collecting and disseminating intonation about the quality of poems
of the clusters, guides, labs, ard Lab Management Organization.

Given that some parents do not care azugh to choose a guide for thefr
child, the placement service diagnoses each such child's needs and applies
for the most appropriate guides. }Weyer, such applications are not
included in the pohmt count described under "Cluster Organization and
hdainiMavadon" Above, to avoid the teeptaticn for dirty politics. Federal,
stater- and local supplements for disadvantaged children would be passed
through the district office directly to the clusters' budgets.
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NO than,* cost analysis has been performed as ymt, but preliminary
indications are that this system would cost approximately the same per
sthdent as cur present system, yet wad be considerably more effective.
Although guides are paid more than present teachers, their various
assistants (agxmntice guides, volunteers, and older students) cost
cxnsiderably less. Their use ermikaes a =oh higher student-guide ratio, hut
with increased Inman contact and czring.

The learning labs are the element that May =at influence costs. Zhe
number of labs and /*elatedly the number of passes provided to students each
guartmcwill greatly influence the coat. Also, the extent to bthich the labs
are staffed and/or directed by voltmteers or ssmi-voluntamms (those who
accept nominal paymmnt to supplement retirement or other tomes) will also
greatly influeme the cost.

In a small school district, it might to wise for each guide to alwa
serve as a lab director, with fewer students to guide. We pmesently
anticipate that this entire systaa can be run within present school
budgets, especially given that local tusinesses, foundations, and
individuals would be cxrmiderably more irclined to sponsor learning labs,
incltding basic-skill and ccntent-area shopping mall labs, as well as more
application-oriented and prcblem-oriented site labs.

CCSICLUSEIW

MUch work needs to be dam to fmrthomr develop, field test, and refine
this "bluvrint" of a thud-wave eduzaticnal system to the point where we
can begin to think about inplementing it in a pilot acbool. And this only
represents the first step in a systematic stratemf -to make significant
imroverents (a quantum imp) in cur educational system. Although the road
to meaningful, structural retpon of public etacaticn is long and difficult,
we feel that the strategy and approach are both very scund. With
persistence and dedication frame national coalition of concerned citizens,
we feel confident that we can achieve very significant imgmements. He
would he intPsested in hearing fron anyone who would like to be a part of
this effort.
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SKETCHES IN THE REDESIGN

OF THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

by Ray Budde

Abstract. One means for reforming American public education
is to change how local school districts are organized and
how they function. Miller's categories of subsystems and
Kuhn's cancept of the interdependent qualities or states of
subsystems are helpful in determining just what "system" is.
Implementing a redesign of six key components of the organ-
ization of local education would be sufficient to change the
basic character and direction of a school district. The ob-
stacles to making these kinds of substantial changes in organ-
izatian would be formidable as the power structure of the local
school district would be radically altered. Changes of this
magnitude need to be made within the context of a five to ten-
year period of planning and development.

Most of the committees and task groups which studied the condition of the

public schools in the early and mid-1980's concluded that there were serious

flaws in the way we in America are educating our children and youth. That

this should be a matter of serious concern to the citizens of this country

is strangly implied in the title of the first study which was commissioned by

President Reagan shortly after he took office: A Nation at Risk: the Imperative

for Educatianal Reform. 1 If the very nation is at risk - and, presumably,

educators bear some of the blame - we in education had better do something

about it! But what?

The remedy in the past when we were confronted with reports of serious

weaknesses in public education was "to improve the parts":

- "Raise teachers' salaries so that more of the ablest and
talented young people will enter teaching."

165 8

- "Beef up teacher education. Put more substance and reality
into how we train teachers."

- "Raise standards. Do more testing of competency in basic
skills. Strengthen graduation requirements."
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- "Tighten up the discipline. Make schools orderly so that II
pupils can learn."

- "Improve the textbooks and oth er hnstructional materials.
Install computers in every classroom (or at every desk)."

- "Strengthenpreparation and inservice programs for pr3ncipals
and superintendents so that the schools are better managed."

But this is the approach we have used for decades - and schools have

changed very little. An alternative "to improving the parts" is to make sub-

stantial changes in how schools and school districts and the education-serving

agencies are organized and how they function. This entails as an initial step

a major effort in redesigning educational organizations.

Focusing an the school district

Most of the effort resulting from the studies advocating educational re-

form have focused on various models for redesigning the individual school. It

is my positon chat unless the total school district (which includes the school

board, the superintendent, the central office staff, specialists, department

heads, and teachers) is restructured the changes at the school level will

soon be compromised and weakened.

If we're going to redesign the school district, where do we go to find

"it" - the structural timbers - the framework within which "education happens"

fram day to day?

Jamesliiller provides us with a total, almost universal, umbrella for

identifying the subsystems which make up any "living system." Clearly, a school

district is an organization in his "shred-out" of all the levels of living

systems. 2 Dr. Miller lists 18 separate subsystems that are components of his

example of an organizatian,a modern ocean liner.2 The local school distric.t

might well have fewer subsystems in that it is,predminaatly am information

system rather than a matter-energy system.
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Alfred Kuhn has contributed much to my thinking about just what the rock-

bottom meaniag of the concept of system (or organization in operation). The

system is not the collection of entities or subsystems in the system, but

rather the interdependence and the interlocking of a specific set of chosen

properties (or qualities or states) of those entities or subsystems - this

is what makes up the system.

The elements, or components of a system are not the entities in
the system, but qualities or states of those entities. In the
thermostatic system, it is not the air in the room, but its tem-
perature which in the element in the system. It is not the thermo-

stat, but the position of its switch. It is not the furnace, but
its state of being on or off. Similarly, the environment is not
the outside air, but the temperature of the outside air along with
the properties of the wall which will determine how fast heat will
move between system and environment.4

Thus changing the system of the school district involves moving from the

present set of qualities or states of the sut,ystems to a new set of desired

or chosen qualities or states of the subsystems of the school district. It

is not necessary to change the state of every subsystem. Changing the states

of a number of the more important subsystems will force changes in many of

the states of other subsystems - as it is the states, the qualities of the

subsystems which are interdependent and interlocked.

Redesigning six organizational components of the school district

Now let's do a bit of a redeSigning; some "organizational imaging" will

give us some idea of what the school district of the next century might look.

like. Without regard for "how we get there from here," let's redesign six

camponents or subcomponents of the organization of the school district:

- Decision making related to the cantrol of the function of instruction.

- How the year is used/divided for the purposes of schooling.

- Compensation plan for certified professianal staff.
- Career patterns for teachers, specialists, and administrators.
- A major mission of the school.
- Instructional materials aqd sources of information for teaching.
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Sketch 1.

REDESIGN THE FRAMEWORK roR
CONTROL OF INSTRUCTION. . .

FROM A FOUR-LEVEL
LINE AND STAFF
ORGANIZATION.

Organisational Chart

A Typacal ftdium Size School Caserict of 4350 Puplo
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OF TEACHERS RECEIVE EDUCA-
TIONAL CHARTERS DIRECTLY
FROM THE SCHOOL BOARD.
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Organizational Chart

Medium Size School District
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TEACHERS FUNCTIONING
UNDER 3-T0-5 YEAR

EDUCATIONAL CHARTERS

SUPERINTENCENT1

1--

PRINCIPALS K-lz SERVICES I

o The present administrative hierarchy of the
school district has been well over a century
in the making. Teachers have been and con-
tinue to be at the bottom level of the organ-
izational chart of the school district.

o Under collective bargaining, the school board
and administration tend to hold cm to the con-
trol of curriculum and instructional matters
as being within "management,rights."

o There is a flavor in the recommendations of a

number of the educational reform reports which
call for: "Teachers need to have more auton-
omy." "Teachers should have more of a say in
the decision-making process." . . . Given the
strength of the present structure, these pro-
posals may simply be rhetoric. Books on
"democratic leadership" were being written
back in the l95O's!
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o "Education by Charter" accomplishes a number
of purposes, chief of which is to give tea-
chers full responsibility for instruction -
the professional area for which they have
been trained and the field in which they have
been publicly certified.

o Teachere control over the function of instruc-
tion is counterbalanced by a carefully de-
signed "inside-outside" system of program
monitoring and evaluation.

o Computer technology now enables a school board
to fund educational charters for periods up
to five years despite the .fact that revenue
is still received annually and that decisions
may be made during the life of a charter that
will effect the total cost of the programs
and services covered by the charter.
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Sketch 2. REDESIGN THE SCHOOL YEAR TO PROVIDE FIVE MORE
WEEKS OF EDUCATICN FOR STUDENTS AND A FULL
WORK YEAR FOR TEACHERS. . .

BY MOVING FROM A 182-DAY YEAR
FOR STUDENTS AND A 186-DAY

WORK YEAR FOR TEACHERS. .

School Calendar - 1985-1986

- 182 days for students

- 186 days for teachers*
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13 days for holidays/vacation

tarts Tuesday, Last day,Fri.
eptember 2 January 24 .

SPRING SEMESTER $ RAYS

7 days for holidays,
acation, and snow days

Starts Monday, Last day,Tues.
January 27 June 17

*Wed. 6 Thurs., Aug. 28 6 29
and Wed. 6 Thurs., June 18

19: Teachers' meetings
and opening 6 closing school.

TO A 217-DAY "EDUCATION YEAR"
FOR STUDENTS AND A 229-DAY FULL

WORK YEAR FOR TEACHERS.

Septuple School Calendar - 1996-1997*
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Cocments

o The rationale for the present 9 1/2 month
rural-based school year is no longer vi-
tale. Yet this pattern for use of the
year is deeply imbedded in our culture.

o Summer progtams which have required
students to attend have done poorly.
Summer programs where attendance is
voluntary do much better.

o The hot continental sumner which much
of America experiences in July and August
makes it almost impossible to hold school
in non-airconditioned buildings.

o A new, extended school year can be designed o
using holidays as starting, inbetween, and
ending points for terms of varying length.

o After considerable trial and error, the
author found that Base 7 was the most
useful factor in building terms, and half-
terms and an easy-to-use credit system.

The SEPTUPLE SCHOOL CALENDAR miRht_just work. . .

o If a Rreat deal of creative thought gots into
how to use the five extra weeks of schooling.

o If "Education Credit" can be given to such
activities as: supervised work experiences;
learning experiences in summer camps and in
community recreation programs; independent
study projects; and group and family educa-
tional travel.

o a schools can be flexible enough to accom-
modate family vacations at any time during

the year.

!Lover a period of years, teachers can use
part of their work time in professional, non-
teaching activities such as: planning; writing
curriculum materials; half-term and term-long
sabbaticals; and filling administrative and
specialists positions.

o If airconditioning is installed in a sizeable
number of classrooms in the school district.

o The decimal credit system provides for
numerous ways to give "Education Credit"
for experiences in the 21-day, 28-day,
and 42-day terms. (21 hrs. a .1 unit;
42 hrs. a .2 unit; 210 hrs. 1 unit.)
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o IL, on the rationale that the reform of public
education is necessary for the society to sur-
vive and propper, the federal government funds
the costs of extending the school year provid-
that extension is a part of a totel reform plan
of the school district.
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Sketch 3.

REDESIGN THE SALARY SCHEDULES
FOR TEACHERS, SPECLALISIS AND
ADM/NISTRATORS. . .

FROM SEPARATE SALARY SCHED-
ULES AND PIANS WHICH Caen-
SATE SPECIALISTS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATORS AI HIGHER LEVELS
AND RATES IRAN TEACHERS. . .

TO A SINGLE "PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS
SALARY SCREDULE'WHICH COMPENSATCS
TEACHERS AT THE SAME LEVEL AND RATE
AS SPECIALISTS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

Salary Schedules (Annual Salaries)

CERTIFIED PERSONNEL WITH FASTERS
DEGREE AND TWELVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

19S8 - 19a9 School Year

POSITIONS

SOPS MIMS PIER TZAR

36 42
.

.48
.

Superintendent $ 66,000

High Sch Principal 56,000

School Psychologist $ 48,000
-

Elementary Principal 44,000
.

Guidance Counselor 40,000

Classroom Teacher $ 32,000

.....

o By 1996, the school year in many
communities will be four weeks long-
er for students and five weeks long-
er for teachers.

o Given inflation and some adjustment
in the salary level for teachers
generally, a salary of $55,000 for
a teacher with a masters degree and
12 years of experience would be plau-
sible for a 42-week work year.

Comments

o Schools exist to pass the culture
an to the next :emigration sad to

prepare that generation to live in
both'today's and tomorrnies world.

Professional Educators Salary Schedule

ALL CERTIFIED PERSONNEL WITH MASTERS
DEGREEE AND TWELVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

1996 - 1997 School Year

POSITIONS

11011ft MIMS PEN TSAR

42 4S

Superintendent $ 66,000

High Sch Principal 66,000

School Psychologist Contracted services

Elementary Principal $ 55,000

Guidance Counselor 55,000

Classroom Teacher 55,000 66,000*

*For "Lead Teacher" who works full year.

o Tha teaching profession is prepared for and o One way to recogni,te the crucial importance

is publicly certified to carry out this man- of teaching as a profession is to pay teachers
date of the public schools. at the same rate as specialists and administrators.

o A teacher should not have "to get out of the 0 From within its staff and from other school dis-
classroom" in order to have a full-time job, tricts and sourcss, a school district would al-

to earn sufficient money to support a family, ways have an ample number of qualified applicants

or to achieve a higher degree of tatus in for any specialist or administrative position
the field of education. (even though the person who would fill that vacancy

would be paid on the same level as a teacher).

(33
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Sketch 4. REDESICN THE CAREER PATTERNS OF EDUCATORS. .

TEACHERS

FROM A TEACHER HAVING TO
LEAVE THE CLASSROOM TO BE
PROMOTED TO A POSITION WITH Of
HICHER PAY AND STATUS.

SCALE

allow mi
TaAcHatt

TEACHER- - -1

CAREER PATTERNS

ASSISTANT r-
PRINCIPAL- 4

GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

1

PRINCIPAL I

SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGIST /

1

TEACHER

SUPERINTENDENT

DIRECTOR OF PUPIL
PERSONNEL SERVICES

YEARS OF cxrEwsiguat

YEARS OF AGE

TO GIVING THE TEACHER THE
OPPORTUNITY OF ROTATINC
BETWEEN TEACHING AND ONE OR
POPE SPECIALIST AND/OR
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS

DURING THE COURSE OF A
40-YEAR PROFESSIONAL CAREER.

Nonrenewable Cap on Number

'MAPS FWITION

16 Superintendent
7k - Principal
5 - K-12 Director

5 - Counselor

3 v. Asst. Principal
2 Admin. Assistant
1 Intern

May return to principalship
ifor 5 yrs. after one year
of classrooms teaching.

1. 4

5 10
1

25 30 35

15 20 25 30 35 40

45 50 55 60 65

MEDIA DIEECTOR OF

"ACHIM
--- -I CENTER TEACHER cumsocuL Ium TEACHER

ASSISTANT

L _ -Tt!ft! PRINCIPAL TEACHER LpRINCIPAL-

TEACHER
GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR I TEACHER

DI RECTOR OF ,P UP I L

IPERSONNE:- S1RVICKS

TEACHER

_

DIRECTOR OF
ADULT

EDUCATION
-. 4

lICACHICH

LEFT SCHOOL DISTRICT TO SE
A CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

Comments o "Educational Administration," "School
Management" are not tight, riotous
disciplines or fields. Teachers need

high levels of administrative and man-
agerial skills CO be successful.

o Former teachers are already filling
mure than 90% of all specialist and

administrative positions.

o With few exceptions, every professional

qould be on the same salary schedule
and would work the same number of
weeks each year.

o Laying the organizational chart "on its
side" provides a teacher with numerous
optiuns for a diversified career ddring
40 years in the profession.

o A teacher wanting to fill a specialist
or administrative position would have
to meet all state requirements for
that position.

o All administrative and specialist posi-
tions would be open to outside applicanm

o A teacher would gain important skills

and losients through filling other po-
sitions 61ring his/ber career



Sketch 1. REDESIGN THE CURRICULUM TO CHANGE
ONE OF THE MAJOR MISSICNS OF
PUBLIC EDUCATION. . .

nort A CURRICULUM. . .12, A CURRICULUM. . .

With a predominant em-
phasis on mastering el-:1

most limitless amounts
of of content

with on-
/ ly marginal
effort devoted

/ to information-seek
big and information-using
skills and attitudes.

Comamnts

With a predominant
focus on building the
skills and attitudes
for lifelong learnin

"with
/highly fo-
cused, long-

firm mastery of very
carefully selected
content.

o It is estimated that the amount of know-
ledge is now doubling every three years.

o Traditional fields of knowledge and disci-
plines of study have been breaking apart
and recombining. Interdisciplinary studies

Fnd double-name fields abound.

o Through various kiads of technology, a pupi
sitting at a desk in the classroom (or at
home) can now have access to this expanding
univerSe of knowledge - in whatever categor-

ies are useful.

o Learning some kind of definable amount of
content during 13 years of school is no
longer a viable major mission of public
education.

o The pupil of the 1990's who will became the
adult of the next century needs to develop
the skills and attitudes to become a life-
long learner - and this needs to become one
of the major, continuing missions of the
public school.

o Required content should be highly selective
Methods of checking mastery and reenforcing
longterm, useable memory need to be devel-
oped which transcend the confines of a
single school year.

r.6
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Sketch b. REDESIGN THE WAN IN WHICH TEXTBOOKS
AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAIS ARE

OBTAINED.

FROM OVER-RELIANCE ON... TO GREATER USE OF...

Bland, water-downed,
generalized,picture-
full textbooks and
textbook series...

and

commercially prepared
spirit and copy ma-
chine masters.

Comments

-Teacher written and
designed books,
instructional mtls,
and aids.

-Original sources from
libraries,data banks.

-Student-created books
and materials.

o Many of the major textbook publishers are
now part of large corporate conglomerates.
Present managers are under considerable

pressure to show high profits.

o High profits are made in publishing by
selling large quantities of series of
textbooks and materials in as many states

as possible.

o The quality of commercial texts and ma-

terials is diluted by several factors:
the biases and regulations of a number.of
large states who approve a limited number
of series for adoption in the state; need-
ing not to offend regional or national
special interest groups; lowering the level
of vocabulary so that pupils reading below
grade level can "handle it"; and extrava-
gant use of pictt.res and other visuals -
this done as a perceived necessity because
pupils watch so much television.

o Technology in the publishing industry now
makesit possible for a school district or
a consortium of school districts to set up
an "Educational Materials Publishing De-
partment": various options in offset
presses; word processing computer soft-
ware for preparing camera-ready typed
manuscripts; software which enables any
office so do "desk-top" publishing; and
multi-color copy machines.

o With an increasing emphasis on having pu-
pils write and illustrate their own poems,
stories, and reports, it might be time to

revive an "old technology," the hand-oper-
ated spirit duplicator. This would gtve
pupils hands-on publishing experience right
in the classroom - and with seven-color
capability:

o The increasing availability of data banks
and discs and "fax machines" will give stu-
dents and teachers easier access to a rich
variety of original source materials.



Usefulness of the theories

One could argue with some justification that the six entities chosen for

redesign do not fit very well into Miller's 18 subsystems of a modern ocean

liner. I would agree that this is an awkward fit.

- Locus of decision making (Sketch 1) clearly fits as part of
the subsystem of "Decider(de)."

- The length and structure of the school year (Sketch 2) and
the mission of the school (Sketch 5) could be viewed as

concept...-1 "Boundaries(B0)" of time and objective.

- The compensation plan (Sketch 3) is an important dimension
of how the "captain and crew" of the school district are
sustained and motivated.

- Career plans (Sketch 4) are patterns of position-holding by
personLel of the school district over 40-year periods of time.

- Instructional mate.cials and sources of information for teach-
ing (Sketch 6) are obviously "inputs" which move through sev-
eral of the subsystems.

The match mi.F!ht have been more exact had the example for the level of

organization been an information system such as a college, an adult learning

center, or a research corporation.

The interdependence or the "interlockedness" of the new states of these

six entities (Kuhn) is much more obvious. We need to start with the premise

that the main reason the school district exists is to-carry out the function

of instruction.

- Giving teachers responsible control over instruction makes
teaching the premier professional position in the school
district.

- This fact is recognized by giving teachers a full-time job
and paying them as the same rate and level as specialists
and administrators.

- With teachers on the same work year and compensation plan
az other professionals, they can then build diversified

careers (according to their interests and qualifications)
by having the option of moving out of,...and back to the class-
room to and from specialist and administrative positions.

- Giving teachers significant amounts of time for planning and
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curriculum development linked with the decentralized capa-
bilities brought on by technology in the graphic arts and
copy machine industries now makes it possible for teachers
to write their own textbooks and create their own learning
materials for the classroom. Access to ever-expanding data
banks of information adds a very exciting dimension to pro-
viding materials for learning.

- There is a flip side to teachers having responsible control
over instruction. Teachers being in charge of the function
for which they are trained and publicly certified would make
it incumbent an them to assume as their number one responsi-
bility that of helping pupils take charge of their own learn-
ing. This is especially important during a time which is
now designated as the "Age of Information." Developing the
attitudes and skills to become lifelang learners is crucial
for today's pupils if they are to prosper and survive as
adults.

Need for a lang-term view

Changing these six entities in the organization of local education would

undoubtedly result in an observably different kind of school district. But

there is no quick fix here. Redesigning a school district ane implementing

the new model of organization is not going to happen within the caafines of

a single school year - or even two or three school years.

The fictitious superintendent in Education by Charter, "Dr. William

Wright," presents the community with a ten-year plan for totally reorganizing

the "Hometown Publf.c Schools. H5
This kind of span of time allows for a number

of things to happen.

- A multi-year, computer-based program budget format can be
developed, tested, and adopted.

- Groups of teachers can develop plans for educational charters
and then, if the charters are granted, can field test teach-
ing under the charters for three, four, or five years.

- As needs develop and anxieties rise, appropriate inservice
and staff development activities can be planned and carried
out.

- Genuine roles can be developed for parents and other citizens
an charter plamning committees and charter advisory committees.

- Principals have sufficient time to try out new roles as supporters
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of instruction rather than administrators aver instruction.
The flexibility of educational charters would encourage a
principal to be part of a teaching staff of a charter in his/
her field of expertise.

- The school district could develop within the schools or the
community the capability of producing its own texts and in,-
structional materials. Arrangements could be made to access
the many regional and national data banks which could provide
information which would enrich classroom instruction.

- A network of outside persons from universities, other school
districts, and other institutions could be formed to monitor
and evaluate the impact of organizational changes over a sus-
tained period of time.

- Ten years allow time for the superintendent to take advaatage
of retirements and other terminations to start institution-
alizing the notion of a single educational profession within
the school district.

Redesigning a school district or any other social institution is indeed

a challenge. It's ironic that the person who is providing the most publicity

about making fundamental changes in the structure of organizations is Chairman

Mikhail Gorbachev with his drive for "perestroika." But whether we call it

redesigning, restructuring, reorganizing, or even "perestroika," the next few

years will provide many exciting opportunities for the members of the

International Society for System Sciences who are able to cross the bound-

aries of the disciplines aad fields and draw ideas from maay sources to create

models for tomorrow's institutions.
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EDUCATIONAL RESTRUCTURING:

AN EARLY LOOK

Introduction

The present "restructuring" movement has been spurred by the
belief that the existing educational system, designed in the early
1900s, is not up to the modern day challenges it faces. Instead
"restructuring advocates" assert that schools must make fundamental
changes in the ways that teaching and learning activities are
designed. organized. and delivered to learners -- if they are to
prepare learners to be productive and effective members of today's
society. Yet within this basic agreement on the need for change,
current restructuring efforts reflect differing views about what form
such change should take and how best to bring it about. As a means of
better understanding the direction the movement seems to be taking and
how it might be enhanced, this Brief offers a framework for looking at
current restructuring efforts and the assumptions underlying them.

What Is Behind the Restructurina Movement?

First, the current wave of restructuring efforts represents a

natural outgrowth of the excellence movement, which established a
reform agenda consisting of general goals at wnich schools could aim.
While the emphasis vr.s on what constituted effectiveness, there was
less attention to how the goals could Pe reached. Restructuring
efforts, on the other hand, tend to be concerned, at least initially,
with creating structures, processes, and conditions for change (e.g.,
establishing leadership teams, decentralizing, empowering teachers).
As such, restructuring can be described as a logical and natural
successor to the excellence movement.

Second, the problem faced by schools, especially those in urban
settings, are enormous, some say paralyzing. Many urban educators
have become convinced that the existing schooling patterns and
practices will have to give way to new ones. Doing something about
the achievement gap between minority and disadvantaged youngsters and
their counterparts is now recognized by many as the most serious
problem facing urban education.

Third, much has been said about the compatibility between our
present educational system and the industrial age -- an age we are
moving away from. Now schools must be concerned with meeting the
educational needs of the information-oriented age -- an age that
demands different competencies for leading productive and satisfying
lives.

Fourth, A Nation at Risk and virtually every national report
issued since stress the economic dangers facing the United States A
decline in economic productivity, vigorous challenges to America's
long dominance of world markets, and economic growth no longer a
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"given," are indicators of the danger. Economic competitiveness has
become a powerful challenge in goading the educational system toward
improving its quality and relevance for a post-industrial society.

Finally, there have been major advances in basic research and
applied technology that will significantly influence both learning and
instruction. From cognitive psychology comes different conceptions of
how learners learn. And advances in computer technology (e.g., infor-
mation storage, retrieval, and manipulation, artificial intelligence)
will permit very different types and levels of interaction between
learners and a knowledge base.

These conditions contribute to a complicated problem mix and add
urgency to educators' natural tendencies to want to improve the
educational system. As a result, slow and steady improvement of the
existing system is no longer seen by many as acceptable. Major
change, restructuring, and redesign of that system are fast becoming
the watchwords.

What Do Rest;ucturing Efforts Look Like?

Realignment perspective. Most of the change efforts of the last
decade (e.g., professionalization of teaching, clarification of
instructional goals, improvement of school climate and discipline,
lengthening of the school day) reflect the idea that positive change
in education means shoring up the existing system. The questions that
guide this approach are: How can we realign or refocus school
programs and practices to better meet existing goals and standards?
How can we do things right (vs. are we doing the right things)?
"Realigners" are mainly concerned with improving the overall
performance of the school in accordance with existing goals and
priorities, with solving various problems, or with implementing new or
modified practices to increase efficiency or effectiveness.

Redesign perspective. The advocates of redesign, on the other
hand, perceive American schools as heading into real trouble and
unable to steer out of its way. They call attention to the widening
gap between the learning needs of individuals in a modern,
information-rich society and the practices and requirements of schools
patterned mostly after a bygone industrial era. They point to
dramatic demographic shifts occurring in urban areas and claim that
schools are unable to cope with the resulting needs of increased
numbers of students from culturally diverse backgrounds. They cite
discouraging statistics about the dropout rate among minority
students, substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, and other indicators of
social deviancy. They see nothing less than major redesign as a
necessary response to the present and projected future needs for
learning and human development.

The redesign perspective holds that quite different ways of
organizing and delivering educational services are needed. Included
in this perspective is the belief that schools ought to anticipate
emerging and future needs of learners, given the changing conditions
of the community and larger society, rather than merely react to
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specific issues or problems that arise. The entire system (its goals,
functions, programs, policies and structured arrangements) should be
open to question and reformulation. Important questions in this
perspective include: What role should the educational system play in
the new society? What should education accomplish? What functions
should it perform? Whom should it serve? How should it be organized?

These two perspectives represent highly divergent viewpoints.
More often than not, restructuring efforts fit neither extreme.
Instead, they are more likely to overlap. Figure I displays a
framework we are using to examine educational restructuring efforts.
Each of the three primary dimensions are described as consistiog of a
continuum of four levels. The general implications for educational
change as a result of choosing to focus at specific levels include the
following:

o Choice of any level as the starting point always assumes the
eventual inclusion of lower levels. The same cannot be said
of higher levels.

o Staying at the first level in each dimension will result in
the least change.

o Moving from the first level to higher levels tends to lead thE
educational system toward more comprehensive redesigns of
purposes, functions, roles, and practices.

o Staying at the first level may create more efficient

educational systrim, hilt mzy result in less attention to the
isue of appropriateness.

o Moving from the first level to higher levels tends to be more
complicated, requires longer time frames, more professional
commitnent, and probably has the greatest potential for
creating the kinds of educational systems our present and
future society needs.

The dimensions and level definitions are as follows:

A. Scope of inquiry or level of examination.

I. The Existing Educational System. The inquiry is limited to
the specific operations and accomplishments of the school or district.
For example, an inquiry or analysis might be limited to issues
surrounding management, communication, instructional effectiveness,
staff development, school climate, decisionmaking, curriculum,
discipline, etc.

2. Issues to Which the Educational System Must Respond. The
inquiry is ocused on issues in the environment. The nature and
causes of problems such as student failure, dropouts, drug abuse,
student pregnancy rate, job preparation, etc., become the primary
focus for analysis and subsequent design efforts.

1. 75
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A

Scope of
Inquiry

\

Figure 1

Framework For Exploring Educational Redesign Options

Relationships Between
Educational Systems and Other
Organizations and Agencies

B

I I I

The Larger Society

1

3 The Comm Unity as a System

I I i.
2 issues in the Environment

....---f---1----1-
1 internal to Existing Systems
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Primary Focus
for Change Efforts
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3. Ple Community. The inquiry is expanded to include the
community as the unit of analysis in terms of its problems or issues.
its values, needs, and resources as they relate to teaching and
learning. The potential contributions of a wide variety of other
agencies, organizations, and institutions to the educational
enterprise are examined.

4. The Larger Society. The inquiry is further expanded to
include the present and future knowledge and competency requirements
of effective citizenship in a global environment that is becoming
increasingly complex, technology-based, and dependent on cooperation
and negotiation.

B. Relationships between educational systems and other organizations
and agencies that have or will emerge from the restructuring effort.

I. Information and Resource Development and Use. The effort is
limited to identifying andiiifng resources in the community to
supplement instructional/learning activities.

2. Cooperation. Schools, districts, and other agencies
cooperate to achieve common goals or to conserve resources.
Participants remain separate entities but there may be considerable
contact and sharing. Some joint decisionmaking and planning is
common.

3. Coordination, Linkage, and Collaboration. There is more of
a shared endeavor, ownership 'of the enterprise is spread among the
participants, and decreased autonomy occurs; a high level of
commitment among members of participating groups (classes, schools,
districts, other organizations end agencies) is needed. The
organizational arrangements for accomplishing the shared goal are
formal and remains intact as long as the goals are present.

4. Integration. The highest level of multi-organizational
arrangement for accomplishing work involves the formation of a new
organization from existing ones that have common interests. Schools
or school districts may become part of a larger educational system
made up of a variety of organizations (public and private schools,
higher education, public and private community agencies, business and
industry, associations, etc.). Such agencies integrate all or a
portion of their resources and services into a separate entity that
assumes the responsibility for designing and carrying out the learning
and development functions for the community. The specific roles and
functions of the various participating organizations emerges from an
educational redesign process.*

*We are not aware of any educational change linkages at this level.
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L. Primary focus for the effort.*

1. Governance. The change effort focus is in modifying the role
and functions of institutions with responsibilities for education.

2. Administration. The focus is on changing functions of
people, procedures, or processes related to supporting the
instruction. Communication, instructional decisionmaking, resource
allocation, performance evaluation, staff development are exampl s.

3. Instruction. The focus is on instructional practices,
instructional strategies, learning environments, curriculum and
learning materials and other issues of major concern to teachers.

4. Learning. The initial focus is on the learner and the
knowledge, skills, values, etc., that are required for effective and
productive citizenship now and in the future. Based on these
competencies and attributes, what learning experiences will best
serve? All other design decisions (instruction, etc.) are based on
these decisions.

What does the current wave of restructuring efforts look like
when viewed from the framework? To find cut, nine school district
sites were identified where comprehensive reform is the stated
intention. In addition, three fairly recent reports advocating major
reform or "restructuring" were included in the analysis (see Figure
2). The cases used for this "first look" were selected primarily
because of easy availability of information (e.g., descriptions of
plans and expectations or reports). Given the well-known
vulnerability of plans during implementation, "seconki looks" at these
sites well might reveal shifts in emphasis. Based on this initial
analysis, however, some conclusions can be drawn about current
restructuring trends.

o Most restructuring efforts have, at least initially, limited
the inquiry to vlisting educational systems. Although such
efforts may have been motivated by problem issues (dropouts,
drug abuse, attendance), attempts to deal with the issues
tend to focus on changing some aspect of the existing
school. An alternative would be to ignore the existing
school for the moment and focus the inquiry on the larger
society as a owns of creating very different conceptions of
schooling.

o Most restructuring efforts tend to rely on their own resources
but have looked to the community for activities to extend or
supplement instruction. Field trips and career days are
common examples. There are a few incidences of movement

*The successive levels for Dimensions A & B imply expansion (from
internal to external). The opposite is the case for Dimension C. The
key concept for this dimension is that the focus mo,:s from the educa-
tional periphery to the "core technology" of learning ad instruction.
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toward cooperation (joint planning, and resource sharing) but
more advanced types of relationships such as collaborations
or integrations of two or more agencies for educational
purposes are rare.

o Most restructuring efforts have focused at the admini-
stration level to modify the decisionmaking proce3,ses (e.g.,
decentralizing, teacher empowering, leadership teams) or at
the instructional level (e.g., curriculum revision, teacher
training, grouping procedures). Few, if any, have begun with
identifying the kind of competencies that learners need to
possess in order to function effectively in the present or
future society and then moved to a consideration of
instructional strategies, roles, and resources to help
learners acquire those competencies.

What Is Needed to Enhance the Movement?

Ideally, educational restructuring efforts would advance toward
the higher levels of inquiry, relationships, and focus for effort and
become educational redesign efforts. But such advances will not be
made easily. A successful redesign strategy will probably contain the
following elements:

o Recognition of the urgency that surrounds all education,
but particularly in urban settings.

o A willingness to entertain new perspectives and new
visions about learning and learners.

o Leadership for and competencies in the process of
design inquiry.

o Willingness to collaborate with other groups, agencies.
and organizations to accomplish common goals.

o Organizational structures within the system to
facilitate inquiry and decisionmakirg.

o Institutional policies to encourage inquiry and design
and incentives to reward or reinforce progress.

o Models, processes, capabilities, and motivation to
obtain and use information for consensual and ethical
decisionmaking.

o Sophistication about and willingness to confront the
barriers that most systems face whel engaging in change
efforts.

o A strongly supported professional anu institutional
development program to support inquiry, design, and
implementation.
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